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As a result of trends in tankship and bulk carrier

design over the past decade, scantlings have been reduced sig-
nificantly. This is attributed to a better understanding of
actual service 1oads, improved methods of stress analysis,
and the application of long-life coating systems, alone or
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6. Ab, tract

This report is the final product of an investigation of ballast and cargo

tank corrosion and the use of corrosion control alternatives on board crude

oil and refined petroleum product carriers. TO obtain data, a survey of ship

operators, coating and anode manufacturers, shipyards and contracimrs,

consul tants and published literature was conducted. Key faCt0r6 affeCting

corrosion and corrosion protection costs are identified. The relatiye

effectiveness of coatings, sacrificial anodes and full scantlings is evaluated

for different tank conditions. A method of life-cycle cost analysis for

various tank conditions and the results of sensitivity studies on two

representative ship designs are presented. These analyses are wed b examtie

traditional corrc6imcorrhrol philosophy in light of modern day tariker

develiyxnents. It was found bat it is not normally advantageous to reduce

scantl’lngs in fully protecbd cargo tanks and that a partially coated crude

oil tank will experience lower life cycle cOsts ~an. one fully cOat.ed.

The main intent of this report is to provide tanker owners and designers with a

rationaie for selecting an optimum corrosion-control system for a specific

yessel by providing a better understanding of the factors which influence both

tank corrosion and the cost of corrosion protection.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Tankers carrying crude oil and refined ~troleum produc - have experienced

corrosion problems in cargo and ballast tanks since they first came intc

existence. In the 1950 ‘s, the subject started receiving widespread attention.

Work done by the American Petroleum Institute, in particular, gave rise tc a

better understanding of the problem and its causes. As a result, more

effective corrosion-control systems were developed which led to classification

societies reducing the minimum scantlings reguired for ships. The in~us try

trend was tm use progressively lighter scantlings in an effort to minimize

weight and construction cost. The philosophy was tiat the reduction in steel

weight allowed during new construction more tian offset the initial cost of

corrosion- control sys terns and tieir maintenance or renewal throughout the life

of a vessel. This led to increasing dependence on the ability of a corrosion-

control system to prevent wastage. This basic philosophy has survived

throughout the sixties and seventies.

Today, the factors on which this philosophy was predicated have changed. The

size of tankers has increased so rapidly thab now one tink of a modern ULCC

can hold nearly as much cargo as an entire T-2 tanker did during the 1940’s.

Technological advances have been made in many areas of corrosion control. The

cost of corrosion- control systems, ship construction and repair has increased

many times over and new tanker safety and pllution regulations for tankers

are in effect. In light of these changes, there exists a need m re-examine

the philosophy of tank corrosion control and update it if necessary.

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

This project was designed to address the task of re-examining corrosion-

control philosophy as it applies im tiday ’s tankers. It investigates the

effectiveness of various corrosion-control sys terns and, by means of life-cycle

cost analyses, tests the validity of the philosophy. Areas worthy of

additional study are also identified. The intent of the study was to provide

tanker designers and owners with a rationale for selecting the best corrosion-

control system for a specific vessel by providing a better understanding of

the factors influencing the corrosion experienced by a tank and the factors

influencing the costs of corrosion-control systems for tankers.

The scope of the project limited the investigation to product carriers

transporting refined petroleum products only (e.g. gasoline, domestic heating

oil, etc. ) and crude oil tankers. Chemical carriers and carriers of edible

products were not included. The study was concerned with cargo tanks,

cargo-ballast tanks and ballast tinks and included deep tanks only. Inner

bottom tanks, slop tanks and trim tanks were excluded.

1-1
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Corrosion-protection systems examined included those most widely used - full

and partial coatings, increased scant lings and sacrificial snodes. Only brief

mention is made of any other methods less widely used. Effort was made to

repokt practical, representative performance results of protection systems,

not the results of ideal, theoretical protection available only under optimum

conditions rarely achieved. Also, corrosion related to metal stress and

fatigue was not examined in this study.

The original requirements of the study as set forth by the Ship Structure

Committee were the following:

a. Collect, for different areas of the structure, construction and

repair costs for steel, coating and anode work in U.S. and foreign

yards from published sources, owners and yards.

b. Collect existing published data, including that implied by

classification rules, of corrosion rates in cargo and ballast tanks

with various protection systems.

c. Develop a method or calculation procedure for taking into account

life-cycle costs of various corrosion-control systems.

d. Evaluate the relative effectiveness of various corrosion-control

systems based on published data and data solicited from

classification societies and owners.

e. Perform sensitivity calculations of life-cycle costs of various

corrosion-control systems for segregated ballast tankers as follows :

( 1) 30,000 DWT clean petroleum products tanker

(2) 250,000 DWT crude carrier

The last requirement was later changed to allow USe of a 39, 300 DWT Clean

petroleum products tanker and a 285,000 DWT crude carrier for sensitivity

studies.

1.3 LIMITATIONS

As with most research projects, there are certain limitations which must be

borne in mind when using the information presented. The first is that no

actual testing or detailed inspection of ships was conducted. All information

was obtained by a survey of concerned groups, such as ship owners and

OperatOrs, consultants, coating and anode msnuf actuxers, shipyards, regulatory

bodies, etc. and a survey of published literature on the subject.

Most ship operators and owners do not keep &tailed records of tank corrosion.

Most companies, especial ly smaller ones, are very limited by available

manpower and do not have the time to devote to such activities.

1-2



In these cases, the respondee usually reported informally on their general

experience with tanks. Often the information was not as detailed as ideally

desired making it difficult to correlate between the type and extent of

corrosion damage and the many factors that led to it.

The last limitation which should be noted concerns cost figures. Some

tYPe Of cost figures was obtained from several different sources but it was
soon discovered that the costs reported often depended on unquantifiable

factors such as the urgency of the work, the availability of dry dock space

and the volatility of the particular market. This type of response made it
difficult to arrive at concensus cost figures for different types of tank

work.

1-3
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CRAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 SURVEY

Two types of surveys were conducted to obtain data for use in the project.

The first was a survey of published information on the subject of tank

corrosion and corrosion-control technology. A comprehensive computerized

literature search was first conducted by Naritime Research Information Service

(MRIS ). This resulted in a listing of all recent publications relating to

tank corrosion, tanker repair work or the performance of corrosion-control

systems. Sources of publications on the subject included technical societies

such as the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME) and the

National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE ), the National Technical

Information Service (NTIS ) and technical libraries. A complete bibliography

is located at the end of this report.

Next a survey of persons involved in the tanker and corrosion-control industry

was conducted. This survey canvassed ship owners and operators, coating

manufacturers, anode manufacturers, marine corrosion consultants, regulatory

agencies, shipyards and independent shipyard contractors. To assist in the

surveys, data sheets were develowd for ship owners and operators and coating

manufacturers. Contacts with other groups were conducted on a more informal

basis.

Information for use in the study was received from sixteen tanker owners and

operators involved in both foreign and domestic service. The se responses

varied significantly depending on the time and manpower available to respond

and the scope of that company’ s experience. Small tanker companies were

usually very limited in the time and manpower they could devote to tank

corrosion and, as such, kept very little detailed information. Larger

companies usually had on their engineering staff one or more persons whose

main duties involved tank corrosion. One company had developed a

comprehensive computerized tank management program to control corrosion in its

ships. Most companies chose to respond on the basis of general information

rather than specific ship histories. Each responded only on the tank

scenarios with which they had experience. The different scenarios were based

on type of cargo, type of washing, age of ship, type of corrosion protection,

etc.

Ten coating companies responded to the survey. Information obtained from

these contacts was very consistent due to the use of a survey data sheet which

most responders completed. All main types of coatings were represented

including epoxy, inorganic zinc and soft coatings. Two major anode manufacturers

were also contacted for information on zinc and aluminum sacrificial anodes.

2-1
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Several marine corrosion consultants contacted provided information on

corrosion–control methods for tankers and four shipyards and independent tank

contractors supplied information on costs of corrosion control and repair . A

great deal of tank work in shipyards is now performed by independent

Contractors. Foreign corrosion-control costs were obtained from publications

and contacts with ship owners dnd coating companies.

2.2 EVALUATION

Data from the literature and industry survey were compiled, reviewed and

evaluated to establish the relative effactiveness of various corrosion- control

systems . Only the most widely used types of systems were evaluated. The se

proved to be epoxy, inorganic zinc and soft coatings, full scantlinysr and zinc

and aluminum s.acrificial anodes. Others are mentioned in this report for

completeness. There was often a great deal of disparity in performance

reports for various corrosion- control systems probably due to the many

affecting factors which exist. Therefore, every effort was made to disregard

exceptionally high and low figures and to use the results experienced in the

majority of appl ications. The evaluation of corrosion–control systems

determined the expected lives of the systems and an estimate of the

eff activeness. of the system, that is, the amount of corrosion which can be

expected while using a given system. This information was then used to

conduct life-cycle cost analyses by computer program of the various systems to

determine the total cost of corrosion protection of the ship over au assumed

20-year lifetime.

2.3 SI+l~SITIVIrTYANALYsES

Sample sensitivity analyses were ~rformed on two representative ship designs

to demonstrate how the influence of various parameters affects the life-cycle

costs of corrosion- control systems used on zealistic examples. one ship used

wds a 39, 300 UWT refined petroleum product carrier with d double bottom,

segregated ballast tanks and a flue gas inerting system. The other was .

285,000 I)WT ultra-large crude carrier with flue gas inerting, segregated

ballast tanks and a crude oil washing (COW) system. A more complete

aescrlption of the two ships used and all assumptions made are found in

Chapter 9.

2-2
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CSilPTER 3

CORROSION- CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1 COATINGS———

3. 1.1 General——

Coatings are the most widely used type of corrosion protection in ships’ tanks

to~ay. These tank coatings include several generic types and a much greater

nuder of proprietary brands from which the shipowner must choose . From the

large number of coatings which are available, it seems evident that no one

product is universally accepted as the best coating for all applications.

Although covered in greater detail in other publications, discussion of some

of the properties of coatings and the other factors which affect coating

performance, should be a prerequisite to the descriptions of gsneric types

which are included later in this chapter. (The term “coating” is synonymous
with “paint” .)

An important property of paints is the ~rcentage of solids which is contained

by volume. This figure, almost always given in coating specifications, is

used to establish a relationship between the wet thickness of the paint

applied and the final dry film thickness which can be used to calculate the
spreading rate and coverage of paints. Part of most coatings is volatile

solvent which evaporates after application. The ~rcentage of solids by

volume is the percentage of the original volume of paint which remains after

these volatile solvents have evaporated. 1 The higher the ~rcentage of solids

which a coating has, the fewer the number of coats necessary to reach a

required dry film thickness. The coverage of a pint determined by using the

percent solids by volume is its theoretical coverage.

Practical losses of coating material also cccur and must be considered in

determining the actual coverage of a paint. These losses are due to mixing

and application methods and vary according to many factors, the most

predominant being the type of application proceduze used. Losses range from 7

to 10% by brush to about 400 by conventional air spraying.

There are numerous factors which determine the protection afforded by a

particular coating. Ths coating itself is only one of these and pssibly only

a minor factor at that. It has been estimated chat no mare than 2 or 3% of

all coatings ever fail because of the paint itself. 2

One of the most important factors is the preparation given the steel prior to

application of a coating. The basic requirement for conventional coatings is

that they be applied over a clean, dry surface free from water soluble

materials like sodium chloride, which can cause blistering of paint, soluble

ferrous salts which will, in contact with steel and moisture, initiate rusting

of the steel, and oily residues which will reduce adhesion of the applied

coatings. 3 The roughness of the surface, its profile, is also a consideration

when coatings are used. A one to two mil profile, the distance from tie

bottom of pits to the top of peaks, is acceptable for most pints.

3-1
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Dry abrasive blasting is currently the best and most widely used method of

achieving bth surface cleanliness and an acceptable profile. There are
several generally accepted standards of surface preparation. These are the

Steel Structures Paint ing courIcil [SSPC ), the National Association of

Corrosion Engineers (NACE ) and the Swedish Pictorial standards. Each is in
general agreement as to four main degrees of surface cleanliness. Table 3-1

describes each of these degrees along with their corresponding designations

from the three organizations in decreasing order of cleanliness. The high

levels of abrasive cleaning require more tine and more expense than lower

levels. The level of surface preparation required depends on the type of

coating to be used, the severity of the environment and the length of

protection desired. Manufacturers of paint are often in disagreement with

each other so it is always best to consult the manufacturer of the specific

coating in question for the surface preparation required.

.--.—-. .. ---—
TABLE 3.1

Surface Preparation Specifications for Abrasive Blast-Cleaned Stee14

----

SSPC/SIS

Surface NACE SSPC Visual” Std. Description

Finish Spec. Spec. ssPc-vis 1

Nhite Metal 1 SSPC-SP5
-—.

CSa 3 Gray-white color; 100%

Blast free of oil, grease, dirt,

mill scale and paint.

Near Nhite
-— -------—

2 SSPC-SP1O CSa 2 1/2 Only very light shadows,
Blast streaks or discoloration;

at least 98% free of

above contaminants

Commercial 3 SSPC-SP6
.— ----

CaS2 — At least two-thirds free

Blast of visible residues with

slight staining or tight

residues remaining

Brush-Off* 4
—--

SSPC-SP7 CaSl** Only tight mill scale and
Blast tight 1y adhering rust and

coating after specified

pattern of blasting

* Can be used to reclean metal cleaned to a higher level on previous day or

remove temporary coatings applied for protection during transit or storage.

**For rusted, unpitted steel only
(
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It is usually desireable to remove all corrosion products before applying

conventional coatings but this becomes more and more difficult as steel

corrosion becomes worse. It is accomplished easiest on steel during new

construction. Steel used in new construction is often sprayed with a coat of

protective primer and at worst is covered with mill scale. Surf ace

preparation of steel in ships already in ssrvice is not as easy. Steel in

this case can be heavily corroded and may also have been attacked by deep

corrosion pits making it hard b remove corrosion products by blasting. Some

types of cargo can also have an effect on later surface preparation. Some

crude oils, for instance, can leave waxy deposits on tank walls which if not

cleaned prior to blasting can be driven into steel by sand blasting and retard

adhesion of subsequent coatings. Badly corroded steel in tankers already in

service usually takes longer to blast and is therefore more expensive to

prepare than steel used in new construction.

Environmental conditions are also important factors in the successful

application of a coating. Humidity must be within certain Limits and, in many

instances, must be controlled by dehumidification squipment. Ventilation must

be adequate to allow volatile solvents to evaporate. Pockets of stagnant air

not only hold up drying but, in certain cases, prevent proper curing as well.

Temperature is also important, not only of the ambient air, but of the steel

to be painted =d the paint material itself. Al 1 should be regulated within

certain limits, according to manufacturers, to snsure proper adhesion and

curing. Last, the areas to be coated must be kept free of contamination by

dust and moisture depsnding upon the recommendation of the particular paint

manufacturer.

The quality of application of a coating can also be a determinant in the

length of coating protection given by a coating. Application factors include
the correct equipment for the job and, equally important, correct spraying

procedure by painters during application. Correct equipment involves choos ins

the right type of spraying equipment, spray nozzle, compressors, agitators,

etc. Correct spraying procedure involves many things. spraying must result

in a uniform application at a specified film thickness throughout the tank.

Both too little thickness and too much can be causes of failure. 5 Weak thin

swts, Often cal Led holidays, are @rhaps the most prevalent cause of
premature failure. Spray must be such that pinhoLes are not found in the

coating because these pinholes allow water penetration and subsequently bscome

initial corrosion sites. The proper type and amount of solvents for thinning

must be used. Also, certain rules must be observed whenever one coat is

applied over another. These are but a few of the many critical procedures

involved in paint application.

Once the surface has been prepared, a suitable environment has been created

and the coating material has been correctly applied, the tank is still not yet

ready for use. Most conventional .wints require a certain pried of time for

the coating to properly cure. Even after this period is over, the coating

will still te in a sensitive state. Initial cargos carried should bs those

recommended by the manufacturer as aiding cure. Detrimental cargos should be

avoided.
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Paint companies often report long service lives predicated on compliance with

certain conditions such as those previously stated but it should be noted

that, in practice, compliance with all these conditions is rarely achieved.

Often, compromises on the part of both the shipyard and the ship oprator are

necessary. For example, it is difficult to plan around uncontrollable factors

like the weather. Often there is little incentive m wait for the right

weather conditions. Shipyards attempt to maintain production schedules and

avoid delays which can often result in production kmttlenecks because certain

facilities are being used. Shipowners, on the other hand, strive to minimize

high costs incurred while a ship is in the yard as well as the reven,ue lost

while the vessel is out of service.

This report, like many other publications, reports the life of coating in

terms of a finite nvnber of years. This should not lead one to the assumption

that a tank coating is 100% intact until its life is cwer. Instead, a coating

gradually deteriorates, slowly at first and at a faster rate with time, until

it is deemed time for recoating by the shipowner.

3 .1.2 Zinc-based Coatings

Zinc-based coat$ngs have been considered a major form of tank protec-

tion for years and are one of two main types of coating used today.

Zinc-based coatings are generally placed into two main categories,

inorganic and organic, depending on the chemical nature of the binder used ti

bond the zinc particles together. 6 or9anic zinc coatings provide nOt OnlY

cathodic protection like inorganic zinc but exhibit epoxy characteristics as

well. Inorganic zinc coatings are by far the more widely used tank coatings

of the two and will be the main subject of this discussion.

Corrosion resistance of inorganic zinc coatings arises principally from tie

galvanic protection afforded by their high loadings of zinc. These loadings

in tank coatings, may represent 75% minimum weight of dried and cured
11n1n9s. 7 BeCaUSe zinc, whether in coatings or anodes, has a higher

electromotive force than steel, its tendency to corrode is greater. This

greater tendency to corrode relative to steel is the basis used for protection

by zinc tank coatings. when steel tanks are coated with inorganic zinc and

exposed to a suitable electrolyte the zinc becomes an anode and the steel

becomes cathodic which means that the zinc will preferentially sacrifice

itself thereby protecting the steel from corrosion. Minor holidays, thin

areas, or pinholes in the paint do not become sites of coating failure or

corrosion on the underlying steel because the steel is afforded protection

against rusting by the adjacent zinc coating.

Upon initial development, inorganic zinc coatings were of a post-cured variety

meaning that an acidic curing solution had ta be applied over the initially

applied zinc silicate film. During the past decade, however, pest-cured

inorganic zinc coatings have largely given way to a newer self-curing type

which does not require the application of a curing solution. These coatings,

which are reprted to display more tolerance for variation in the thickness of (
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the film than post-cured products, require a requisite curin~ time to permit

chemical reactions before the coating is placed in service. some require

moisture. to complete the cure. For the se products, high humidity may be

introduced into tank spaces by the use of steam or water atomization or the

tank may be rinsed down with fresh water after application. Many ship

operators prefer the pst-cured inorganic zinc over its apparent successor

quoting hardness and longer life as their reasons.

The self -curing products are either water-based or solvent-based coatings.

Water-based coatings have liquid components composed of colloidal silica or

alkali silicates such as potassium or lithium silicates.7 Solvent-based

coatings, on the other hand, are based on partially hydrolyzed alkyl silicates

in a solvent medium containing alcohols or aromatic hydrocarbons. Of the two,

water-based inorganic zinc linings must be applied within a narrower

temperature range, 40° to 100 “F, while solvent-based products can be applied

in as low an ambient temperature as OOF temperature or as high as 100 ‘F.

Surface preparation recommended for inorganic zinc coatings is commonly dry

abrasive blast to white metal with only a few manufacturers recommending near

white preparation. A surface profile of 1 to 2 roils is usually sufficient.

Inorganic zincs are most commonly applied over prepared surfaces in a single

coat of 3-5 roils film thickness resulting in perhaps the best adhesion

properties of any tank coating, owing to a chemical as well as physical kmnd

to the steel substrate. The paint cohsists of two components, zinc dust and a

silicate solution, which are mixed together. Constant agitation of the

mixture before application is required to keep the zinc in suspension for

uniform distribution. Application of these coatings, which normally cost from
$25 to $35 per gallon, is by conventional spray equipment. Coverage of

inorganic zinc coatings ranges between 185 and 210 square feet ~r gallon

assuming 40% wastage during spraying.

As with most coatings, there are certain limitations which must be observed

when considering inorganic zinc as a tank lining. Most of these pertain to

the cargo to which the coating is exposed.

All inorganic zincs have very low resistance to acids and strong alkalis and,

therefore, depending on the particular manufacturer, cargoes outside a range

of roughly pH 5 to 10 should be avoided. This means that service may be

severely limited in some crude oils. The suitability of inorganic zinc

coatings for crude oil depends upon the degree and nature of sulphur contained

in the oil. This will be discussed in ‘detail in a later part of this report.

Inorganic zinc coatings are in their nest sensitive state immediately after

curing. The choice of cargo during this time can bs an important determinant

of the life of the coating. one manufacturer recommended that solvent cargoes

be avoided and that cargoes which assist curing should ke sought.

Unfortunately, in many instances, the ship operator is unable to do this.

Inorganic zinc coatings are suitable for the full range of p=troleum products

from gasolines to heavy fuel oils as long as limits of acidic content are
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observed to prevent contamination of the cargo by zinc. Slight zinc pick up

may occur when any zinc coating is used.

Inorganic zinc tank linings can be used for both cargo and cargo tanks which

intermittently are used for saltwater ballast. They also find many uses in

ballast-only tanks with some applications re~rted to prevent steel

replacement for as long as 8 to 12 years. Use of inorganic zinc for

continuous saltwater immersion service in ballast tanks is usually not

recommended by many paint manufacturers. Due its sacrificial nature, a zinc

coating in saltwater experiences accelerated consumption of zinc, especially

in brackish and polluted waters. Inorganic zinc coatings, suitably top

coatsd, are reported to be acceptable for continuous saLtwater immersion.

Both ship operators and paint manufacturers have also found inorganic zincs to

be incompatible with inert- gas systems installed onboard many ships. In

certain cases, the zinc has been severely attacked in a very short time.

Further discussion of the effects of inert gas will be found in Chapter 4.

3 .1.3 Epoxy Coatings

The second major type of coatings used for tank protection is that of epoxy

coatings. Ther@ are three main types of epoxies that are used as tank

linings. These are amine catalyzed epoxies, polyamide epoxies and coal tar

epoxies. The categories are by no means all inclusive. An unlimited number

of combinations can be formulated that could bs given the generic name epoxy.

For corrosion to occur on bare steel, two conditions must be met; both oxygen

and an electrolyte must be present. It would be impossible to eliminate both

oxyyen and a electrolyte from a tank. But, since all three conditions must

be in direct contact for corrosion, if oxyyen and the electrolyte can be

prevented from coming in contact with bare steel, corrosion can be averted.

Epoxy coatings utilize this method of corrosion prevention by acting as such a

barrier.

Amine and polyamide epoxies see widespread use i“ marine applications bscause

they result in thick coatings with good adhesion and generally ycud resistance

to most cargoes. Epoxy resin paints are supplied as two components, a base

and a hardener, which must be mixed together prior to application. Cur ing of

the paint to a tough, oil and water resistant state occurs by a chemical

reaction between the epoxy resin and the curing agent, amine or polyamide,

which forms the hardener. Epoxies can be applied b such a thick coat, 8 to

12 roils, because the chemical reaction does not require oxygen for its curiny.

Amine and polyamide cured epoxies are norlmally applied in 2 or 3 coats

depending on the percentage of solids in the coating. In order to ensure good

adhesion between coats, each successive coat should bs applied before the

previous one has cured.

Surface prepsration for these epoxies usually consists of dry abrasive blast

to near white metal condition. Coverage of these paints, which range from 45
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to 55% solids by volume, is normally about 120 ft2/gallon, assuming a 40% loss

factor. Special high build epoxies with a higher ~rcent solids by volume, as

high as 80 or 90%, cover more than 200 ftz per gallon. Amine and polyamide

epoxies form smooth, glossy surfaces and commonly cost between $16 and $20 per

gallon. Recommended application temperatures range from 60‘F to 90 ‘F.

Minimum acceptable temperature is commonly 50 ‘F. The higher the

ambient temperature is, the faster the cur ing. The application temperature

range may pose a problem for many moderate-to-cold climate shipyards.

Amine and polyamide cured epoxies are suitable for cargoes of petroleum

products and crude oils as well as salt water ballast. Amine-cured coatings

are resistant to acids, alkalis, salts and moisture and result in a dense,

hard coating. Polyamide cured coatings, on the other hand, show excellent

resistance to alkalis and water but are less resistant to acids and mlvents

than the amine-cured type. Table 3-2 summarizes the relative pro~rties of

each of the three main types of epoxy.

TABLE 3.2

Generic Type: EPUXY8

Property

Physical properties

Water resistance

Acid resistance

Alkali resistance

1
Solvent resistance

_—— —-_

Temp. resistance

L P.ecoating

——-—.—

EPOXY Epoxy Epoxy

Amine Polyamide Coal Tar

Hard Tough Hard

Good Very Good Excellent

Good Fair Good

Good Excellent Good

Very good Fair Poor

Very good Good Good

Difficult Difficult Difficult
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These epoxies have two inherent properties which can contribute to premature

coating failure and rust formation. The first is the epoxies’ tendency to

shrink which can pull paint away from sharp edges and corners. The second is

the forming of pinholes in the coating which can become sites of coating

failure when penetrated by water.

Coal tar epoxies, the third main type of epoxy, are considerably different

from regular amine and .mlyamide cured products. The coating is based on

epoxy resins modified with coal tar pitch. Like the other epoxies, this

coating is normally applied in 2-3 coats but the totil film thickness is often

much greater, from 10 to 24 roils. ?+gallon of coal tar epoxy commonly covers

90 to 150 ftz, assuming a 40% 10.5s factor. Surface preparation required is

normally dry abrasive blast tn a commercial or near white standard. Coal tar

epoxy is generally regarded as more tolerant of surface preparation

imperfections than. are regular epoxies. The coating usually ranges from 65 to

75% solids by volume and normally costs from $12 to $15 per gallon.

Coal tar epoxies have several advantages and disadvantages which are not

shared with their regular amine or polyamide-cured counterpar->s. Resistance

to water is exceptionally good which is why it is widely used as a ballast

tank coating both domestically and abroad. This use may, however, change in

the future due to heal tb considerations at shipyards where the material is

applied. Coal tar epoxies have been reported b be carcinogenic and many yards

now refuse ta apply the coating for that reatioi. Its black or dark color also

has caused concern among users because it is difficult to inspect for stress

cracks in a tank coated with coal tar epoxy. At least one company has now

developed a light-colored coal tar epoxy that alleviates this problem.

Unlike regular epoxies, resistance in solvents is poor for coal tar epoxy.

For this reason, refined products should not be carried in a tank so lined

because the coal tar pitch would cause contamination of the cargo. Coal tar

epoxy is also reported to be suitable for some crude oils.

3 .1.4 Soft Coatings

Another form of protection for certain tanks is provided by soft or

semi-permanent coatings. These are offered in many different forms by many

different manufacturers. Al tiougb they have yet to receive widespread

acceptance by ship owners, soft coatings do -possess several proprties which

prove attractive.

Manufacturers report that soft coatings can be applied during new construction

or tn a ship already in service. When applied to existing vessels, soft

coatings have the advantage of not requiring extensive surface preparation as

do conventional tank cod tings. The minimum surface preparation acceptable b

most of these coatings amounts to little more than removing all loose scale

and mucking out all silt and debris. Removal of loose scale can be

accomplished by hand or by water blasting. Several soft coatings can he

applied even while the tank walls are still damp. No dehumidification

equipment is necessary.

B---
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Application of soft COdtingS to tank surfaces is by one of two methods. Some

allow either. The fir st method is by conventional spray equipment. The

second is known as floatcoating. Floating the material on involves dumping a

large amount of material onto the surface of the water in a tank & it is

slowly ballasted and deballasted. As the level rises and lowers, the walls

are coated with the material. The process is easily done in a vessel underway

and requires very little time or manpower but does require about twice as much

material to coat a tank as spraying would require.

Many of the soft coatings available are a petroleum or ~troleum derivative

based product. They often include corrosion inhibitors and have a platelet,

or fish- scale structure which prevents the transmission of moisture. These

coatings are applied in a single coat’ to a film thickness of 4 to 6 roils and

cover 100 to 400 sq ft per gallon depsnding on their ps.rcentage of solids.

This type of coating may also ~ssess a polar property which aids adhesion and

prevents excessive loss of film from sloshing of tank contents. MO ther type

of soft coating, composed of lanolin and applied to a film thickness of up to

80 roils, is reported to displace moisture and undermine present corrosion

products unti 1 they fal 1 from the tank surface. The film then prevents

further corrosion of the steel substrate. Coverage of this type of soft

coating is 20-22 s-q ft psr gallon.

All soft coatings are formulated for salt water immersion only and find their

main application in ~rmanent ballast tanks. They are usually delivered ready

for application with no mixing required. The soft coatings range from 50 to

100% solids by volume and cost anywhere from $1.50 to $10.00 per gallon,

inexpensive by normal coating standards.

These coatings are sometimes categorized as semi-permanent bscause their

protection does not last as long as conventional coatings. Most estimates of

service life are ahout two years although one type has been reported

successful in applications as long as 10 years. Some require p?riodic

renewing to maintain corrosion protective properties. This usually consists

of adding an amount of mterial during normal ballasting.

As their generic name implies, soft coatings do not cure to a hard, dense film

like conventional paints used in tanks. Instead, they remain soft and, as

such, cannot be used in areas of high abrasion. Many ship operators and

shipyards have reservations about such a slippery environment during

inspections, repair, etc. but most soft coating manufacturers say that, with

time, their coatings set up enough so that inspection and moving about in the

tank is not a problem.

Most soft coatings can be applied after conventional coatings have experienced

failure to protect the steel against further corrosion. This is of particular

benefit when an owner intends to sell a ship in the foreseeable future and does

not want to spend the large sum of money necessary to blast and recoat and

incur the accompanying out of service time. Soft coatings could also be used

as a stop gap measure to delay corrosion until the ship is scheduled for major

repairs.
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3.2 SACRIFICIAL ANODES

3 .2.1 General

Sacrificial anodes, one of two main types of cathodic protection, are commonly

used to protect cargo-ballast and ballast-only tanks from corrosion.

Impressed current cathodic protection systems, the other type, are not used in

tanks. A sacrificial anode may be defined as a metal less noble than another

metal to which it is electrically connected. 9 In the presence of a suitable

electrolyte, the sacrificial or galvanic anode goes into solution at a

disproportionate, accelerated rate compared to its normal rate when’ exposed

alone to the same electrolyte under the same conditions. The anode, thereby,

economically protects the metal to which it is attached.

There are several metals which make suitable anodes for steel tanks. The

metals are cast into various shapes with steel cores for support and

attachment and are placed by some means into a tank which contains a suitable

electrolyte, salt water ballast in the case of ships . The anodes cause a

current to flow between them and the steel. The longer the anode is in

1ength, the higher the current output and the smaller the number of anodes
10 The Iarger the CrOSS sectional area an ~Ode ~s ~needed to prot~ct a tank.

the longer its useful life.

There are three methods of attaching the anodes to the steel inside a tank

that are acceptable to classification societies. These are:

1. Welding directly to the tank structure.

2. Clamping directly to the tank structure.

3. Bolting to pads welded directly to the tank structure.

Welding is the least expensive method to use on new construction. 10 This method

provides the most secure attachment with the least chance of a loss of

contact. Clamping is the least expensive method of initially attaching anodes

on existing ships although some ship operators have reservations about the

security of such an attachment. Bolting anodes onto welded pads is a

compromise between welding and clamping. Although bolted anodes take longer

to install initially, their replacement is easily accomplished without hot

work.

Most anodes are designed for a life of three to four years under normal

conditions although they can be designed for as long as ten years if desired.

Replacement should occur when the anode has reached about S5% consumption.

The most significant factor influencing the life of sacrificial anodes is the

amount of time that the tank is in ballast. Since anodes are only active

during ballast cycles the greater the amount of time the tank is in ballast,

the shorter the life of the anode. Most ships spend an average of 30% to 40%

of their time in a ballast condition.

The amount of time in ballast is also the most important factor in determining

the effactiveness of anodes in PI eventing corrosion in a tank. Anodes can

only reduce corrosion of steel when ballast water is present. The y
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can afford no protection to an empty tank or to one completely full of cargo.

It is, however, during times when a tank is empty that a significant amount of

tank corrosion may occur. Following tank washing or deballasting, the

corrosion rate due to a corrosive salt water atmosphere is considerably

greater than the rate which exists when the tank is in a ballast condition.

Protection by anodes is, therefore, greatest in a tank that is ballasted the

largest percentage of the time and least effective in a tank that spends the

least amount of its time in ballast. The quality of the ballast can also be a

factor. Quality in this case refers to its salinity and the amount of

contaminants it contains.

In a cargo ballast tank, the type of cargo can affect anode performance. When

cargo, especially heavy crude oil, is carried in a tank equipped with anodes,

the anodes tend to become covered with a thick, waxy film which affects

protection. In a clean ballast tank, one which is washed of cargo before

being ballasted, the washing helps clean many anodes but in a dirty ballast

tank, one which is not washed prior to ballasting, the film remains on all

anodes. Under these conditions, anodes take tine tn stabilize and polarize

the area before full protection can occur. This can take anywhere from one to

four days depending on the

It is for this reason that

use anodes. Their ballast

enough time for the anodes

if they can stabilize, not

protection.

anode material and the thickness of the oil film.

many ships traveling short coastal routes do not

times are so short that they either do not allow

to reach potential resulting in no protection or,

enough time remains for effective economical

AS stated earlier, anodes must be wholly immersed in ballast water to be

effective. One area of a tank that may not allow this condition to occur is

the deckhead, or overhead plating and structure of a tank. Since it is almost

impossible to press a tank completely full, there is usually spsce, the ullage

space of a tank, that is not fully immersed. Anodes cannot adequately protect

these overhead areas of a tank which are coumonly regions of high corrosion

incidence. Therefore, other protection means must be employed. The most

common practice is to coat the entire overhead and about two meters down on

the sides. In the case of a tank that is usually only partially ballasted,

the coating should extend down to below the expected ballast waterline for

optimal protection.

Another area which can need special attention is the tank fmttom. There is

commonly a layer of water below the cargo which may be from an inch or two to

a foot in depth. This layer consists of water which remains in the bottom of

the tank after deballasting or salt water washing and water which is contained

in the cargo. Corrosion can occur in this layer during the cargo cycle.

Anodes designed to protect the bottom are usually” located at the top of

longitudinal and transverse structural members and, as such, are often

ineffectively immersed in the cargo above the water. Several ship operators

are now positioning anodes on the vertical webs of structural members at an

angle so they are immersed in the water layer instead. Another solution

involves the use of strip or ribbon anodes installed on the tank bottom
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plating which can also provide protection to the tank bottom when a layer of

water exists.

Sacrificial anodes can provide either of two main types of protection in tanks

- primary and secondary. Primary protection occurs when anodes are installed

on bare steel surfaces as its only means of protection. When anodes are

installed for primary protection it should not be assumed that the tank will

remain corrosion free. At best, corrosion will be reduced about 80% compared

to a similar bare tank with no anodes installed. 11 Secondary protection

exists when the anodes are installed on coated surfaces as back-up protection

for the pint. In this type of service, the anodes will protect against

corrosion which may occur due to pinholes, holidays or Prosity in the

coating. Anodes may also be used as a form of coating rapair. This occurs

when anodes are retrofitted in areas of significant coating failure to afford

protection which the coating can no longer provide.

Anodes function by generating an electromotive force which opposes the

electromotive force of the corrosion cell which exist in a tank, thus

polarizing the tank area and controlling corrosion. 12 The amount of current

required for protection is influenced by several factors including properties

of the water such as salinity, temperature, etc. ; the condition of any

coatings present; and the location. Current requirements vary considerably,

not only from tank to tank but from area to area within a tank. Highest

current density requirements exist on the tank bottom and horizontal .

surfaces. 13

Current density requirements, usually expressed in mill iamps per square foot

or square meter, are best estimated from past experience. overprotectin~

an area does not affect the protection provided but it can be the cause of

unwanted side effects such as coating damage. The degree of overprotection

allowable is dependent on the likelihood of these side effects occurring.

A sacrificial anode system of any one of several materials can be designed to

provide a specified current density. The difference between the use of

different types of metal lies in the resulting quantity requirements, weight,

dimensions and degradation rate of each anode based on its driving voltage,

current output, density and efficiency. The economics of achieving desired

protection in a given tank, in conjunction with applicable rules and

regulations, is the major deciding factor between anodes of different

materials.

The principal commercial anodes which have been used in tanks consist of

alloys of magnesium, zinc and aluminum.

3 .2.2 Magnesium Anodes

During the 1950 ‘s and early 60 ‘s, Magnesium anodes were used for cathodic

protection in cargo/ballast and ballast tanks aboard tankers. During this

time, magnesia? anodes were reported to be effective in controlling not only

general corrosion but also localized pitting on horizontal surfaces. 14 The
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situation changed, however, in 1964 upon announcement by the USCG that

magnesium anodes were no longer allowed in tanks carrying volatile hydrocarbon

cargoes. The ban was due to a series of tanker explosions whose origins were

suspected to be due to incendive sparking by anodes. It was believed that the

sparks were caused by anodes, whose connections had failed, falling and

striking the metal below. Tests were conducted and, as a result, the use of

magnesium was banned due to its ptential explosion hazard. Although the ban

concerned cargo tanks only, use of magnesium anodes in ballast tanks also

declined. This was due to significant evolution of hydrogen gas by the anodes

and magnesium tendency to overprotect steel immediately adjacent to the

anodes. This overprotection was evidenced by heavy calcereous salt deposits

and was due to magnesimn’ s high driving voltage and current output. Magnesium

anodes do not see use in tanks today.

3 .2.3 Aluminum Anodes

Although initially banned along with magnesium, aluminum anodes are now

allowed with certain restrictions on their use. Aluminum anodes, first used

in cargo/ballast and ballast tanks during the early sixties, are now

restricted as to the height of their installation. Regulations state that

they can be used in cargo oil tanks as long as their ptential energy does not

exceed 200 ft-lb?5 This means that a 50-lb aluminum anode can be installed

no more than fo-ur feet above the tank bottom. Recent interpretations of this

restriction now permit aluminum anodes to be installed higher in the tank if

“T” shaped horizontal stiffeners are used which would cradle the anode and

prevent it from falling to the tank bottom if its means of connection failed.

Aluminum anodes have been successfully installed in ships tanks both

domestically and abroad.

Aluminum anodes are reported to possess advantageous properties. une is its

self-cleaning ability. After being immersed in crude oil for days, aluminum

anodes are quick to stabilize current output, an important quality for

cargo/ballast tanks. Another advantage is their density. Considerably less

anodes of aluminum would be required to provide the same protective current as

the same size zinc anodes. Aluminum has a driving voltage similar to zinc but

a current output higher than either zinc or magnesium.

3 .2.4 Zinc Anodes

Unlike magnesium or aluminum, zinc anodes are not subject to any restrictions

on their use or installation. Anodes of zinc have been in use since tie

sixties and still are probably the most widely used type of anode in tanks

today. They do not generate hydrogen gas or overprotect steel like magnesium

anodes and, unlike aluminum, they can be installed at any height or location

but they do have two inherent disadvantages. The first is their weight.

Considerably more anodes are required to provide the same protective current

as magnesium or aluminum which increases the weight of the vessel . Zinc is

also more susceptible to suppression by oil film than other anodes. 11
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3.3 FULL SCANTLINGS

One method of corrosion control is to simply use full scantlings alone or in

conjunction with a corrosion-protection system during initial construction.

All classification societies now allow a reduction in scantliny requirements

on new construction if an approved corrosion control system is employed. A

summary of classification society rules and regulations pertaining to tanker

internal corrosion control is located in Appendix A. However, once this

reduction is taken a great deal more reliance must be placed on the

performance of the corrosion- control system. If the system should fail or

otherwise prove ineffective, there is very little allowance for corrosion

before classification societies would require expensive steel renewal. Man y

ship operators now prefer to use full scantlings in conjunction with corrosion

protection as double guarantee that steel replacement will not be required for

many years. When the system fails, the ship operator has much more time to

decide on his next course of action and when it should be accomplished.

Several ship oprators also cited maximum structural strength as an added

incentive to use full scantlings.

3.4 OTHER SYSTEMS

Many other methods of internal corrosion have been tried over the years. Most

came into use before coatings had received widespread acceptance. One system

involved the use of inhibitors, chemicals added to cargo and ballast water b

prevent tank corrosion. Oil soluble inhibitors, added to cargo oil,

protected tanks when the y were ful 1 and may have afforded S1ight protection tm

empty tanks. Excellent results were reported during the early 1950 ~516 but due

to several drawbacks their use was discontinued. The cost of water- soluble

inhibitors for the treatment of ballast water was reported to exceed the cost
to ~-place ~teel itself. 17 oil- soluble inhibitors proved less expensive but

still required additional apparatuses to be maintained and additional

responsibilities for the crew.

Another means of corrosion control was provided by dehumidification systems

which were tried experimentally on some ships to prevent atmospheric corrosion

within a tank. It was claimed at the time that by holding relative humidity

below 50%, corrosion could be reduced by 80%. The disadvantages of the system

were the cost and required upkeep of equipment and the fact that it was not

effective in ballast conditions.

A reduction in atmospheric corrosion was also the goal of spray systems. In

these systems, sodium nitrate or sodium bichromate solutions were sprayed

by fixed spray nozzles in each tank after unloading. 18 Often wetting agents

or other additives were included in the solution to improve characteristics.

Again, the cost and added work for the crew apparently proved excessive

although promising results were reported.
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Use of fresh water instead of salt water for tank washing or rinsing has also

been reported to mitigate tank corrosion. However, use of fresh water is

impractical for most ships.

Although all of these methods have been reported successful to some degree in

reducing tank corrosion in the past, none were reported as still being

practiced by ship owners today.
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CHAPTER 4

FACTORS AFFECTING CORROSION CONTROL

4.1 TP.NK WASHING

Tank washing can be an important factor both in the amount of corrosion which

occurs in a tank and in the performance of corrosion- control methods . Tanks

are washed to prevent product contamination and tm prevent excess accumulation

of sediment in the bottom. Tanks , typically, are washed whenever a tank is

scheduled to carry a cargo cleaner than its last cargo, whenever a ship goes

into a dry dock for inspection or repair and periodically tc prevent the

accumulation of sediment. Tank washing may range in thoroughness from

draining only the previous cargo to caustic steaming, hot-water washing and

gas freeing the tank. The extent of tank washing required depends upon the

likelihood of contamination of the next cargo by residual amounts of the

previous cargo.

Until recent times, the only type of tank washing used on ships was salt- water

washing. This was accomplished by fixed deck- mounted tank washing machines

which spray high pressure streams of hot or cold water throughout a. tank.

These tank washing machines usually contain one or two nozzles which rotate

about two planes simultaneously. The cleansing effect on various areas of a

tank depends on the distance from the nozzle and the angle of impact. The
amount of tank washing required depends on the characteristics of the previous

cargo carried. Tanks carrying gasoline, a light pe’croleum product, are

relatively easy to clean. Cold-water washing may suffice in these tanks but

crude oil tanks are much more clifficult to wash. The tanks usually require

hot-water washing, often 135° to 1800F, and may require the use of chemical

detergents b sufficiently free the tank of cargo.

Salt-water washing affects tank corrosion in two nays . The first is due tn

the thoroughness of the washing. Cargoes of crude oil and some refined

products leave an oily or waxy film on tank surfaces. This film can actually

prevent corrosion of the steel. HOwever, when the tank is washed, this film
is washed away in areas tha t are hit by the water stream direc tly. Other
areas, shaded by strut tural members or perhaps hit with less forceful spray

due to their distance from the nozzle, still rebin their film. This

incomplete washing may cause corrosion tc occur at areas of bare steel later

exposed to salt water ballast or a moist salt atmosphere.

The other way salt- water washing affects COrrOS{On is by the mere fact that

Sal t water is being introduced into the tank. The warm, moist, sal t-laden
atmosphere which remains after hot, Sal t-water washing is ideal for corrosion

to occur. Cold water washing is reported to result in less corrosion than hot-

water washing. Corrosion of refined product tankers is greatest in tanks that
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are washed the most. After sal t-water washing, a certain amount of water,

often several inches deep, usually remains in the bottom of tanks . This water

is left because the tank stripping system is unable to empty the entire bottom

area of water. This remaining water is left to contribute b bottom pitting

corrosion.

One of the biggest advantages of protective coatings is that they allow tanks

to carry a wide range of products because coated steel can be more easily

cleaned between cargoes than heavily corroded bare steel. The smoo tier the

coating surface is, the more it fac ilitates tank washing. But, while aiding

tank cleaning, the salt- water tank washing may have detrimental effects on the

protective coatings. Tank washing, tc allow a tank ‘m carry a clean product

after previously carrying a dirty one, may last for days .19 During this time,

tbe coating in a tink is subj ec ted to high temperature, high pressure (as high

as 200 psi) bombardment by salt water and also a moist, heavy salt atmosphere.

This comes at a time when the coating is weakest from heat, chemical attack,

thermal stress and ionic pressures.

Different coatings react differently to this condition, but, in most cases, the

end resul t is to cause, or at least, aggravate deterioration of the coating.

Possible effects on coatings due to the high pressures, high temperatures, ad

chemical additives used in tank washing include depletion by chemical

conversion of in-organic zinc coatings and the delamination, release from

substrate, shrinkage by over curing, thermal stress, oxidation, discoloration,

softening and staining of organic paints. 19

Al though sal t-water washing has been practiced for years, many crude oil

tankers are now converting to crude oil washing (COW) . A timetable listing

compliance dates for crude oil washing systems and inert- gas systems (IGS ) is

shown in Figure 4-1. This type of tank washing is similar b sal t-water

washing except that crude oil is used as the washing medium. Impingement of

the crude oil on tank bulkheads and internals cleans off accumulated sludge

and oil residuals. COW has the effect of putting oily residues back into

suspension so they can be collec ted by the stripping system and discharged

ashore along with the rest of the cargo. Primarily a pollution prevention

measure, COW eliminates the discharge of dirty ballast overboard after each

tank washing. This type of tank washing is used only for crude oil carriers.

No type of cargo washing system is used on board product carriers.

Crude oil washing has no direct effect on corrosion but its indirect benefit

is a significant reduction in the amount of seawater a tank sees. Ships using

COW should experience less tank corrosion than similar ships with sal t-water

washing. Under normal conditions, the only time seawater washing would be

required for a cargo-only tank is when the ship goes intn dry dock for

inspection or repair.
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Although no direct effects on corrosion have been noted, two ship operators

did report instances of erosion of tank walls due to COW. The wash stream

from COW apparently has sufficient force of impact to engrave visable spray

patterns in steel. COW, in the case of one occurance, operated at 200 psi .

As tank sizes increase, pressures must be increased to adequately clean the

entire tank so that after several years of COW areas near the nozzle in the

uPPer FrtlOns of a tank may show such effects.

FIGURl 4-120
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4.2 Inert Gas

An inert- gas system (IGS ) must be installed on all tankers over 70,000 DWT by

mid- 19gl . Complete compliance dates for installation of inert- gas systems are

shown in Figure 4-1. These systems are required to prevent explosions, but use

to date indicates that they also have an effect on tank corresion. Inert gas

systems basically remove an unsafe at(nosphere initially in the tank and

replace it with a safe atmosphere with an oxygen content of no greater than

11% which makes it impossible for combustion to occur.

There are two main types of inert- gas systems in use today. The first is

known as a flue gas system. These systems are used on board crude carriers to

supply inert gas during discharge, gas freeing, purges and also for inerting

of void spaces and topping off during voyages. Flue gas systems utilize

scrubbed flue gas from the ships beilers. The gas is scrubbed to remove soot

and other particles and then transferred b cargo tanks by a network of piping

fran a central blower. The other type of inert-gas system is the independent

inert- gas generator common on product, LNG and chemical carriers. Gas

generated by this source is cleaner than flue gas. The composition of both

flue and independently generated inert gas is shown in Table 4-1.

TABLE 4.1

INERT GAS COMPAR1SON21

FLUE GAB IND . GEN . GAS

02 2-5% 02 1-2%

C02 12-14.5% C02 14.5%

Sox 250 ppm Sox 10 ppm

Solids 1 mg/Nm3 Solids o

——— ___

While most ship operators agree that inert gas has an effect on tank

corrosion, their opinions differ as to whether that effect is &nsitive or

negative. Still others believe its effect on corrosion deserves more study

before a conclusion can be reached.

Information available from ship operators and otlier sources indicate that an

inert-gas system can, depending on its type, application, upkeep and gas

quality, either aggravate corrosion conditions or minimize them. It has long

been recoqni zed that by reducing the oxygen content of a tank, one of several

elements vital to the occurrence of corrosion, corrosion can be reduced.

However, while reducing oxygen content to below 5%, inert gas may also

introduce corrosive elements into a tank. Sulfur dioxide (S02 ) and sulfur

trioxide (S03 ) contained in inert gas can combine with the warm moist
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atmosphere in a tank to form sulfuric acid which can cause accelerated

corrosion of either bare or coated tank surfaces.

The inert gas can have a direct effect on inorganic zinc coatings commonly

used to protect tank interiors. Most ship operators are in agreement that

inert gas and inorganic zinc coating are not compatible. It is believed that

this incompatibility is due to a reaction between the inorganic zinc and the

sulphur oxides present in the gas. Failure rates vary greatly frOM tOtal

failure in six months to slow degradation of the coating lasting for several

years. This may be due to the type of inert gas used. Flue gas has a much

higher composition of sulphur oxides (250 ppm for flue gas compared to 10 ppm

for generated gas ) which may help to explain the disparity among degradation

rates. Coating manufacturers do not recommend the use of inorganic zinc

coatings in inerted tanks.

On the other hand, many studies have found inert gas to have a beneficial

effect in reducing tank corrosion, at least in the top and upper most prtions

o f the tank. The British Ship Research Association (BSRA ) reported in 1975

that tests indicated that inert gas decreased corrosion of the deckhead, in

one case, from 290 grams per annum (gPa) to 145 gpa and 115 gpa b 85 gpa at
tie be aS. 22 BP Tankers of London reported that their me;:urements shOw a

very low corrosion rate in upper levels of inerted tanks . The Ship

Research Institute of Norway also made tests on a Norwegian carrier in 1976

which found a 50% reduction in corrosion of the tank top compared to a

non-inerted ship, although it was not established conclusively that the

reduction was due to inert gas. 23 ~~oyd~ ~gi~te~ waives requirements fOr

coating al 1 surfaces above the normal ballast or cargo level when an inert- gas

system is installed and in use on a continuous basis. 24 In this COUItrY# SU

Shipping found that, although added b ships as a safety feature, inert gas

resulted in am unexpectedly advantageous variance in internal steel

replacement schedules compared ti non-inerted ships. 25 Most of these sources

agree that inert gas has rust preventative properties only above the normal

cargo level and that inert gas does not prevent localized pitting of

horizontal surfaces.

The best conclusion that can be drawn from this wide range of opinions appears

to be that inert gas can, under certain conditions, reduce corrosion in the

upper most portions of a tank. ‘rhe factor which appears to be most

influential on this effect is the quality of the inert gas, in particular the

amount of sulphur oxides it contains. This composition varies from system to

system. Generated gas is of better quality than scrubbed flue gas. The

quality of gas generated on board a single ship may also vary significantly.

The ability of an inert-gas system to remove sulfur oxides depends upon many

variables including the sulfur content of the fuel burned, seawater

temperature, scrubber design and oxygen content. Various operational

problems of the system can also affect the qyality of gas generated, such as

maintenance and repair of parts. Tests conducted in Germany cone luded that

S02 should be reduced to approximately O. 02% by volume in order to produce

corrosion rates considerably smaller than the rates experienced in an open
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~tmo~phere. 26 TO accomplish this, a cleaning grade of 88% iS necessary for a

cargo oil containing 3. O% sulfur by weight.

4.3 CARGO

Certain properties of a cargo have the ability to contribute to corrosion in a

tank. In crude oil, the most significant corrosive component is the hydrogen

sulfide which it contains. Most oils contain some hydrogen sulfide (H2S ) but

oils which have especially high concentrations of it, called sour crudes, are

cause for special concern. Ship operators and oil technologists, alike,

usually fail to distinguish between sour crudes and high sulfur crudes. The
distinction is important because many high sulfur crudes are not sour. Crude

oils from Alaska are reported b be one example. Conversely, other lower

total sulfur oils are SOU~. Crude oils which contain 6-10 ppn or more

hydrogen sulfide as a liquid in solution are considered to be sour. 27 t28

Sour crude oils also deserve attention because hydrogen sulfide is both

poisonous to personnel and can be corrosive to steel. It is important to

appreciate that the hydrOgen sulfide content of crude oil refers to a liquid
percentage and that the same percentage when in atmospheric conditions can
i*~rease dramatically. Z7 For example, a sour crude with 300 ppm Of Hzs can

produce 4000 ppm or more in the ullage space of a tank. Hydrogen sulfide is

often present i-n substantial quantities in Middle Eastern crudes.

Crudes high in sulfur also contriiiute to tank corrosion. The sulfur compounds

present may react with water and oxygen to produce ‘sulfuric acid which is

corrosive to steel. The layer of water beneath high sulfur oil is very acidic

and may lead to general and pitting corrosion of the tank bottom. 29 Similar

pitting may result on any reasonably horizontal structure where acidic water

is able to become trapped.

The acidic water is especially harmful to coatings. It penetrates any

imperfection in the coating and initiates corrosion of the metal at that

point. Inorganic zinc coatings are not resistant to acidic liquids and,

therefore, are not recommended for use in tanks carrying sour and/or high

sulphur crude oils by paint manufacturers.

The carriage of high sulphur oils also has other effects on a tank. After a

vessel has carried several successive cargoes of high sulfur crude, scale on

the sides of the tank may become impregnated with sulfur. The compound formed

is pyrophoric iron sulfide. 27 The presence of iron sulphide makes surface

preparation difficult when the time comes for blasting and recoating the

tank.29 Problems due to high sulfur content may be even more widespread in

the future because as the world demand for oil grows it is becominq necessary

to use oils with greater sulfur content to supply the demand.

The water and oxygen in a cargo tank is a“ailable to COntrib~te to tank

corrosion. Crude oils contain “arying amounts of water, and gasoline has been

reported to contain up to seven time?, as much dissolved oxygen as seawater. 29
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4.4 OTHER FACTORS

Numerous other factors can also affect tank corrosion and corrosion-control

methods. Some of these that have been reported by ship operators play minor

roles while others, in certain circumstances, can prove significant. One

cause of coating failure is mechanical damage. This results from wear and

tear caused by crew members or other personnel walking and moving about the

tank. Mechanical damage is also possible when tanks are mucked out.

Condensation and sweating in tanks due to the heating and cooling of tank

walls can lead to increased general corrosion. One ship operator reported a

higher than normal incidence of general corrosion in wing tanks on only one

side of the ship. The problem went unexplained until it was noticed that the

coastal tanker, following a daily north/south route on the east coast, always

had the same side cf the ship toward the mid-day sun.

The amount of oxyg?{, available is another factor determining corrosion.

General corrosion of both plating and stiffeners has been reported to be worse

nearest hatches and other tank opening which sometimes receive an inflow of

fresh air. .

The amount of maintenance performed by the ships crew can affect the life and

effectiveness of protective coatings. Although few ship operators reported

practicing regular maintenance, paint manufacturers recommend it to ensure

long coating life. Touchup work is most easily performed on the tank bottom.

Periodic inspection of anode connections guarantees the optimum protection of

sacrificial anodes in a tank. One ship operator reported the increased

occurance of coating deterioration on shell plating which was protected on the

outside hull by an impressed current cathodic protection system. It was

hypothesized that the impressed current had the effect of drawing moisture

through the interior tank coating which resulted in coating failure.

In one case, pitting of the tank bottom occurred primarily under fixed salt-

water tank washing machines. The ship operator suspected that the tank

washing nozzles dripped constantly during long ~riods when the tank was

empty, causing the pitting beneath them.

The last factor that was reported as affecting corrosion and corrosion-control

systems is abrasion on the tank bottom which affected the tank coating in that

area. Sand, sometime contained in crude oils, can settle to the bottom and

cause slight erosion by constantly sloshing back and forth in bays between

structural members.
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CHAPTLR 5

CORROSION- CONTROL SYSTEN PERFOSMANCFL

5.1 TYPES OF TANKS

The performance of the various corrosion-control systems is highly dependent

on the use of the tank in which it is employed. Therefore, discussion of

corrosion- control system performance must be categorized according to the

particular type of cargo carried and/or the amount of time spent in ballast,

if any. In this regard, there are numerous different classes of tanks aboard

ships today. For the purposes of this study, there are three main ones.

These are cargo-only tanks which see a minimum of salt- water ballast,

cargo/ballast tanks which carry hot]) cargo and ballast and ballast tanks

dedicated to the carriage of salt-water ballast only.

Until recently, almost all tanks fell into the cargo/ballast tank class but

under recent IMCO (Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization ) ruleS

many ships have, or will be, converted to segregated ballast arrangement.

Ships meeting tiis regulation must have tanks, separate from cargo tanks,

dedicated solely to the carriage of ballast. However, this does not mean that

cargo tanks will never carry ballast; some will and some may not. Certain

cargo tanks can be used to carry storm ballast. Storm ballast is the

additional ballast required to increase stability of a ship to a safe level

during heavy seas. Most ships use tie same tanks for storm ballast each time

the need arises. Some ships, depending on their trade route, carry storm

ballast a significant proportion of their time. The other class of tank,

cargo-only, is never used for the carriage of storm ballast or normal ballast.

In this evaluation, five types from the three classes of tanks will be

considered. These are:

1. Crude oil cargo-only tanks

2. Crude oil cargo/ballast tanks

3. Refined product cargo-only tanks

4. Refined product cargo/ballast tanks

5. Ballast-only tanks

5.2 TYPES OF CORROSION

In general, there are two main types of corrosion which control systems must

deal with in tafiks. The first is known as classical, or general, corrosion.

General corrosion is surface rust which appears uniformly on tank internal

surfaces. The second type of tank corrosion, dee~ pitting, refers to

cavities, or pits, which develop on horizontal surfaces. Pitting is a

localized form of tank corrosion.
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5.3 CORROSION .CONTROL PERFORMANCE IN TANKS

5 .3.1 Crude Oil Cargo Only Tanks

Crude oil cargo-only tanks see a minimum of salt water since tie tinks are

usually crude oil washed. They can be ex?ected ‘w see salt-water washing only

before they need to return to dry dock for inspection cm repair. The tanks

should not see any normal or storm ballast except in extreme emergency.

Because the amount of sal t water seen by a tank is the major factor in tank

corrosion, crude oil cargo-only tanks experience tie least corrosion of all

tanks . The tanks are usually covered internally with a protective film of oil

and are often iner ted.

General corrosion may occur in the uppermost regions of the t.mk, the deckhead

plating and structure. This corrosion is reported to be less in tanks which

are inc?rted. Vertical bulkheads and shell plating exi>erience mild general

corrosion, at worst.

Pitti,lg is most frequent in the lower portions of the tank. It is common on

the tank bottom and upper horizon~l flat surfaces of internal structure,

especially in tanks carrying sour crude which are high in hydrogen sulfide

content. In crude oil cargo-only tanks , pits are usually larger in area than

they are deep. - Pitting is usually associated with salt water. In these

tanks, there are two sources - the infrequent tank washing and the water found

in the crude oil itself. Any salt water in a tank will either be tr ; ,ed on

the horizontal surfaces of tank structure or collect on the tank bott ~~.

Ship owners usually leave such tanks bare or coat the tank overhead aI,d six

feet down on the sides and,/or the hnttrxn and six feet up on the sides .

Inorganic zinc coatings are recommended only if it is ascerta ined tha t the

cargo will be sweet, that is, relatively free of hydrogen sulfide and tha t tile

tank is not to be inerted. The lift? of properly applied inorganic zinc

coatings can reach twelve years or more in tan>ks tha t meet these conditions.

Epoxy or coal tar epoxy coatings are also used in crude oil cargo-only tanks .

They can withstand the occasional salt water that the bnks See as well ~S

resist inert gas and sour cargoes. Life of these coatings ranges from

approximately seven years ~ a maximum of ten to twelve years with 5 to 30%
wastage.

Still other owners prefer not to coat the tank at all. Instead, they leave

tine steel bare and rely on the E.act that due tc its 10M ~orrosion ~ati fjle

tank will go many yedrs, possiiily the life of ‘dte ship, before steel

replacement t will be required. Because a true carqo-only tank will see salt
water such a small percentage of its life , the use of anodes is not common .
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5.3.2 crud? Oil Cargo/Ballast Tanks

Crude oil,‘ballast tanks are of two types, dirty ballast and clean, and

corrosion-control performance varies according to each. Traditionally, dirty

ballast tanks have been prevalent. Dirty ballast refers to tie fact that

cargo tanks are not salt water washed before ballast is introduced. But now,

due to stricter enviranmentil pollution regulations, ships are, or soon wil.

be, required to wash cargo tanks before carryiny normal or storm ballast.

This way, the ballast, which will later be discharged overboard, will not be

contaminated by the cargo oil previously carried.

In crude oil cargo/ballast tanks, crude oils tend to coat tank internal

surfaces with an oily, waxy film which can effectively protect the steel from

corrosion. In clean ballast tank; the integrity of this film is broken when

the tank is cleaned by high pressure washing machines. The surface of the

tank is washed clean in some areas while others still remain covered. This

situation causes a corrosion cell tc occur between the bare areas which act as

anodes and tie coated areas which ac t as cathodes on a local scale. As a

result of this, and the fact that areas washed clean of film are now

vulnerable tc atmospheric corrosion, clean ballast tanks tend to suffer more

from corrosion than a dirty ballast tank. Dirty ballast tanks are afforded

better protection from their oil films.

The underdeck area of a crude oil/ballast tank is subject to corrosion both

when it is empty aud when it is full of either cargo or ballast water. When

it is empty, the area is subject ‘CO a highly corrosive, moist, Sal t-laden

atmosphere. axygen is readily available hiqh in the tink from hatches , vents

and deck openings. m inert-gas system can reduce deckbead corrosion in tinks

so equipped. When the tank is full of cargo, corrosion resul t.sfrom the same

causes in this area because tie deckhead is not protec ted by an oil film.

The situation is aggravated when the cargo is sour crude because hydrogen

sulfide emanating from the cargo causes an even more corrosive atmosphere in

the ullage space. The deckhead of most cargo/ballast tanks is subject to

severe general corrosion. Without gmotec tion, much of the underdeck plating

and structure will require replacement in six tc twelve years. The actual

time before replacement is dependent on the allowance for corrosion built into

the scantlings, the H~S content of the oil, the frequency of tank washing and

the amount of time in ballast. Vertical bulkheads and shell plating usually

experience mild general corrosion.

When the tank is full, corrosion is relatively inactive below the level of the

cargo surface. The only exception to this is the bottom of the tank which is

highly susceptible to deep pitting corrosion in the thin water phase commonly

found beneatlh tile cargo. Pitting may also occur on horizontal surfaces of

strue ture where ballast and wash water may become trapped. Deeg pitS in cargo

ballast tinks vary in size and density but may be 3/4” deep in unprotected

sour crude, %allast tanks after seven years.
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If the tanks are washed with crude oil rather than salt water, a general

decrease in the tank steel corrosion rates will be experienced. Crude-oil

washing ensures tiat after washing most surfaces will remain covered in oil,

without standing water, before the tank is ballasted. However, if the tank

was not completely stripped prior m cleaning, water previously introduced

into the tank will remain standing on the bottom and the tank bottom will

continue to experience pitting corrosion during all tank loading conditions.

Some reduction in the general corrosion on the underdeck steel will be

realized when washing with crude oil because the ullage space will not be

sub jec t to a sal t water spray during cleaning. Conversely, if crude- oil

washing is introduced in a tank that was normally in a crude oil/dirty ballast

condition (no sal t–water washing) the protective oil film would be thinned and

consequently the steel below the cargo level would be more susceptible to

corrosion during the ballast condition.

The protection systems most frequently employed in crude oil/dirty ballast

tanks are as follows:

1. Coat deckhead area and 6 ft down the sides

2. Repeat 1. and coat tank bottom and sides to 6 ft up.

3. Repeat 2. and coat all upward facing horizontal steel surfaces.

4. Repeat 1. and install anodes near bottom to protect bottom plating.

5. Repeat 2. and install anodes near bottom @ protect bottom plating.

Those most commonly used in crude oil/clean ballast tanks are:

1. Coat deckhead area and 6 ft down the sides. Install anodes on

bottom and up @ ballast level.

2. Repeat 1. and coat tank bottom and sides to six feet up.

3. Repeat 2. and coat all upward facing horizontal surfaces.

AS with cargo-only tanks , inorganic zinc coatings are not recommended when

either sour crude is tn be carried or the tank is b be inerted. Inorganic

zinc coatings in recommended service last from six to nine years in crude oil

cargo/ballast tanks depending on the frequency of ballasting and tank washing.

Two coats of epoxy or coal tar epoxy commonly last seven to ten year~.

Anodes used may be either zinc or aluminum or a combination of aluminum anodes

low in the tank and zinc anodes throughout the remainder of the tank. Many

ship owners prefer aluminum over zinc because aluminum provides more

economical protection.

5.3.3 Refined Product Cargo-Only Tanks

The term refined petroleum products refers ‘cca “ide ranqe of cargoes, for

example gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, heating oil and lube oils. The

corrosion problems associated with these products are different from those

encountered in crude oil tanks and the performance of corrosion systems also

varies accordingly.
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Llnprotic ted

This is due

refined product tanks suffer most from severe general corrosion.

to tie fact that most produce are less viscous than crude oil and

do not provide the protective film of crude oils. When light cargoes such as

gasoline and solvent are pumped from tinks, the 1iquid remaining on “tank

surfaces quickly evaporates leaving tie metal vulnerable ti atmospheric

corrosion.

some refined products are more viscous than gasoline and do leave a protective

film on tank internals. Home heatinq fuel is reported m be one example. In

these cases, corroeion more closely resembles that found in crude oil tanks .

AS in crude oil tanks, areas most exposed to the washing stream are relatively

clean while other areas remain covered by tie protective film. In moist air,

the washed areas experience general corrosion. General corrosion in a refined

product tank is greatest in a tank carrying gasoline and least in a tank whose

main cargo is heating oil.

Refined product tanks are usually exposed m much more sal t-water washing than

crude oil tanks which further aggravates the incidence of corrosion. The

products are very susceptible to contimf.nation. Therefore, each time a

cleaner cargo is carried the tank must be sal t-water washed. Due to the wide

range of products which may be carried, this can be relatively often. Sal t -

water was’hing is- the only available means of cleaning the tink. NO form of

cargo washing, analogous to COW, exists.

Atmospheric corrosion in unprotected non-ballast ~nks resulti iD thick rust

scale which soon falls, often in large sheets, to the tank bottom exposing

nore metal to atmospheric corrosion caused by moist air. Condensation and

sweating due ti heating and cooling of the tank steel have a significant effect

on tank corrosion. - unprotsctid tank is likely to require major steel

replacement in six ti eight years. The use of inert gas in tanks is expected

w reduce corrosion in refined product tanks but sufficient data is not yet

available to quantify the reduction.

The most common practice among ship owners today is tn coat the entire tank.

This is done +m prevent corrosion, to facilitate and hasten tank cleaning and

to lessen the probability of cargo contamination. Both inorganic zinc and

epoxy coatings are commonly used. coal @r epoxies are not compatible with

solvent cargoes and should be avoided. One coat of inorganic zinc will last

seven to ten years in cold- watir washed tanks. Post-cured inorganic zincs,

popular until the self-cured coating was introduced, were reportid to have a

longer life of eight to fourteen years. Epoxy coatings will usually ldSt

eight to ten years in refined product cargo-only tanks.

5.3.4 Refined Product CargO/BallaSt Tanks

The carriage of ballast in refined product tanks on either a normal or storm

basis further increases the corrosion in a tink. In unprotected refined

productiballast tinks, a thick rust scale develops as in non-ballast tanks but

is shed more frequently tian non-ballast tanks. It is also softer and
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comes off in smaller sections. Pitting may also be a problem. Pits usually

begin when blisters form in the rust and then break open. The most severe

corqosion in these tanks is general corrosion often reported to occur at more

than twice the rate observed in a crude oil tank. Pitting, although reported

significant in a few cases, is not as much a problem in refined product

ballast tanks.

Like refined product non-ballast tanks, ship operators usually coat the tank

throughout. Both inorganic zinc and epoxy coatings see uae in refined

product/ballast tanks. Inorganic zinc self-cured coatings usually Last ‘from

seven to nine years while epoxy paints last from seven ‘m ten years.

A second option followed by some is to install anodes in addition to coating.

The decision ti install anodes depends a great deal on the trade route of the

vessel in question. Many product carriers are used in coastal routes of short

duration. For anodes to be economically effective, tanks should be in ballast

at least 30% of the time for a minimum of four or five days.

carrier routes are so short that anodes cannot be justified.

5.3.5 Ballast Tanks

Tanks dedicated solely to carryinq salt-water ballast suffer

Often product

corrosion both

when the tank is full and empty. General corrosion is serious on the deckhead

which is exposed to the moist salt-laden atmosphere present in the ullage

space. Corrosion is also severe on buLkhead plating and stiffeners and is

further aggravated adjacent to tanks carrying high temperature cargoes. The

heat from crude oil or fuel bunkers can be transmitted from one side of the

steel to the other and contribute to increased general corrosion in moist

ballast tanks. General corrosion is reported to be worse in the upper regions

of the tank due to an increased availability of oxygen. Some pitting is

likely to occur on horizontal surfaces low in the tank and on the tank bottom.

Unprotected ballast tanks usually require steel replacement in six to ten

years.

The protection systems most often used by ship operators are:

1. Coat entire tank.

2. Repeat 1. and add anodes for secondary protection.

3. Coat overhead and 6 ft down the sides and install anodes .

The first two systems szem to be the most preferred by ship operators today.

Anodes alone are unlikely to result in adequate protection because a

significant amount of corrosion occurs during empty periods when anodes are

ineffective.

Coatings most often used in ballast tanks are epoxy and coal tar epoxy. These

coatings usually last from eight to ten years. Inorganic zincs are also used

in ballast tanks; however, their degradation rate in salt water is high. A

single coat of inorganic zinc can be expected to last six to ten years.

Post-cured inorganic zincs were reported to Last longer, eight to fourteen

years.

5-6
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5.4 SUMMARY

Tables ,5.1 and 5.2 summarize the performance of corrosion-protection systems

reported during the study. l!able 5.1 summarizes the performance of coatings

for various tank conditions. Table 5.2 reports the performance of anodes for

various tank conditions.
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TABLE 5.1

PERFORMANCE OF COATINGS

Type Coating
Tank Condition and Average Remarks

Number of Coats Life (Yrs. )

:rude 01 I only tank Inorganic zinc 8-1o Sweet crudesm I y, not recommended for sour crude ( 2-6
:old sal t water washed (One coat) yrs). I+3t-water wash reduces I i fe to 6-8 yin..

Numerous smal I paint fa I I ures may te experienced on

‘UPP=r ~ri zOntal surfaces where d=?p PI tt Ing corrrn Ion
occur s., especial Iy with so”. crudes.

Epoxy w coal tar 8-10 Hot-water wash reduces I i fe to 6-8 yrs. Three ccats
Epoxy (2 coats] coal tar epoxy will extend life to 9-14 yrs.

Numerous smal I pal nt fal I ures may te exper lencad on

upp=r ~rizonfal surfaces tiere deep pi tt irg corr=ion
occurs, espclal [y with sour crudes.

>rude oi i only tank Inorganic zinc 1 2-6 Inorganic zinc is not rexnmm”ded with f I ue gas.
nerted . i th f I tie gas ( one coaf 1 Coating in .Ilage space rqidly att.xked by inert gas.
nfrequent water ..ash With inert gas a“d sour cr.&s I i fe rduced to 6 n!o.

Epoxy w CO. I tar 8-10 - 2 yrs.
Epoxy (2 cats) 3 coats ccal far epoxy vi I I extend life to 9-14 yrs.

:rude oi l/bal last tank Inorganic zinc 7-Y Sweet Crudes on I y, not recanmended for sour cr”des ( 2-6
:01 d s. I t water washed ( 0“=s coat) yrs. ) . Post-cured Inorganic zinc has life of 8-14 yrs.

Rot water wash reduces I i fe fv 6-7 yrs.
Numerous smal I pa Int fai 1ures may k experle”ced on

uPFer ~Vizon*al surfaces tiere d9ep pi ttiw ccrrrnion
c-ccurs, especial Iy with wur crudes.

Epoxy w coal tar 7-9 Hot- water wash reduces I i fe to 6-8 yrs.
Epoxy (2 coats) 3 coats ccal tar epoxy wi I I exteti life to 8-12 yrs.

N“mero”s smal I pa i “t fa i I ures may be experienced o“

uPW ~rl zOn?.1 surfaces where ~% pi tt ing corrcs ion
cccurs, espscl al I y wi th sour crudes.

rude 01 l/bal last tank Inorganic zinc 2-8 Inorganic zinc is cd re.mnmended with flue ges.
nerted wi th f I ue gas (one ccat) Coating in UI Iage space wi I I last 2-4 yrs. Coating
nfreq”ent water wash telow cargo level WI I I last 6-8 yrs. Ca” be ussd with

sweet Crudes on I y, not reccamrmnded for use wi th ~“r
crudes (2-6 yrs).
N“mero”s smal 1 paint fa i I ures may be experienced o“

uPF ~rlzOnfal surfaces where ~ep pi tting corrcslon
ccc.rs, especial Iy with sour crudes.

EPOXY m CG9! 7-10 3 coats cc-al tar epoxy wi I I extend life to 9-14 yrs.
Tar Epoxy (2 coats) N“mero”s smal I pa i“t fa i I “res may be experienced cm

uppr iwrl zon?al sur?aces tiere deep PI tt i g ccrrosio”
occurs, especial Iy with sour CrU&S.
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PEKFCfW.4NCE OF COAT I NGs (Cent 1d)

Type Coat i ng
Tank Cond i tlons and Average Remarks

Number of Coats Life [Yrs. )

7ef In& product only fnorgan ic zinc 7-1o
tank

Post-cured Incorganlc zincs have a longer I i fe [8-I 4
( one coat)

col d sal t-,.#ater washed
yrs. ) than set f cured inorganic zincs. tbt salt-water
Washing wII I reduce Ilfe of ccating by I-2 yrs.

Epoxy (2 coats) 8-1o t!et salt-water washing wII I reduce life of c’.?atlng by
1-2 yrs.

—

Ref i ned product/bal last Inorganic zinc 7-9
tank - COI d sal t-water

Post- c”red Inorganic ZI ncs have a longer 1i fe (8-1 4yrs)
( one coat) than sel f cured inorganic .1 ncs. %+ sal t-water

washed washing .{1! reduce life of ccatlng by 1-2 yrs.

EPoxy (2 coats] 7-10 Pot salt-water washing wi I I reduce I Ife of coati~ 1-2
yrs.

Coa I tar epoxy Nut rezannwnded - wi I I cent ami note many ref i nei
products.

Ref i ned product onl y Inorganic zinc 2-6 N& re.mnmended for use wI th inert gas. LI t+ I e
tank (one coat)
I nerted,

information avai I ab Ie to *tennine ‘whether ~neratd
infrequent y gas Is less harmful than flue gas to Inorganic zinc.

.ashed If tank Inerted with flm gas life of ccating reducd
to 2-4 yrs. with coating In UI Iage space telng severel y
attacked.

Epoxy (2 coats) 9-1o

Bat last onl y tank Inorganic zinc 6-10 Post-cured inorganic zincs have a longer I i fe (8-I 4
( one coat] yrs. ) than =1 f- cured in0r9anic ZI ncs.

Epoxy or ccal 8-10 3 coats of ccal tar qoxy WI I I extend life to 10-14 yrs,
Tar epoxy
(two coats)



TABLE 5.2

PERFORMANCE OF ANODES

I 1
PERCENT I0313UCTIONOF BARE STEEL GENERAL CORROSION (

EXPERIENCED DURING BALLASTED CONDITION (1)(2 )

I

I I TANK DhM3CRIPlION I

Area of Tank
Ballast [14] Cargo/Clean Ballae.t[14] Cargo/Dirty Ballast [61

Product Crude Product Cru<e

Upper Half (4 ) 80 75(3) 60 7~(3) 55

Lower Half 95 90(3) 75 !35(3) 70

PERCENT REOUCTION OF BARE STEEL GENERAL CORROSION

EXPERIENCED UNDER ALL CONDITIONS (1)(2 )

I I TANK DESCRIPTION I

Area of Tank ~ Cargo/Dirty Ballast [81

~alla~t [14] Product Crude Crude Product Crude

(Water (C.o.w. ) (Water

Wash ) Wash)

Upper Half(4) 35 65(3) 55 50 60(3) 50

Lower Ha 1 f 45 75(3) 65 60 70(3) 60

(1)

(2)

(3)

Assumes voyages of moderate to long duration, ballast

time and cargo/ballast tanks ballasted 45% of time.

Effectiveness of anodes based on 12 milliamps/ft2 for

milliamp/ft2 for coated tanks.

Performance of anodes based on gasoline type cargoes.

tanks ballasted 50% of

uncoated tanks and 1

Effectiveness of

anodes would approach those shown for crudes if heating oils are



CHAPTER 6

STEEL CORROSION SATES

The rate at which steel corrodes is a major determinant

steel replacement or other corrective action is needed.

of the time before

Information on the

rate at which steel corrodes was obtqined from published sources and by a

survey of ship operators using protection systems under many different tank

conditions. The rate of steel corrosion varies according to many factors. ?+

summary of the main factors, described in other chapters, which affect the

rate of steel degradation follows:

A. Tank Washing

1. Water Pressure - temperature, spray pattern, salinity

2. Crude Oil - pressure, temperature, spray pattern

3. None

s. Tank Contents

1. -Light Oi 1s - Refined products

2. Heavy Oils - Refined products, crude

3. Hzs cOntent of crude ~11
4. Oxygen content of cargo

5. Water content of cargo

6. pH level

-1. Temperature of cargo

8. Dirty ballast

9. Clean ballast

c. Tank Atmosphere When Empty

1. After unloading cargo

2. After dirty ballast

3. After clean ballast

4. After salt-water washing

5. After fresh-water washing
~.

After crude oil washing

[8. Inert Gas System

1. Flue gas - moisture, oxygen, S02 content

2. Generated gas - moisture, oxygen, S02 content

3. None



E. Other

1. Temperature of cargo in adjscent tank

2. Structural complexity of tank

3. Voyage length and route

From this list of factors and conditions which affect corrosion, it is obvious

that there are thousands of combinations for which a corrosion rate exists.

Understandably, most corrosion -rate data are far from being fully qualif +ed

with respect to all possible factors and conditions.

The rate at which steel corrodes is a function of both types of corrosion,

general and pitting. A schedule of steel renewal or other corrective action

is easily calculated when the wastage is due to general corrosion. However,
when deep pitting is present the schedule is not as readily determined. The

strength of steel plating and structural members is dependent not only on the

depth and diameter of pits, but equally important on the locations and

frequency of pits. The limit to which pitting can occur before corrective

action must be taken is often subjective and best determined on a case basis .

Estimated corrosion rateS for unprotected steel subject to general corrosion

and pitting corrosion are presented in Tables 6-1 and 6-2, respectively.

Rates are repmted for both an average and worst case. The data are useful in

determining the approximate time frame in which corrective action would be

required for bare steel tanks and tanks whose original means of protection has

totally failed. The user of this data should realize that many conditions may

exist in a tank other than those described in the tables. Therefore, the user

must ultimately decide the proper interpolation to be applied to the data to

suit other known or anticipated tank conditions. Table 6.3 shows X35
allowance guidelines for allowable steel degradation.

6-2
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TABLE 6.1

G!2NEKAL WASTAGE (1) FOR UNCOATED TANKS

IN CRUDE OIL AND PRODUCT CAIUCIERS

——. -. ..-. ---—--- .---—-—. - ----------

SEVERITY OF CORXOSION FOR GIVEN TANK CONDITIONS I

‘%’lpT1oN +;SFE
-- --&?!k!?~!!_ seldom ~=hed(4__,.

Tk. or Refnd. Refined net ined Crude

Product Crude Product Crude(5) Produce—------- (5~_-.-..---—— ---------— --------

Deck Plating - .018 .015 .014 .O(J9 .008 .005

Deck Structure .011 .006 .008 .004 ,(J05 .003

Horizontal Webs,

Stringers,

Girders .015 .006 .008 .004 .U04 .o133

Upper Side Shell .012 .006 .009 .005 .004 .003

Upper Bulkheads .010 .006 .007 .003 .003 .13(J~

Upper Stiffeners .010 .006 ,007 .003 .003 .002

Lower Side Shell .010 .005 .007 .003 .003 .002

Lower Bulkheads .008 .004 .005 .002 .002 .001

Lower Stiffeners .008 .004 .005 .002 .002 .001

SOttom Plating .017 .013 .013 .008 .005 .004

SOttom Structure .012 .006 .007 .004 .004 .002

~-.— ------ -_..._—.- .—— -.. -— ..... --------

Uoms : (1) One side corrosion rates expressed in inches per year.

(2 ) No tank inerting.

(3 ) No cathodic protection
(4) Salt-water wash

tank that was
(5 ) Corrosion rates would be approximately the same for a ccude/ballast

frequently crude oil washed.

6-3 I
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Lo”.. hal f .{

Tank

1.”, E.,+ I’M

TABLE 6.2

PITTING CORROSION TABLE FOR UPPER FACING

HORRIZOWTAL FLAT SURFACES LOCATED BELOW THE CARGO LZVEL

PI+, l.g “.+.s.

“1 .m.,e,,,
Fr.,.. ”c l.,

l?tl., rate (1.1,,)
1+ ,1.. In 5 ,,,.

(1. )

F,., ”,,>.,
Plt5/lt2 1“ 5 “r,.

,[ +,1.9 ,.,s (1./yr)

,1+ ,1...,1” 5 ,,,.

11.1

Fr’q.e”c”

.,+s/’,2 I“ 5 ,,, .

Plttl., rot. lin/,r)

P,, d,,. ,. 5 ,,,.

(,”>

Freq”. nc,

Pit*/lt2 1“ 5 ,.,.

TAM m..,n..

crude “11 “.(” Swe.,’crud.mal last

w “al l., tl”g t.<re,...t 8,1 Ia, tl”g

nowo.hl”g~~] ,.,,,,?(,<?”+ wa,hl”gczj

..+.. 17,mal .5 “. ,,., ,“,”,JJ ,.+.,,“.”.1“, on ““,+..(1]

A “W age

Mg,lglble

Negligible

.015

2+”4

T
!4.”,.”. ~e

,ejllgib[e .015

3/4

I

5

.0>0 .020

Pits ?“. 2*”4

,Oge+ her

10 +“ 15 7

“T.*

.030

7

10 ,“ 15

.040

7

10 +. 15

.040

P; ,, ,.”

t“!p+hw

10 ,. 15

1-1/2

1’

‘ I ‘0’”’5

“0’0 I 0“100
2 I 8

7 to +“ 15

I
.050 0.100

3+”6 Pxt, r“.

I.ge+twr

7 10 ,0 15

A“w

.060

2

3

.080

2-1/2

5

.080

3,07

7

(1) Cargo tanks are seldom completely stripped. A few inches of water usually

the tank bottom after the tank is emptied.

(2) Washing refers to salt water washing.

(3) A tank condition which would result in a similar corrosion pattern is sour

moderate washing, moderate ballasting.

1



TABLE 6.3

ASS GUIDELINES FOR ALLOWABLE STEEL DEGRADATION IN TANKS

——. . . ..- ——----- --.-—
PERCENT IIXLXJCTION IN OMGINAL

STEEL ‘THICKNtiSS(1)

(For ships built since 1962 which are

DESCRIPTION OF STtiEL longitudinal 1y frained and whose longitudinals

contribute at least 31J% to the strength

of the vessel)

Overall Allowance Local Allowance

Deck Plating 15% 20 to 25%

Internal Longitudinal Stiff.

Contributing to Strength 25 30 to 35

Side Shell 25 30

Hull Girders, Stringers 15 20 to 25

Transverse Webs 15 20 to 25

Bulkheads 30 35

Bottom Plating 15 20 to 25

Deep Tank Bottom Plating in

Double Bottom Ships 20 25

---.———-.-...-.—— -.—.. —.-.--—-
~ These are only guidelines for the amount of steel degradation allowed before

steel replacement is required. The determination of when and the extent

to which corrective action is required remains the responsibility of the

local ABS surveyor. . ..........,-,-,-.———- —_-._—.
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CHAPTER 7

COSTS OF CORROSION CONTROL

7.1 GENERAL

There are many different costs which may be incurred by a ship owner for

corrosion work in cargo and ballast tanks. Estimates of these costs are

presented in this chapter. The costs were estimated on the basis of

information reported in published sources and responses from ship operators,

coating and anode manufacturers, shipyards, and independent contractors. These

costs form a foundation for performing economic analyses on the various means

of corrosion control (Chapter 8 ) and performing sensitivity studies on

representative ships (Chapter 9 ).

Costs associated with corrosion- control work include surface preparation,

staging, coatings, anodes, steel replacement work and the cost of lost

revenue. Most of these involve both material and labor charges. Cost figures

reported include overhead charges, profit, service charges and docking fees.

They are reported for domestic shipyards and foreign yards. Unless otherwise

designated, all costs are based on 1980 dollars and are for large-scale work.

Small- scale work can cost up to several times the unit charge of large +cale

work. Distinctions in cost are also made between new construction and repair

work on existing ships.

7.2 SURIACE PREPARATION AND COATING COSTS

In the United States, blasting and coating of complete tanks on existing ships

is very often subcontracted to independent contractors who specialize in this

type of work. The cost of blasting and coating by independent specialists is

usually significantly less tiian if the work was performed by shipyard

personnel. Since most yards employ these contractors, the cost of performing

large-scale, corrosion-control work is fairly uniform among U.S. shipyards.

Costs for performing the same work in various foreign yards will vary from

15 to 25% above domestic costs. However, in some cases, costs may be as much as

40% below, depending on the volatility of the particular market involved.

The cost of blasting and coating during new construction of tankers is 70 to

80% of the cost of coating and blasting for an existing ship. This is because

both coating and blasting are more quickly and easily performed on new steel

than old. Also, nest shipyards perform much tank work while the structure is

still in the preassembly module stage of construction. This results in easier

access and better environmental conditions.

7-1 I
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The costs of blasting to a near-white metal condition (see Table 3.1 for a

description of this degree of surface preparation) and the cost of coating

apPll:atiOn are summed up in Table 7.1. A further breakdown of these costs

into their various labor and material components was not ~ssible due to wide

variation in costs, accounting procedures and the inclusion of the ancillary

costs of overhead, supervision and profit into arbitrarily selected components

of the cost. Total costs charged for performing these activities was,

however, uniform. Table 7.2 shows pint material costs. These figures are

the same for both new construction and repair work. For determination of

total blasting and painting cost the information from Table 7.1 must be used

in conjunction with Table 7.2.

7.3 AIWD?45——

Costs associated with sacrificial anodes are the material costs of the anode

itself including steel core and any accompanying hardware and the cost of

labor for their installation or replacement in tanks. These costs are shown

in Table 7.3 for both zinc and aluminum anodes of commonly used sizes. costs

for anodes of sizes other than those shown may be estimated by determining the

unit cost par weight ($/lb) of the examples and multiplying by the =Ode

weight desired. All costs given in Table 7.3 are on a per-anode basis.

7.4 STEEL RENEWAL

There are two ways for steel to fail inspection by a classification society

surveyor. The first is by exceeding the overall steel corrosion allowance. In

this case, steel must be replaced outright. Costs of steel replacement at

both U. S. yards and foreign shipyards are provided in Table 7.4. The fore ign

costs represent an average of costs reported by Far Eastern and European

shipyards.

The other way for steel to fail is by exceeding local steel thickness limits

while overall steel thickness is sufficient. This is often the case with deep

pitting corrosion. When local limits are exceeded due to deep pitting, they

must be filled with weld material. Cost for this repair in the U.S. is about

$8.00 for each pit filled for 100

Pits 4“ ~n diameter and 1/2” deep

shipyards average 50% of the U. S.

included in these figures because

tank bottom.

or more pits of 2“ diameter and 1/4” depth.

cost $35.00 a piece. Costs at foreign

costs. No charge for staging of any type

most pit repair work is performed on the

is

7-2 I
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TABLE 7.1

TANK BLASTING AND COATING COSTS

‘XX~SHIP (mpAI~

Number of COdts U.S. (Avg. ) Foreign (Avg. )

($ u.s. /ft2’) ($ u.s. /ft2)
I

1 I 2.60 I 3.50

2
I

3.25 I 3.90

1. Costs reflect those applicable to large contracti. costs may

increase up to 300% for small contrdcts.

2. Costs include staging and removal of blast [material.

3. Surface finish blasted ti 5A 2-1/2 using 16 lb. Grit/Ft2.

4. Costs include removal of moderate amounts of heavy scale

build-up by means other than blasting.

5. Excludes paint material costs.

6. Excludes costs for cleaning tank, removing sludge and gas

freeing.

—.— .-

TABLE 7.2

PAINT NATERIAL COSTS

General Description Number Total Total Material Costs( 1 )

of COatinqs of Coats Thickness (Dollar s/Ft2)

Us. FORSIGN

Inorganic Zinc 1 3 nil 0.14 to 0.20 Material Costs

Epoxy 2 B mil 0.30 to 0.36 10-20% higher

Coal Tar EPOXY 2 12 mil 0.18 to 0.30 in Europe and

15-40% higher

in Far East

_—— ————_— ———

1. Material costs based on paint loss of 35%.

I

L——
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TABLE 7.3

SACRIFICIAL ANODE COSTS

———...———.

Avg. U.S. Costs Avg. Foreign Costs( 5,

Description of Anodes ($ Us. ) ($ Us. ) _

Install Replac~ Install Replace

24 lb Zinc - Mat’ l(z) 23 23 23 23

Labor (3 ) 42 58(4) 21 32(4)

- Total 65 81 44 55

70 lb Zinc - Mat’ l(z) 55 55 55 55

Labor (3 ) 52 72(4) 25 35(4)

- Total 107 127 80 90

42 lb Alum - !4at’1(2) 68 68 68 68

Labor (3 ) 52 72(4) 25 35(4)

- Total 120 140 93 103

— -—

(1) Excludes staging costs. For new construction, assuming anodes

installed in modules, staging costs/anode are 10% to 7.0% of labor

costs for installing anodes. For existing vessels, staging

costs/anode are 80% to 150% of labor costs for installing anodes.

(2) Material costs are for welded anodes. Clamped and bolted anodes cost

5% to 7% more than welded anodes.

(3 ) Labor costs are for welded anodes. Increase labor ra ‘usby 12% for

clamped anodes and by 35% for first installation of bolted anodes.

(4 ) Decrease labor rate by 40% for replacing bol ted anodes if bol ti,,g pds

were previously installed.

(5) Material cost advantige alternated in 19S0 between U.S. and foreign

yards. Material costs ace shown as identical for U. S. and foreign.

.—. -_——
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TASLE 7.4

TANK STEEL CONSTRUCTION AND REPLACEMENT COSTS
(DolldrS/100 lb)

—.-
U.s. FOREIGN

TYPE STEEL WORK Product[ 1) VLCC [2 ) Product~ 1I VLC~

Tanker Tanker
__——

New construction 110 90 60 50

Repair (Large Contracts) 450 400 240 220

--- — —

Repair (Small Cent.racb) up m 1200 up to 800

—

1. AssuMe 40,000 DWT.

2. Ass~e 300,000 DWT.

— —
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7.5 LOST REVENUE

Each time a ship is taken out of service it ceases to generate revenue. This

resulb in a loss of income to the ship owners. All ship owners plan on a

cer ta.in number of days out of service each year for maintenance and tilspection

by requlatiry bodies. It is assumed in this report that a ship is normally

out of service for 12 days each year and a total of 40 days every fourth year.

In an attempt to reduce lost revenue, all corrosion work should be scheduled

during planned oat of service periods if possible. If these days are exceeded

due to corrosion contrml work, the revenue lost should be considered a cost of

corrosion control.

Both blasting and coating and steel replacement work may take long enough to

cause additional days out of service if work is not regularly ~rformed during

maintenance and inspection periods. The time required for blasting and

coating is largely dependent on the number of blasters used on a ship.

Independent t contractors can reportedly supply a maximum of 32 qualified

blasters. If these men are assigned to shifts covering a 24-hour day, they can

blast about 20,000 ft2. When shipyard blasting crews are used, the blasting

rate is somewhat lower. In determining the total blasting and coating time,

several days should be added to allow for painting after tie last tank is

vacated by blasting and cleaning crews . Pain tiny for the other tanks is

accomplished right after it is blasted and while the blasting crew is working

on another tank.

The time required for steel replacement is governed by ‘dIe number of punds of

steel to be replaced, the number of men assigned to tivs job and the rate at

which steel can be replaced. Assuming that an average of 150 men are

available for steel replacement during each of three daily shifts and tiat 15

man-hours are needed ‘m replace 100 lbs. of steel, 24,000 lbs. of steel can be

replaced daily.

AC tual lost revenue is determined by estimating tie number of days out of

service and applying the correct revenue rate for that particular vessel .

7-6 I
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CSAPTER 8

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM

The economic value of a corrosion- control system depends on many factors.

Al though initial cost is the most obvious of these, it should not be used as

the sole criterion for evaluation. Often other factors such as effectiveness

of performance, useful life, maintenance and replacement costs prove ti be

more important. Because some of these factors have no effect until the ship

has been in service a number of years, a complete economic analysis should be

conducted ‘codetermine life- cycle cost.

Numerous different computer programs are used throughout the marine industry

for the economic evaluation of both costs and effects on cargo-carrying

capability of ships. It is expec ted that each tanker owner has his own method

of economic analysis tailored to his particular operation and will conduct his

own economic investigations. Therefore, the main purpose of this report is to

identify the key cost parameters which should be included in any economic

analyses to account for the life- cycle costs of corrosion control systems. A

sample economic ~nalysis computer program has been developed ti illustrate one

possible metliod of economic analysis of the effects of corrosion control on a

given vessel.

The program used is called Generalized EConomic analysis program (GENEC 1).

This discounted cash-flow life-cycle–cost analysis method evaluates the

economic effec t of corrosion. -control systems on both cost and cargo carried.

Given various vessel particulars and operational characteristics, the program

generates a consistent measure of merit for each case investigated. Required

corrosion-control system inputs to the program are the costs due to corrosion

protection by a particular system and the point in time at which they are

incurred.

The measure of merit reportid by GENEc 1 is the required freight rate (AFR)

commonly used in the economic analysis of ships of all types. RFR is the

freight rats, based on life-cycle costs, which must be obtained tD make the

return on money investsd in the ship equal to the return that could bs

obtained elsewhere at a prescribed interest or “discount” rate. It is not

intended to be used as a minimum acceptable freight rate, but rather as a

standard for comparison of tie same ship with several different corrosion

control systems. Since a large prtion of the petroleum tanker industry is

more used to dealing with time charter rates, the RFR is also stdted as a

comparable time charter rate ($/DWT/month) adjusted ‘m exclude fuel, manning

provisions and port charges. Reporting the resul & of the analyses in either

of these manners is an indication of the life-cycle cost of a ship. The SpO t

and world scale charter ratss are dependent on the often volatile demand of the

petroleum transportation market and as such are not suitsd for use in economic

analyses of this type. The yearly cost of the use of each alternative system
is also reported to illustrate the significance of sn!all differences in ratss.

8-1
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A complete description and listing Qf the GENEC 1 computer progran is presented

in Appendix B. This program wil 1 ha used in Chapter 9 to conduct sensitivity

studies on two representative ship designs ~ploying various means of

corrosion control.
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CHAPTfiK 9

SENSITIVITY STUDIES

9.1 GENEIUU-

Sensitivity studies are conducted to demonstrate the use of performance data

(Chapter 5 ), corrosion rates and allowable limits (Chapter 6 ) and key cost

parameters (Chapter 7 ). The studies involve two representative base ships , a

39, 300 uWT product carrier and a 285, 000 DW’T crude carrier. In the analyses,

given specific ship and operational data, the effect of corrosion-control

systems over the life of the vessels is assessed. The computer program GENEC 1

is used to evaluate a variety of corrosion- control alternatives for the two

ships. It is described in Chapter 8 and Appendix B.

The sensitivity studies are limited to considering only the primary variable

COSts of corrosion control. Tthese are considered to be capital costs, repair

costs, days out of service and differences in annual cargo tonnage.

In order to conduct realistic sensitivity studies, numerous parameters were

determined and assumptions made. Both ships were assumed to be of segregated

ballast design with cargo tanks protected by inert gas. A crude oil washing

(COW) SYSteM is in use on board the crude carrier. No costs for tank cleaning

or gas freeing were included in the analyses. Summaries of Ship and

Operational Data and Economic Data used in the studies are shown in Tables 9.1

and 9.2, respectively.

It was assumed that each ship spends 12 days out of service each year and 40

days each fourth year. When the time required for corrosion-control work

exceeds these figures, the cost associated with additional days cut of service

cost was considered attributable to corrosion control.

The sensitivity studies assume that the vessels have a residual salvage or

resale value at the end of their twenty-year economic life. This figure plays

an important role in the life-cycle economic evaluation of the two vessels.

To demonstrate this effect, sensitivity studies were conducted by two methods.

One method assumed that the resale value of all ships was 10% and the other

considered the resale value to be a function of- the effectiveness of corrosion

protection. Ships with full scantlings and maximum protection were assigned

highest values. The actual resale of a ship is difficult to predict due to

unquantifiable factors such as the market demand for a certain type and size

of vessel.

9-1
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TASLE 9.1

SUMNARY OF SHIP AND OPERATIONAL DATA

Ship Type

Length B.P. (ft)

Beam, Mid. (ft)

Depth, Mid. (ft)

Design Displacement (LT )

Segr. Ballast Capacity (LT)

Cargo Tank Volume, 98% (ft3 )

Ballast Tank Volume, 100% (ft3)

Fuel Tank Capacity (LT )

Shaft Horsepower, max. (English)

Max. Range (Naut. Miles)

One-Way voyage Length (Naut. Miles)

Speed, Cargo (knots )

Speed, Ballas= (knots)

Complement

Total Deadweight (LT )

Loading Port

Discharge Port

Port Time, Loading (Days )

Port Time, Discharge (Days )

Crew and Stores (LT )

Fresh Water (LT)

Reserve Fuel (LT )

Fuel Consumption in Port (LT/day)

Fuel Consumption at Sea (LT/day)

Crude Carrier Product Carrier

1,063.00 640.50

175.52 105.83

91.86 54.0

319,015 51,470

87,307 20,400

9,880,284 1,763,546

3,055,778 714,000

13,000 1,1OU

36,000 12,000

28,100 7,000

11,169 1,775

15.0 15.0

17.5 16.2

56 28

282,900 39,300

2?as Tanura Curacao

Rotterdam New York

2 2

2 2

500 250

150 100

833 300

42.10 14.2

166.52 56.70

—
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TAELE 9.2

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DATA

.Shi r, Tv”e 1 Crude Carrier \ Product Carrier ~---- . -

Ships Life (Years) 20 20

Fuel Cost ($/LT) 171.87 171.87

H&M Insurance (% of New Ship) 0.01125 0.01125

Escalation of H&M Insurance (%/Year) o 0

P&I Insurance ($/DWT) 1.25 1.25

Escalation of P&I ILS. (%/Year) o 0

Manning Cost ($/Year/Man) 37,640 37,640

Escalation of Manning Cost (%/Year) 8.5 8.5

Provisions and Stores ($/Year) 312,500 1S6, 250

EsCal. of Prov. & Stores (%/Year) 7.5 7.5

Port Charges ($/Voyage) 140,800 19,410

Escal. of Port Charges (%/Year) 6.0 6.0

Repair Costs ($/Year) , Average 200,000 100,000

EsCal. of Rep. Costs (%/Year) 7.5 7.5
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For steel replacement, the time before wastage limits were reached for both

unprotected and anodically protected tanks was determined by using applicable

gene; al corrosion rates for the particular conditions which exist. For the

purpose of applying these corrosion rates, each tank was divided horizontally

into sections (see Figure 9.1 ). Descriptions of all steel in a tank were

then recorded on data sheets specifically developed for that purpose. The

sheets describe the thickness, weight, surface area, allowable wastage and the

number of years before the wastage is reached for each basic structural

component. A tank plan and midship section for each ship is shown in Figure

9.1. Descriptions are included for both protected tanks with reduced

scant lings and unprotected tanks with full steel scantlings. A sample data

sheet is included in Appendix C.

Inorganic zinc coating schemes were not evaluated for the crude carrier

because the cargo was assumed to be sour. Epoxy coating schemes were based on

two coats of straight epoxy, not coal tar epoxy. It was assumed that no

maintenance of coatings was performed annually for either ship and that

coatings suffered 2% failure after two years. When blasting and recoating due

to failure of initially applied coating, it was always assumed that the work

was accomplished during the next scheduled out of service period.

All anodes were assumed to be designed for a useful life of four years.

Aluminun anodes were used in dedicated ballast tanks and a combination of zinc

and aluminum anodes was used in cargo/storm ballast tanks. Cargo/storm

ballast tanks were assumed to be in ballast 45% of the time.

Using these assumptions, sensitivity studies were conducted for various

corrosion-control systems. They include full and partial epoxy and inorganic

zinc coatings, aluminum and zinc anodes and full and reduced scantlings. A

complete listing of the corrosion-protection systems evaluated is shown in

Table 9.3 for the crude carrier and 9.4 for the product carrier. Corrosion -

control costs which served as inputs to the economic analysis program are

shown in Tables 9.5 and 9.6. These tables define the year in which the costs

were incurred.
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TABLM 9.3

SYsTEM IJsSCRIPTIONS - CRUDE CARRIER

REDUCTION IN

>YSTEM COATINGS SCANTLINGS CATHODIC PROTECTION

A Full (2 cOatS, epOXy) None None

B Full (2 coats, epoxy) Yes None

c Full (2 coats, epoxy) Yes Aluminum anodes (1 ma/ft2 #4 yr
supplement coatings in ballast

only tanks. Aluminum and zinc

anodes (1 ma/ft2, 4 yr )

supplement coatings in cargO/

storm ballast tanks.

IJ Partial - Coatings None Alominum and zinc anodes

(2 chats epoxy) (12 ma/ft2, 4 yr) installed

applied to underdeck in cargo/storm ballast tanks.

and 6 ft down in

cargo only and

cargo/ballast tanks.

Ballast only tanks

fully coated (2 coats

epoxy )

) Mod. Partial - same as None Same as system D except

system D except no aluminum anodes (1 ma/ft2,

coatings in ullage 4 yr) are installed in ballast

space of cargo only only tanks to supplement

tanks coatings.

E None for life of None None for life of vessel

vessel

9-6
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rSYSTEMA

A Mod.

B

L

c

D

TABLE 9.4

SYSTEM DEsCRIPTIONS - PRODUCT CARRIER

COATINGS

Full (2 coats, epoxy)

FU1l (1 coat, inorgani

zinc)

FU1l (2 coats, epoxy)

Full (2 coats epoxy)

None for life of

vessel

?EDUCTION IN

SCANTLINGS

None

Yes, except

for inner

bottoms

Yes, except
for inner

bottoms

None

CATHODIC PROTECTION

None

None

None

Aluminum anodes (1 ma/ft2~ 4 yr
supplement coatings in ballast

only tanks. AluminUM and zinc

anodes (1 ma/ft2, 4 yr )

supplement coatings in cargO/
storm ballast tanks.

None for life of vessel
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SYSTEM

A Costs ( $000.

Days Out of

service(z)

B Costs ($000.

Oays 0“+ of

Service

: costs ($000.

Days Out of

Service

) costs ( SOoo. :

Oays Out of

Service

J Mod. Costs.

( SOoo. )

Days 0“+ of

Service

: costs ($000. )

Days out of

Service

TABLE 9.5

CG?ROS10N-CONTROL COSTS - CR(JOE CARRIER

“,.!2

Base
ship(l)

181,200

181,200

1.91,200

181,200

181,200

1!31,200

NITIAL COSTS

Reduced

;oatlngs Scant. Anodes

8,300 0

8,300 -4,500

8,300 -4,500

2,995 0

2,345 0

0 0

(

(

93

325

389

0

,., ”>

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

103 670 206 3,330 20<

- - 8 - 25 - .

103 670 206 3,035 2,733 - 3,10(

- - 8 - 33 10 - 2(

136 553 136 3,241 2,326 - 3,33s

- - 8 - 48 - - 2:

47> 876 473 323 3,508 350 54s

- - 13 - 15 - -

565 270 565 323 4,600 350 64C

- - - _ 15 - -

0 0 16,800 8,460 16,335 17,060 - 13,572

- - I 28 40 124 Iol - 74

1. No coatings in cargo box - ful I steel scantl iogs.

2. These are additional days beyond ncnml 12 and 40 day out of service periods.

18

670

8

206

773

8

167

4,000

21

20

f“



TABLE Y .6

CCRROS10N- CONTROL COSTS - PRODUCT CARRIER

YEAR

INITIAL COSTS

I

2 4 ,6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
SYSTEM Base Reduced

Ship(l) Coat inys scant . Anodes

7_TT
A Costs ($000.1 69,800 2,700

Days Out of

Service(2)

A Mod. Cost 69,800 2,128

($000. )

Days Out of

Service

B Costs ($000. ) 69,800 2,7oo

Oays Out of

Service

c costs [$000. ) 69,800 2,700

Oays Out of

Service

o 0 - - 537 - 715 2,254 - 253 - -

- - - 8 - 8 - _ _ .

0 20 - - 423 - 563 1,897 - I99 - -

- - - 8 - 8 - - - . -

-710 0 - 170 367 618 570 1,951 315 386 - -

- - - 4 - .9 - - - - _

-710 20 - 28 537 28 1,018 1,979 - 335 - -

- - - 8 - 8 - - - - -

0 0 - 1116 10,123 5,726 3,499 14,802 5,565 8,209 - -

- - - 85 8 17 84 34 27 - -

k

1. No coatings in cargo box - f.! I steel scantl i“gs.

2. These are additional days out of service beys”d normal 12 ond 40 day out of service periods.
I



9.3 RM5UL’IS

9 .3.1 Crude Carrier

Economic analyses were first performed on the fully coated systelms A, B, and
~. Using resale values of 11, 8, and 9%, respectively for these systems, the

full scantl ing system A was found to be the most cost effective. However,

usinq a resale value of 10% for each of the three systems, system C ranked

first economically. In either comparison, system C costs were less than those

of system B and proved the cost effectiveness of installing supplementary

anodes in fully coated, ballasted tanks.

An economic analysis of system D, a system similar to that employed in many

recently constructed crude carriers, showed that lower costs could be achieved
with a partially coated cargo @x. In system D, all cargo tanks were coated

under deck and b ft down; the ballast-only tanks were fully coated and the

cargo/storm ballast tanks were catholically protected with anodes.

Noting that corrective action was not required during the ship’ s life for

uncoated steel in the ullage space of cargo only tanks and that anodes were

previously found economically effective in supplementing coatings in cargo

ballast tanks,. system D was modified accordingly.

of the systems studied, system D modified proved to be the most cost

effective. Like system D, its economic ranking among the systems was not

affected by the resale value of the ship.

system E was the least cost effective and reflects the high costs required for

steel repair work if corrosion.<ontrol systems are not employed during the

life of the ship.

A complete summary of the results of the economic analysis of the crude

carrier is provided in Table 9.7.

9.3.2 Product Carrier—...—-.

using resale values of 22, 18 and 20% for systems A, B, and C, the full

scant ling, fully coated system A proved to be the most cost effective. For

constant resale values, system C ranked first. Regardless of resale value,

system C is the most cost effective of the fully coated, reduced scantling

systems, B and C. System C, unlike system B, provides supplementary cathodic

protection for the ballasted tanks.

Though it is recognized that product tankers are generally fully coated,

system D was evaluated for purposes of comparison to indicate the high repair

costs experienced when no protection is pxov ided for the tank steel.

Two coats of epoxy were used in the fully coated systems A, B, and C. The

cost differences between system A and system A modified, indicate the savings,
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TABLE 9.7

PROGRAM RESULTS - CRUDE CARRIER

SESALE VALUE REQUIRED RELATIVE REQUIRED

SYSTEM AT END OF 20 YRS CARGO NO. TRIPS FREIGHT DIFF . IN CSARTER

(% of Initial Costs) DWT (Lt) PER YEAR SATE COSTS PATE

($/Ton) ($/Yr) ($/DNT/MO )

A 11 271,738 5.605 23.546 0 5.009

B 8 273,524 5.572 23.621 137,000 5.076

c 9 273,524 5.572 23.542 17,000 5.041

D 10 271,738 5.619 23.391 -147,000 4.956

D mod. 10 271,738 5.615 23.351 -234,000 4.930

E 5 271,738 5.250 27.612 3,529,000 6.329

Constant Resale

Value = 10%

A 10 271,738 5.605 23.618 0 5.042

B 10 273,524 5.572 23.481 -186,000 5.014

c 10 273,524 5.572 23.472 -200,000 5.010

D 10 271,738 5.619 23.391 -257,000 4.956

D mod. 10 271,738 5.615 23.351 -343,000 4.930

E 10 271,738 5.250 27.246 2,897,00G 6.176
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primarily that of labor, realized when the tanks are coated with a one coat

system of .inorgan ic zinc in place of a tio coat system of epoxy. The fUll

savings, however, can only be realized on product carriers which have

independent inert gas generators because tie sulfur oxides in flue gas readily

attack inorganic zinc coatings. Therefore, only tie savings attributable to

coating the ballast tanks with inorganic zinc can be realized when the cargo

tanks are inerted with flue gas.

A complete summary of the reSul ts of the economic analysis of the product

carrier is provided in Table 9.8.

TABLE 9.8

PROGRAM RRSULTS - PRODUCT CARRIER

——

SYSTEM

A

% mod.

B

c

D

——

A

k mod.

B

c

D

—-..

RESALE VALUE
?

AT END OF 20 YRS :

(% of Initial Costs)

22

22

lB

20

9

Constant Resale

Value = 10%

10

10

10

10

10

—- —..._——------——

CARGO

>WT (Lt

38,083

38,083

38,373

38,373

38,083

——

38,083

38,083

38,373

38,373

38,083

{0. TRIPS

?ER YEAR

25.682

25.682

25.697

25.682

24.945

—-

25.682

25.682

25.697

25.682

24.945

UiQUIREO

?REIGHT

RATE

[$/Ton)

12.794

72.694

12.844

12.740

16.418

-——

13.308

13.204

13.181

13.161

16.376

RELATIVE

DIFF. IN

COSTS

($/Yr)

o

-98,000

152,000

42,000

3,084,00(

o

-102,000

-18,000

-46,000

2,541,02

38ARTER

FATE

( $/DWT/MO )

13.115

12.908

13.432

13.207

19.958

_—

14.181

13.966

14.049

14.116

19.874

————
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CSAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The traditional philosophy of tanker internal corrosion control was valid

during tie earl y years of widespread tanker cons txuc tion but many development ts

have occurred in the tanker industry since then which affect this philosophy.

These developments include the rapid increase in the size of tinkers since the

days of the T-2 tanker, the significant increase in tie cost of ship

construction and repair work, new and improved corrosion control techniques

and hardware, and new safety and pollution regulations. All of tiese have had

an impact on corrosion and corrosion control in crude oil, refined product and

ballast tanks. The results of this study indicate that some widely used

practices of the past may no longer be viable for the modern tinker industry.

It was common during the laSt several decades for ship owners to reduce

scantlings used in initial tank construction owing b the belief that the

reduction in steel weight and cost would be justified by the performance of

the corrosion-control SYS terns employed. One conclusion of this report is

that, on the b<sis of two vessels studied and tie assumptions made, tie use of

reduced steel scantlings does not offer any significant economic advantage to

a vessel over a 20-year life. Full scan tlings in several cases examined

proved - have roughly equivalent or lower life cycle costs and provide

valuable insurance against unexpec ted coating failure.

For years, the most effective way ti protect crude oil carriers was believed

to be full coating throughout. Based on the results of this study, partial

coatings used in conjunction with full scantlings appear to be more economical

than coating an entire crude oil cargo tank. Partially coating a tank instead

of fully coating can result in a considerable cost saving over tie life of a

ship.

Next, it was found that every effort should be made by shipowners to avoid

steel replacement, which is both expensive and time consuming. It is more

economical in tie long run to maintain and renew corrosion ‘protection SYS terns.

For each ship investigated, the highest life cycle costs were experienced

when all tanks had full scantlings and no other means of protection during a

20-year life. This was due b the high cost of steel replacement.

Last, the use of secondary anodes acting to supplement coatings is often more

economical than coatings alone in ballast and cargo-ballast tanks . The y act

to extend the useful life of the tank coating.

The results of this study identified, within tie limits stated in the report,

the most economical of the corrosion control systems evaluated. The repair costs

used in the study generally give precedence to

cost of steel replacement.
I

When an owner does

coating repair over the higher

not obtain accurate and current

I
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data on the condition of tank steel and plan tank work accordingly, repair

costs may differ significantly from tiose given in this report. Corrosion -

control systems must be maintained tc prevent high steel repair costs.

The recent advent of IMCO rules involving segregated ballast tanks and inert

gas systsms as explosion preventatives and COW as a ~llution- control measure

all stand ta have significant impact on the internal corrosion of tankers. At

the time of this report, most ship operators have not had more than a couple

of years experience with these systems and are unable w report conclusive

results at this time. It does appear that the overall effect will be

favorable in reducing corrosion.

Inert gas, .inparticular, bas been reportsd by foreign sources tn be

especially effective in mitigating tank corrosion. However, very little work

has been done to determine the degree tn which inert gas is effective in

controlling corrosion and under what conditions this effectiveness can be

realized. It is recommended tiat work be undertaken b quantify these unknowns

and investigate the, full use of inert gas in both cargo and ballast tanks on

board ~nkers.

Another ar$a that needs further investigation is deep Sitting corrosion in

tanks. This type of corrosion is highly detrimental to tank steel and is

often the sole cause of the necessity to replace steel. Al though it has been

a prOblem On bard tankers for many years t there has been little work
undertaken b find ways of reducing or controlling pitting corrosion. One

aspect of the problem, in particular, which warrants further investigation is

the effect of anodes in preventing pitting, particularly in tanks carrying

sour crude cargo.

Several ship owner/operators contacted during the project survey recommended

that an investigation of the corrosion of tank piping be conducted. The

piping was reported b experience a high corrosion rate and to require

frequent replacement.

Corrosion on board a ship is a subj ec t of major importance b most shipowners.

Choosing and ,naintiining the best corrosion control sys tern for each applica-

tion is essential ‘m efficient, economical ship operation. This project pro-

vides the tools to enable tanker owners and designers to more accurately plan

for the protection of new vessels and tc assess the condition of existing

ships in order to chose the best means of protec tion. However, this study
should not be considered an end in itself . This area of marine technology is
constantly changing as are the economic fac fnrs which affect it. Instead, the

subj ect of internal corrosion and corrosion coutrol al ternatives in tankers is

one which deserves psriodic updates and renewals as time goes on. It is hopsd

that this study will be the beginning of a continuing effort to minimize the

serious effects of internal corrosion on the tinker indus try.

10-2
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1. AMERICAW BUREAU OF SHIPPING

Reference: ABS Rules for Building and Classing Steel VeSSel S, 1979

In order to receive reduced scantlings plans must be submitted which show

corrosion protection particulars. These plans are to show Imth required and

proposed reduced scantlings.

Longitudinal Frames, Beams and Bulkhead Stiff eners

The required section modulus of longitudinal frames,

stiffeners, in association with the plating to which

beams, or bulkhead

it is

reduced 10% when an effective method of protection against

employed.

Bulkhead Plating

When special protective coatings are adopted for corrosion

attached, may be

corrosion is

control the

required thickness may be reduced by 3 nun (.125 in. ) except where the required

thickness of plating is less than 12.5 mm (.50 in. ). In this case the

reduction shal:l not exceed 20%. In no case shall the thickness of plating bs

less than 6.5 mm (.25 in.). Swash bulkheads, where coated, may k reduced 1.5

mm (.0625 in. ) provided this thickness is not less than 6.5 mm (.25 in. ).

Deck Platinq

Where special protective coatings are adopted for corrosion control and after

all minimum thicknesses and longitudinal hull- girder requirements have been

satisfied the thickness may be reduced by 10% but not more than 3 mm (.125

in. ). Where special protective coatings are to b applied to the exterior

surfaces of weather decks as a means of corrosion control and after all

minimum thickness and longitudinal hull- girder requirements have been

satisfied the thickness of deck plating may be reduced by 10% but not more

than 3.5 mm (.125 in.).

Transverse Frames

Where special protective coat ings or other effective methods are adopted for

corrosion control tbe web plate thickness may be reduced 10% from the required

thickness, in which case the required section mod. of the members may be

reduced as result.

Shell Plating

Where special protective coatings are adopted for corrosion control and after

all minimum thickness and longitudinal hull-girder requirements have been

satisfied the thickness of shell plating may be reduced by 10% but not more

than 3 mm (.125 in.).

A-2 I
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Anodes

In genera l,.magnesium anodes are not to be used. Where other sacrificial

anodes are fitted in cargo or adjacent ballast tanks, their disposition and

details of attachment are to be submitted for approval.

2. BUREAU VSRITAS

Reference: Rules and Regulations for the Construction and

Classification of Steel VesselS - Bureau Veritas - 1977

At the shipyard’s request, and with the owner’s written agreement, reductions

in scantlings may be granted for certain elements of the ship hull for taking

into consideration the effective protection against corrosion by means of

special coatings or other means that the shipyard or owner intends to use.

The class of ships benefiting from such reductions is complemented by the

notation ‘CL” (limited corrosion) . In such case, the shipyard is to furnish

the Head Office complete details on the nature of the product used for

protective purposes, details on the method of application and drawings to

indicate the areas where the product is applied.

Where the notation CL is assigned, reduction in scant lings with respect to the

rule values may be granted for certain metiers of the hull. The following may

be reduced by 10%:

the minimum thickness, 12.5 nun, in the case of large size

members, such as plat ings, transverse bulkheads. web frames,

stringers and, generally speaking, all members stiffened by

secondary stiffeners

the thickness of the plating and stiffeners of longitudinal

and transverse bulkheads

the thicknesses of side shell stringers and transverses, of

deck transverses, of bottom transverses and of cross ties

The following may be reduced by 5%:

the thickness of

keel and bilge

the thickness of

bottom and side shell plating, including the

deck plating

the thicknesses of keelsons and deck girders

the section moduli of bottom, side shell and deck longitudinal

A-3
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3. DET NORSKE VERITAS

Reference: Rules for the Construction and Classification of Steel

Ships - 1977 - Det norske Veritas

Unprotected steel [plate, stiffeners and girders) in tanks for water ballast

and/or cargo oil are generally to be given a corrosion addition as stated in

Table D401:

TABLE D 401

Tank Type Ballast/Cargo BallaSt Tank/Dry

Oil Tank or Ballast Cargo Hold or

Tank Area Tank Only Cargo Oil Tank Only

Within 1,5 m One side

below top of
2,0 mm

unprotected
1,0 nun

tank in weather Both sides

deck
3,0 m 1,5 m

unprotected

One side
1,0 mm

unprotected
0,5 mm

Elsewhere
Both sides

1,5 m 1,0 m
unprotected

If a system approved by the Society is applied for corrosion protection of

steel structures in tanks fOr water ballast ~d/Or cargO Oil the mrrOsiOn

additions may be dispensed with. In such cases, the notation COSR wil 1 be

entered in the Register of Ships for that vessel.

For longitudinal strength members any dispensing with the corrosion additions

will be accepted only if the members are protected over the total cargo tank

area of the ship.

The section modules of the hull girder is not to be reduced by more than 5% as

compared to the modulus based on ecantlings including the corrosion addition.

P 1ans of steel structure submitted for approval must show net scant 1ings as

well as scant lings with the corrosion additions included.

There are two systems which are approved and for which the corrosion addition

may be dispensed with. These are coatings and cathodic protection systems.

Complete particulars for all systems must be submitted to the Society for

approval. Systems of protection other than the coatings and cathodic

protection systems, to be described, will be specially considered.

A-4 I
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Coating Systems

Coatings must be suitable for use on any previously applied ship primer. All

surfaces are to be coated in tinks where the corrosion additions are

dispensed with. Aluminum paint is not acceptable in tinks for liquid cargo

with a flash point below 60”C or in adjacent tanks.

Systems for Cathodic Protection

All surfaces in the upper part of tinks down tm a level not less than 1.5 m

below the top of the tank are to be protec~cl by a coating. The coating and

any previously applied ship primer are to be suitable for use in combination

with a cathodic protection system. Sacrificial anodes are tn be fittsd for

protection of tie remaining parts of the tank. In tanks for liquid cargo with

a flash point below 60”c and in adjacent ballast tanks, magnesium or magnesium

alloy anodes are not accep-ble. Aluminum anodes may be accepted provided

they are located such tiat their potential energy does not exceed 275 joules

(203 ft. lbs. ). Tanks in which anodes are installed are Im have sufficient

holes for circulation of air

tanks for water ballast only

not be accepted as basis for

corrosion additions.

4~GERNANISCHER LLOYD

~ prevent gas from collecting
and in tip wing tanks cathodic

tie register notation CORR and

Reference: Germanischer Llovd Rules for the Classification

in pockets. In

protectim will

dispensing with

and

Construction of Seagoing Steel Ships Vol. 1, 1980 edition.

For tanks , where an effective protection against corrosion is employed

approval may be given for the reduction of material thickness. If both sides

of the steel are protec~d, thickness may be reduced 1.5 mm and if only one

side is protec=d 1.0 mm reduction is permitted. When this reduction in

material is granted tie class notition KORR will be assigned.

Drawing submitted for approval must contain both the required material

thicknesses and the proposed thicknesses. A description of tie envisaged

corrosion protection system complete with all particulars is also required.

For structural elements also subjec ted to compression, the tiickness may be

reduced only upon proof of adequats buckling strength.

5. LLOYD ‘S REGISTER OF SHIPPING

Reference: Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships-1978

Lloyd’ s Register of Shipping

A-5
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All steelwork, except inside tanks intsnded for the carriage of oil or

b itureen, is to be suitably protected against corrosion. This may be by

coatings or, where applicable, by a sys tern or cathodic protection or by any

other approved method.

Where a coating system is proposed, the coating must have been approved by the

Society for the type of cargo to be contained in the par titular space. The

coating must be compatible with any previously applied primer. Complete

par ticulars for paint, surface preparation, method of application and cargo

must be submitted.

Where a cathodic protection system is to be fitted in tanks a plan showing

details of tie locations and attachment of anodes is to be submitted.

Impressed current cathodic pro tection sys terns are not allowed in tanks.

Magnesium anodes are not permitted in oil tinks but are permitted in ballast

tanks. Aluminum ‘or aluminum alloy anodes are permitted in oil tanks but only

at locations where their potential energy does not exceed 275 joules (203 ft.

lbs. ). Aluminum anodes may not be located under tank hatches or butterworth

openings unless protected by adjacent structure.

For ships engaged solely in the carriage of crude oil with defined ballasting

arrangements ~ modified corrosion-control system will be permitted in

association with the Register Book notation “(cc) crude oil defined

ballasting” . Modified corrosion-control systems which are acceptable are

shown in Table 2.3. 1. Combinations of these or other systems of corrosion

control will be specially considered on the basis of equivalent protec tion.

Where an inert gas system is installed and @steal and the notation “IGS” is

entered in the register book, the requirement ts for coatings at the ~p of

cargo or cargo/ballast tanks may be omitted on tie understanding that the

system will be operatid on a continuous basis. Where the notation “(cc) “ is

assigned scan tlings in tdnks may be reduced in accordance with Table 2.5.1.

A-6
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TABLE 2 .3.7 CORROSION -CONTROL SYSTEM FOR

CRUDE OIL CARRIERS WITH DEFINED BALLASTING

—.

ITEM COATINGS CATHODIC PROTECTION

Ballast All surfaces Anodes below normal liquid

tanks level plus coating of all

surfaces above normal liquid

level (see Note 1)

Crude oil/ All surfaces above the normal Anodes below normal ballast o]

ballast ballast or cargo level (see cargo level plus coating of

tanks Notes 1 and 2 ) plus tile upper all surfaces above normal
surface of all horizontal liquid level (see Notes 1 and

items il remainder of the 2)

tank, also the bottom shel 1,

bottom longitudinal and

girders up to the level of

the top of the longitudinal.

Crude oil All surfaces above tie Not applicable

only tanks normal liquid level (see

Notes 1 and 2) , bottom shell,

bottom longit~dinals and

girders up tn the level of

the top of the longitudinal ?,.

Dry spaces All surfacs Not applicable

———.— —-.— ——_—__ —___ ———. —.— ___

NOTES

1. The minimum coating is tn be all the surfaces im the tip 1,5 mm of

the tank .

2. For inert gas systems , see 3.8.

—.—
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Where the notation ‘r(cc) “ iS assigned scan tlings in tanks may be reduced h
accordance with Table 2.5. 1.

TABLE 2.5.1 PERMISSIBLE SCANTLING REDUCTIONS FOR CORROSION CONTROL

Permissible

Item Reduction in

Thickness

—.--.—

Keel, bottmn and side shell, deck plating

Bottom and deck longitudinal 5 per cent

Bottom and deck girders

Bulkhead plating protec ted on one side only 5 per cent

Structural items of tank minimum thickness within 1 mm or 10 per cent

oil cargo tanks where protected on both sides whichever is the

lesser

Side longitudinal, bulkhead stiff eners (where

within a protectid tank) , and all other structural

iterns wholly within the tank, or forming the

boundary between two protec ted tanks , except

as listed above 10 per cent

NOTES

1. The hull midship section modulus and the scantling requirements for

longitudinal strength are to be determined before reductions for

corrosion central are applied.

2. Where the inner bottom and the lower strakes of bulkheads and hopper

side plating are liable ~ grab or bulldozer damage, the reduction is

limited to 5 per cent even though both sides are protec ted.

3. Reductions tn shell plating are not affected by the fitting of

external cathodic protection.

4. Reductions of scan tlings of longitudinal items contributing b the

hull qirder strength will be permitted only if the items are

protec ted throughout the full range of the cargo spaces.

—-——
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6. NIPPON KAISI KYORAI

Reference: Rules and Regulations for the Construction and

Classification of Ships, 1979

When an approved measure of corrosion control is applied to tanks the required

scant 1ings of structural members may be reduced at the discretion of the

society.

Where an approved method of corrosion control is adopted and an appropriate

reduction in scantlings have been approved by the Committee the notation “COC”

will be entered in the Register Sook.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer program “’GENECf” is a mathematical model for evaluating the economic

wortih of a merchant ship or of a component system of that ship. It is written

in timesharing BASIC for the NNS Honeywell 6080 computer.

The Measure of Merit developd by this program can be either Required Freight

Rate (RFR) or Net Present Value (NPV) . In either case, the resulting number

should be compared only with other Measures of Merit calculated by this or a

similar program. RFR or NPV can vary as much as 40 or 50% if different (but

equally reasonable and valid) assumptions are used for such things as frequency

and timing of cost payments or income receipts, escalation, taxes, etc.

No provision is made in this program for the effects of taxes, or of such tax

related stratagems as leveraged leasing, because these effects depend on

owner-related circumstances which are not governed by ship design. Each

prospective owner must, therefore, evaluate his own tax situation.

2. PROGPAM DESCRIPTION

GENEC1 is a Generalized EConomic analysis program in which the input data

define the ‘mathematical mcdel to be analyzed. These data are prepared and stored

in a separate data file. Any number of such files can he used, one at a time.

Input data subdivided into “Accounts”, with the number of accounta dependent

on the complexity of the model. Currently the dimension statements of the

program limit the total number of accounts to 50, but this can easily bs

changed.

Three different types of accounts can be used. Figure B1 is the input data

sheet for the “GENERAL” account. This sheet includes ship data, economic data,

and program cent rol data. One such account is used for each data file.

Figure B2 is the input data sheet for the “PORTS” accounts. This sheet includes

data on the port, on the route to the next port, on fuel consumption in port and

enroute, and on fuel and cargo loading, off-loading and costs in the port. At

least one such account must be used; there is no upper limit on the number of

these accounts.

Figure B3 is the input data sheet for the “COSTS” accounts. This sheet includes

data on the acquisition or operating costs to hs considered, one account for

each cost. No cost accounts are required; there is no upper limit on the number

of such accounts. Figure B4 is a supplementary table of payment schedules which

is sometimes used in conjunction with a cust account. Currently the dimension

statements of the program 1imit the number of such tables to 5 and the number of

entries per table to 100, but this can easily bs changed.

These input data sheets permit each data fiIe to establish any desired set of

conditions. An analysis can cover the total cost of owning and operating the

B-2
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I PROGRAM “GENEC 1“ INPUT DATA
I

“GENERAL”
..::A

1’ ALPHANUMERIC DATA (Enclose in Quotation Marks) I

FILE IDENT. 11111111
.—-—

F 1 L E s A v E D ‘A;T: ~i
ON /] ] [/

SHIP IOENT . I \l; , 11[—

LINE DESCRIPTION UNITS
NUMERICAL

DATA
—— _——.—.— .—..—..

1 NUMBER OF “PORT” ACCOUNTS (1 or more) INTEGER –y

2 NUMBER OF CAPITALIZED ‘COST “ ACCOUNTS INTEGER

NUMBER OF OPERATING “COST “ ACCOUNTS
.1

3 INTEGER

4 DISCOUNT RATE %TYEAR “–

5 MONTHS FROM CONTRACT TO OELIVERY MONTHS

6“ ;HIp LIFE YEARS

7 NUMBER OF MEN IN CRSW INTEGER

8 OPERATING DAYS PER YEAR (Note 1)

9 MAXIMUM DEADWEIGHT (fully loaded) ‘K3NS

10 MINIMUM DEADWEIGHT (ballasted ) mNs
—

11 WEIGHT - CRSW & STORES ‘ -“”- lk3NS :4

r~~=”=’’’FzEF+”4”4MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF FUEL OIL TANKS

FIRST YEAR (after deliv. ) OF PERIOD ANALYZ!JO

la LAST YEAR (if~r deli..) OF PERIOD ANALYZED
—--— ------- -lFEE*------ ----

—J––.–.._...._.__.—_

———— .——
TABLE A - OPERATING OAYS / YEAR (See Note 2 )

_. —.._. _.—
EAR OPER.

YEAR
OPER. YEAR OPER.

YEAR
OPER.

‘--~- ~~~~ - 33=:1

YEAR
OPER. OPER.

OAYS DAYS DAYS DAYS
YEAR

DAYS DAYS—

1 6 11 16 _ 21 26

2 7 12 77 22 27—

3 8 13 1s 23 2s

4 9 “14 19– 24 29.- —

J_ lq 15 20 z5.. _. .-_.-–– --x?—-

NOTES :

1. ValueB given in Line 8 mean:
(D) = Uniform nmnber of operating days (D ) each year.
(-1 ) = Variable number of operating days per year as shown in Table A.

2. Table A follows Line 16. It is not to be used unless
Only (N) Lines of Table A are used. (N) is the value

FIGURI B1
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1 PROGRAM “GENEC 1“ INPUT DATA ,

I

1,PORTS ‘1 ACCOUNT #

I
ALPHANUMERIC DATA (Enclose in Quotation Marks) I

NOTES :

1. Values
(F) =
(-1) =

2. Values
(c) =
(-1) =

3. Values
(R) =
(-1) =

given for Line 6 mean:
Amount of fuel to be loaded (tons) .
Fuel needed for entire round trip is to be loaded (calculated by
the program) .

Viven for Lines 9 .S 10 mean:
mount of cargo to be loaded/offloaded (tons) .
Maximum amount of cargo is to be loaded/off loaded (calculated by
the program) .

given for Line 11 mean:
Freight rate for cargo offloaded ($/ton) .
RFR IS to be calculated by tbe program.

FIGURE B2
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I PROGRAM “GENEC 1“ INPUT DATA I
t::“Cosrs “

r“-”=”” “’’1’=---:’’’’-=2=-ALPHANUMERIC DATA (Enclose in Quotation Narks )

NOTES :

1. Line 1 may be given in “dollars’s or in any other units, depending on the
multiplying factors given in lines 3/4, 5/6, & 7/8.

2. Values given in lines 3/4, 5/6, & 7/8 mean:
(-l, F) = Divide Line 1 by (F).
(O, F) = Multiply Line 1 by (F) .
(J,L) = Multiply Line 1 by the value of Account (J) Line (L) .

3. Factors 3/4, 5/6, L 7/8 are applied sequentially so that:
Basic cost = (Line l)*f(3/4)*f(5/6 )*f(7/8).

Basic cost can be “per voyage” or “per payment”.

4. Values given in lines 9/1 O mean:
(1,M) = A single payment at the end of (M) months after contract (for capi-

tal ized costs) or after del.iverv (for om?ratinu costs) .
(2,M) =

(3, M) =

Cost is per voyage (operating c~sts onl~) . Th= total” cost (before
escalation ) of all voyages is divided into equal payments made at
the beginning of each (M) month period after delivery. Each payment
is escalated at the rate specified in Line 2.
Cost is per voyage (operating costs only) . The total cost (before
escalation) of all voyages is divided into equal payments made at
the end of each (M) month period after delivery. Each payment is
escalated at tbe rate sDeclfied in Line 2.

(4,M) =

(5,M) =

(6,N) =

Cost is per payment. E~ch payment is made at tbe beginning of every
(M) month period from contract to delivery (for capitalized costs)
or after delivery (for operating costs) .
Cost is per payment. Each payment is made at the end of every (M)
month period from contract to delivery (for capitalized costs) or
after delivery (for operating costs) .
(N) payments made in accordance with Table B.

FIGURE B3
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PROGRAN “GSNEC 1“ INPUT DATA 7

TABLE B FOR USE WITH “COSTS” ACCOUNT ~
_-— ———— .

LINE MONTH % LINE MONTH

11 ; -g~Fq

% LINE MONTH % LINE MONTH %

—

1

.— —.. . ..

26 51 76
—— .— — ___ _.—..— —.

2 27 52 77—— -.

3 28 53 78
—..——

4 29 54 i 7.9._.__....~_-...~....._.......–...

5 30 55 1 ““”aoJ .........
——— ——

6 31 56

+-------

__J}lL -------______

7 32 57
—...— ..,...

8 33 58 _
}-:+------J ---------

9 34 59

t

-..—. . ..

10 ___~--_ .....–’5 60_——.—.— — .—— —. .—.. .—— —. ——
.. .. c.

~____+s+.- ...._.

L

; ;::

r+&-- —---

11 >0 0,
_ ,-—..— —.

12 37
- ~-------

62
..--::pz+~...-.-

,.- —-—

13 ‘“’ -:- 38 63 88 !
—— -—.— —~.—.—— .—— ——

14 39 >4_ :________ .___: “ A.J..+ . .. . .. ...-— —.

15 40 65 __ ‘ 90 J_.—.

16 41 66 _ . . . . ..._ . . . . . . . .— — —- ._.— ::....+.. ..-_..----+--------

17 42 _6~ J_.,.—

18 43 _ 68 g.’ i
__ —-. — -+— ---

19 44 69 94— —~..——i

20 45 _ .J_. ——––——— = .~

21 46 71 96
—. .

22 47 __ .-,___ _ ..L2__ ______ .–—

.++

97 i

23 48 ,_gg: __-+.a_...73..., _______ _... ..—.––.- %_..— —__—

~ 24 49 ... . .. .... . . . . . .–?9-... . ..-... ---..-.–

25 50 75 ““”-””-””i”””””-”’--i100 __— --...–.——.

NOTES :

1.

2.

3.

4.

Table B follows Line 10 of the corresponding cost account. It is not to bs
used unless Line 9 of that account is 6.

Only (N) lines of Table B are used. (N) is the value given in Line 10 of the
associated cost account.

“Month” is the month after contract for capitalized costs and after delivery
for operating costs.

‘t%” is the percent of the basic cost (see Note 3 of the Cost Account Data
Sheet ) which is paid at the end of the corresponding month.

FIGURE B4
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ship, or it can be limited to the costs associated with one or several

components of that ship. It can cover the entire chip life, or it can be

limited to one or several years of that life. It can include the effect of

escalation on any or all of the costs and income being considered, with a

different escalation rate applied to each, or it can assume that these values

will not change.

The program will accept a round voyage touching at any number of ~rts, with

fueling and cargo loading or off-loading at any of them. The amount of fuel to

be loaded at any port can be specified, or the program will calculate the amount

needed for the total voyage or for the trip to the next port. The amount of

cargo to be handled at any port can be specified, or the program will calculate

the maximum that can be loaded .or off-loaded. The freight rate for cargo

off-loaded at any port can be specified; the program will calculate RFR for any

cargo which does not have a specified freight rate.

The number of operating days can be varied from year to year. The program wi11

calculate the average number of days per year for the operating period being

analyzed.

The average- numbsr of round trips per year is determined by adding the number of

days in port and the number of days at sea for all legs of the voyage to get the

total days per trip. This number divided into the average number of operating

days per year gives the average number of trips per year. These trips, together

with the associated income and costs, are assumed to be distributed uniformly

among the twelve months of the year.

Fuel oil (F.O. ) consumed per trip is determined by adding the fuel used in prt

and the fuel used at sea for all legs of the voyage. The program checks to be

sure that there always is enough service fuel on board to reach the next prt,

and that the amount of fuel on board (including reserve F. O. ) never exceeds the

capacity of the F.O. tanks.

The maximum amount of cargo that can be transported on any leg of the voyage is

equal to the total deadweight minus the weight of crew and stores, fresh water,

service F.O. when leaving port, and reserve F.O. The program will add ballast as

necessary to permit safe operation in light condition.

Each cost account can be tailored to any desired conditions by appropriate

choices of input data. The amount of the cost is the product of four factors

which NY be individually specified or may be referenced to other accounts and

line numbers. Pavments maY be made “requlaily” at the start (or end) of

specified periods before

specified dates.

3. PROGRAM THEORY

This math model is based

all the costs and income

or after delivery, or “irregularly” at any rider of ,

on a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis of

involved in acquiring, owning and operating a

B-7
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merchant ship over its total life, or over any selected portion of that life.

It can also be used to evaluate the economic merit of any selected part of that

ship. Figure B5 is a listing of the program, and Figure 6 is an index of the

symbols used.

Income and costs are collected by months, with all transactions in a given month

assumed to occur at the end of the month. Transactions which occur on known

dates (such as construction payments or insurance premiums) are included with

other costs for the month in which they occur; transactions which occur at

unpredictable times (such as fuel costs, port charges, income, repair costs,

etc. ) are distributed uniformly over the months of the year in which they xcur.

3.1 Escalation and Present Value

Escalation is defined as “the steady increase in cost of materials or services,

usually as a result of inflation” . Every dollar value used in this math model

can be escalated, with a different annual rate for each. Each rate remains

constant for the life of the ship. Date of contract is the base date for

calculating escalation, using the formula:

(m/12)

E
e

‘Vi+%

where;

E= Escalated value ($ )

v= Value at date of contract ($ )

e = Escalation rate (% )

In= Months from date of contract

Present value is defined as “the worth, on a specified date, of a payment made

on some other date”. Money paid or received today is worth more than the same

amount of money paid or received at a future date because money-in-hand today

can accumulate interest until that future date and will, therefore, have grown

to a larger amount at that time. (This is completely independent of any change
in the value of the money itself because of inflation or other factors. ) All

payments, then, must be “discounted” to establish their worth at some common
date before they can be compared with each other in an economic study.

Date of contract is the base date for calculating present value, using the

formula:

P = —--— —— ----

,, ~ (dlz)

B-8
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FIGURE B5

“GENEC 1“ PROCRAM LISTING

1 [110 H? I NT “ItFITR FILE ““:

INPIUT F$
IF FS<>’’STDP”’ THEN 14[!

STOP

FILE =1 .FS
Ml=[l

Pl(l:)=o

i?EFt~ ::1.F1.$,tils

FOE 1=1 TO 16
REFII! =l,Z(I,I)
NEXT I

IF ZCISS:,.=>0 THEti S5[)
FUR ‘/=1 TO Z(1*6:,

PI (: J:]=tj

REFII! =1 ,N!K(J)
FCIE 1=1 TO 10
REFII1 :1 sZ(.J!I>
NEXT “1
IF “z<.J!S><E. THEtf 48[1
TI=T1+l
IF T.1<:6 THEti 440
PEIWT ‘“TDD MFttlY IWEi31JLRE PfiYtlEtiT :SCHEIllULE2”’
GD TD 100
PI(J>=T1
Ftlr? 1=1 To ZO,ltC,
REFIII ::l.M(P1(.J:, >I:I,F(P1 CX,!I;,
NEXT I

4W tiEXT .J
490 RESTBRE ZI
!511t3REP!+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 11fITt7 MO1lIFIC~TIDti ++++++++++++++ ‘

516 PRINT FIS
520 IF tll=[! THEN .54CI

B-9 I
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)

PPINT ““FILE MDIIIFIEII FIT ‘: Tx:. UN :1)$

LET TS=CLK$
LET II$=DRT$
PP1tiT “tiEkl IIt?TR” ,T$, DS
INPIJT T1. T2. T2
IF T1=O THEN S’411
Ml=l

IF Tltl THEN 720
IF T?<.% THEN S50
IF T2i:=Z(l ,$.;, THEN 72[)
.?{: 1 st.’:,=T3
GD TD 670

Fl?ltiT “’IMPLIT DPEFFITIM& IW’T’E:/’’tEHE FUR,:Z(l,E,:!:’’’{EHR,.,
FCIF: Y=l T13 2,:1 !6:,

F’I?INT “HUbi MRt{Y CHFlti5ES”:

INPLIT T4
F’W 1=1 TD T4
I?tP1.lT T5,TE.~T7
tl(Pl(Tl:, .T5:,=TE
PtF’l(TI? ,TEI:,=T7
NEXT I
GO ‘TLi 5i’cI
gEM+*++++++++++u+++++++* rlRYZ,~ktU.ffiGE ++++++++++++++++++++++
IF Z(I sE><:(1 THEM E:90

FEW ‘Y=l TO 2(:1 Y6;,
~~(yl=~(l .~;l

*-XT Y
114= [1

FUF J=P TD Z(l ,l:?+I

Dz[J:~=z(J.l;,
R3,:_l::,=z(-1,2:,.[24+z(:.J .:2;1:!
B4=I14+D2<J)+113 (:J:)
NEXT J
Tl=t!
T2=0
FUP Y=ZC1 ,15:, TII Z(:I ,lE:c
Tl=Tl+D6(Y:~
T2=T?+I

lCIEII F+EXT Y

1CI1O ‘#l=T1/fT~+~4;,

Ill?!* PEA+++++++++++++++++++++++++ Fl_lEL ++++++++++++++i-+++++++++d++,
1030 F=O
1040 FOR ..1=2 TD 2(1,1?+1
1050 F2<J.!=Z(.J.l ;I+Z,:..I.4:,
lQ&J F5(Ll:,=D2(..l:,+Z~.l,5:,

B-lo
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FIGURE B5 (continued)

F=F+F2(..I :,+F5(.J)
NEXT J
F1(2:1=c1
FDl? 1=1 TO Z

FOE .J=.2 Tfi Zf.1.1”:,+1

IF Z<J.6}<(, THEN llT(I

F2(.J’:, =:( J,b;I

IF Fl(J”:,+F3(:.J;,=;,F2t-!:,+F5t.J :’ THEN 11S0

F2(.I”:,=F2(.I:)+FS<.J::,-F1(J:,
IGO Tfi 11S0

F:;:(.XZ=F-F; (J::,

F4C.J:!=Fl(~l:,+F3(.1:,-F2(~l;,
IF F4(*I:I:<Z [:1 S14::, -Z(I ,1 S:$ +.1 THEN 1270
F4(.J:I=Z( 1S14::,-Z(1!13)

F:3<..I:,=F4{J:,+F2(J’:,-F1 tJ)

IF 1=1 THEti 124Q
WIHT “SHIP lCiIIY ONLY LIIFID’” :F3(J:? :“TONZ OF FUEL FIT ‘“ :NS(.J>
IF F4(J,>F5CJ:,-.I THEN 127(I
PRINT ““!3LIT OF FUEL F!FTER “:N$(J)
!SD Tc 292[1
Fl[~l+l;l=F4(>l:!-F5i:.J:,

IF 1=1 THEM 1370
IF F2(.J:~<.l THEN 1:360
Ic Z(J,6:,<0 THEM 1.330
IF F3[.I:,<Z(..1,6.,+.I TiiEN 1:3:2[1
PRINT ‘“SHIP MUST LOR1’’:F3<sl:, :’’TON:!: IIF FUEL i3T “?N!3(.J:,

14@z IF 1=1 THEti I!jl[l

lSOO PRINT “’:ZHIF ICFiti OfiLY ❑FFLORI!”” :hlZ:(.-l–i:, :”’TOt{S: OF LHR50 FIT “:NS[J:Z

I
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)

lJ4(Jl=Cl

IF Z(l,10j<:F4C..l }+k12+:..l::,+Tl THEN 1640
I,14(:J:I=Z( 1, 1 [I I-T l–F4\sl:, -lJ3c~l;,

NEXT .1

41.3(1:I=U3,:Z(:1Sl::,+l>

NEXT I
PEW++-+++++++++++++++++++++++ lLHSH FLOW +++++++++++++++++++++++. . .

Ill=il

D5= o

El=[l

E~=(l

F;1=ZC1S5)+12*(ZC1. 15;,-1;,+2

K2=zcls5:)+12*z( l.lh::,+l

REM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F’DETHCCCIUNTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR .1=2 TO Z[l,l:)+l
ll(~l:)=o
E(.-l;,=[i

FOR K:=l(l TO K2
Y=INT<(K-Z(:l i5::,-2::,I<+I:t
C=ClLJ:!+D6tY:,+FNE(Z!:.J ,8>;v[1s+I14)
~{J)=FMP(:Z(l ,4>;,

C?=H2(-I:I+D6CY:,*FNE<Z[>I .12:,::,.J~:12+I14:~
Ei:xl:~=E(.J:,+C2*< l+Z(l .4;,..’’10l~ti:fl:K::,::,.:’l2;,

NE:(T K
lJi=Ill+Il{J:~
IF 2LJ!11><:0 THEti 19[10
El=El+E~.J)+Z(sl.ll:!
E(.J?=Z(J?ll;I

131 TO 1910
E~=E~+E(J:L

NEXT .J
REM. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. CFIP1T13L cm”f%<XllUNT2 . . . . .. . . . . .-
IF ~(1 ,2:)=0 THEM ~~i’fi

FOR .J=Z(l ,1)+2 TillZC1.l I+Z,:l,Z::,+I
~(J:j=[l

C3(J:I=zCJ,l>

FOR 1=’2 TO 7 ZTEP 2
IF”Z(J,I)l:>l THEti ~0(1(1

IF Z(.JsI+l:~=S THEfl 2130
IF Z<J,I:J=>O THEN 2[130
c3(~I>=G3c.J)/’ZtJsI+1 ;,

6!7 TCl 2070
IF Z<J.l;,>O THEN 2060
c<(J:l=cS(~l:,+Z(J,I+l;,

I
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)

IF K<K1 THEti 2730
IF K:,K2 THEh 2730
I:=[;3(J:,*ME(Z<.I )S;,:,*P(:P1 (..1! ,1)’100
ll(..JI>=FNP(Z(:I ,4);,

NEXT I
II1=II)+D(J)

NEXT J -
l?EtI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . :21JMM13TIIJM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F:l=O
T1=1+ZC:1,4:,:’”lCI(l
Hl=12+T l?((Z[l,5:, +1:, .'12::,+ ((l/ 'Tl; ,T(l. ..12::,-l)/ i:(l. ,Tl; ,?Zt:l,6~-lj
R2=l S+ Tl+((Z,: l~5>+l?+~:Z(l ,15”,- l;,+l:,/ .12; ,+(l:l. ..Tl;,+12; ,’1:~, -l:~
Fi2=R2/(<1~’Tl)?(Z( lsIE,:,-Z(l S15:,+1:,-1 ;,
‘v’2=El-111-D5+Fil/)72
IF EE’=0 THEN ZSSO
I?l=-V2.’EZ
IF. 121=7 THEN 4920
REAR+++++++++++++++++++++++++ DIJTPILIT ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
K? I NT
PRINT “LIUTPUT “:
INPUT Q1
PRINT
Iki cl GO tD 5[1<5[1[1~3[i&tIs342[1~394C1 .401C1.4730.49S0
PRINT “’OUTPUT CIIJST BE 1! 2 Ill? S;, “’:
INPUT Q1
PRINT

300(( IF M1=O THEN 3020

3010 PRINT ““ FILE MtIIIIFIEIi’”RT “;TS:”
~0~0 p~INT ILIZING 303[I,Z(1, 15::,! 2(1,16;*

Z:C130:EXPEHSES FIJE YERRZ S* THRILI += FIFTER
PRINT

RETURN
REM+++++++++++++++++++++++++ vO’ffiGE
E,OSIJE 297[}
FOE .J=.? TO 2(1,1)+1
PRItiT ‘“<<<~:<: “;N$(J:~:’” “~’’”’.””’.. / ... ... ,
Pl?ItlT ILISING 315CIS2(-I!2:), Z(SI.3;I
PRINT IJZING 31E.i:l,IIZt:_l::, ,F2(.l;,
PRINT USING 217Cl,D:3(sl;),FSr;sl;,
PRINT USING 21S0,F3<J)

2140 PRINT IJSING :319[i~Ml<-1}.kJ2t.J:)
215@:NEkT LEG OF VL!’YFi5E=eeSe=ees HILE2
31SO:TIHE IN PORT -------- a.- DFIYZ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
317@:TIME FiT SER . . . . . . . . .. .... 111%’x .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ZIWi:FUEL LOFIDED . . . . . . . . . ....”... .. . . . . .. . .. TDNZ
3190NXE!EJJ LLIRDED . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . TONS ,. . . . .. .. . . .. . .

2?0(! PRINT “DEPfO?TIJl?E IJEIGHTZ”’
321U: C:REM * :2TLIRES=::=::=:::::::: TDNZ
322@: FRESH !I)FITER ========= TONZ

B-14
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)

=:::::: =::::=sTIINZ

=::=::===== TOtiZ

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . To~z. . . . . . . . . . . .

=:::::::::::=: TONS:
. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. ..-.. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. TIJNz

2zso:tlFiXItlUM IIERILL!EIGHT=:::$:====s TDtiX

:S+60:<’LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

347fl : TIJTFIL
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...7 ::::::::=:::::: *::*:

S430: <<.:<.; EXPENSES .:~.>::1~ Ff’v’G.Flflfl. E:ZCFIL . t DF Fl?EZ.VFtL.

349~: ($l[lijoj f ?.::, TOT!=tL <$1000:,

3500:. . . ..FUEL . . ..-

351O:’LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .-.7 .— . . . . . . . . . .e—-. . = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ::::= .+=

3520: . . . ..Ct3P1TRLIZE11. . . . .

353[1: . . . ..UPEPHTING . . . . .
~$$~~: TtlTI%L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—-. ..—-..., -.., . . . . . . .-..
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FIGURE B5 (Continued

00

STIUIIY ++++++++++++++++

PRINT ‘“---— ----- F’FiWFIETRIC ZTIJllf- --–---––--”

iSD:~lJ~ 297[,

Pi?ItiT “NfitlE IIF PRRFWIETEE ““1

INPIUT PS

PRINT “’WN%E – LDlxl* HIEW. STEP “’:

INPUT L,H.Z

PRINT “NIutlBER OF t71DC01UNT:Z FIFFECTE1l “’:

INPUT N

FOR 1=1 TCI N

4Ef3fI PRINT ““HCCOIJNT, LINE “;
g

4840 INPIJT ‘d2(IjsV4tI:

i

B-17 I
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FIGURE B5 (Continued)

4950 NE:=:T 1
4sE,0 PRINT

4s7[! FOP I1=L TCI H ZTEF Z.

4SS13 FuR 1=1 TO N

4s9[1 z(’J3c I:, ,V4(I:)’:,=11
~~ljl:, NEXT I
4910 GO TO S40
4920 IF EE’=0 THEN 49S0

4S30 F’PINT “’RFR=’’ ;El;’’X~T0N MHEN F’fWHtlETEE=’’:Il

4?40 HI TB 4%0

4950 Pl?ItfT “’NPV=’’:V2:”’$: MHEN FFtPJ3PlETEl?=’’; Il

4%[1 NEXT II

4s!?0 GO TII FS60

49~[, REM+++++++++++++++++++++++++ O~lTPILIT OPTIONS ++++++++++++++++++
499[, pRINT ..<<<<:< IJIJTPIJT UF’TIDNS >;>;}”

50(10 PRINT ~: = <EflTEP NEkl Ii17TFl FILE>””
Y,OI[! PEINT c = (:PIIIIJIFY CIJFi?EflT IltiTFI FILE>”

SO?(I PRINT “> = ‘VU’r’R5E Iw3TFI”’
5030 PRINT “4 = PRESENT V13LLIE IIHTFI”

E1[14CI PRINT “~ = F.FE OR NPV”’

E,u513 PRINT ‘:6 = COSTS E!?’ MLINTH~”

z[15(! PRINT “~ = F’FiF?%lETRIC STLID’Y’”

5u7(1 PRINT ‘“8 = LIST OF C’UTPIJT CIFTIDN2”’
50S0 PRINT ‘“STOP = TERtlINHTE PIVJ&F!iW’i E:<ELUTIUN”

!50?0 ED TO zs60

aIO@ FEINT ‘“<<:<{< OIJTPLIT OPTIONS >;>>>”’

5110 PRINT “’I = [ENTER NEltl IIFITi=I FILE”>”

S!20 PRINT ““i? = (;Pll)IIIF’f CUEPENT I!RTFI FILE]”’

also PRINT “S = LIST ~F 01.ITPUT ❑FTlIlN2-
514cI PRINT ‘“2TIIP = TERtlINRTE PRCiFF!t3t5 EkECLKTLCIH-

!51!5[! 60 TO 2FE!0

B-18
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FIGURF B6
PROGRAM “GENEC 1“

Al

AZ

c

cl(J)

C2

C3(J)

c4(I)

D(J)

D$
D1

D2(J)

D3(J)

D4

D5

D6(Y)

E(J)

El

E2

F

F+
F1 (J)

Fl$

F2(J)

F3(J)

F4(J)

F5(J)

H

I

11

J

K

K1

K2

Average annuBl cost coefficient (capitalized costs)

Average annUal cOSt COeff iCient (Operating COStS )

Escalated cost

Cost of fuel per voyage, not escalated, port (J)

Escalated value of tons of cargo off-loaded

BaSiC monthly cost, account (J)

Monthly cost, output column (I )

Discounted value of cost, account (J)

Date of program exeCUtiOn

Total discounted value of all operating cost accounts

Days in port (J)

Days at sea after port (J)

Days per round trip

Total discounted value of all capitalized cost accounts

Operating days, year (Y)

Discounted value of tons of cargo off-loaded at port (J)

Total discounted dollar value of cargo off-loaded at ports with

specified freight rates

Total discounted value of tons of cargo off-loaded at ~rts with

unspecified freight rates

Total tons of fuel used for round trip

Name of data file

Tons of fuel on board, arriving port (J)

Identification of data file

Tons of fuel burned in port (J)

Tons of fuel loaded, port (J)

Tons of fuel on board, leaving port (J)

Tons of fuel burned at sea after port (J)

High value for parametric study range

Index

Index for parametric variation

AC count

Month (date of contract = 1)

First month for cost calculation

Last month for cost calculation

B-19
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~OF SYNBOLS (Cent Td)

K3(I)

K4(I)

K5(J)

L

M(J, I)

Ml

N

N$(J)

Nl$

P(J, I)

P$
PI(J)

Q1

R(J)

R1

s

T’s

T1/T7

VI

V2

v3(N)

v4(N)

WI(J)

W2(J)

w3(J)

w4(J)

Y

z(J, I)

Index for monthly cost subroutine, column (I )

Index for monthly cost subroutine, column (I )

Index to show when “operating days” are used as a multiplier for

account (J)

Low value for parametric study range

Month cost is incurred, account (J) , Table B line (I )

Index for modifications to data file

Number of accounts affected by parametric variation

Name of account (J)

Name of ship

Percentage of total cost, account (J) , Table B line (I )

Name of parametric variable

Index for irregular payment schedule, account (J)

Index for output option

Freight rate (not escalated) , port (J)

Required Freight Bate (RFR) , not escalated

Step value for parametric study range

Time of program execution

Temporary variables

Average round trips per year of period being analyzed

Net present value

Account number affected by parametric variation, case (N)

Line number affected by parametric variation, case (N)

Tons of cargo loaded, port (J)

Tons of cargo off-loaded, port (J)

Tons of cargo on board, leaving port (J)

Tons of ballast on board, leaving port (J)

Year (first year after delivery = 1)

Input data, account (J) , input data sheet line (I)
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where;

P= Present value ($)

F= Future value ($ )

d= Discount rate (%)

m= Months from date of contract

Both “escalation” and “present value,, normally refer to the dollar value ot d

transaction. When the RFR is unknown, however, it is convenient to apply

formulas to the tons of cargo off-loaded. The resulting numbers are then

multiplied by RFR (when it is determined) to yet the corresponding values

income. Mathematically, this has the same result as applying the formulas

directly to income, but it ,na”kesthe calculation of RFR much simpler.

3.2 Costs and Scrap Value

these

for

Cost accounts aie identified as “operating” or “capitalized’! . ‘fhis distinction

has no ef feet when the economic study covers the entire life ot the ship, but it

is needed when the study is limited to only a part ot that life. operating

costs which occur during the ~riod being studied are included in tne ana Lysls;

operating costs which do not occur during that .perioa are ignored. All

capitalized costs are included regardless of when they occur. ‘The expected

scrap or resale payment is treated as a (negative ) capitalized cost.

Average annual cost tor an operating account is defined as “the uniform annual

cost, payable in equal monthly installments over a specified period of the life

of the ship, which would have t!!e same present value as all expenses incurred

during that period by the operating cost account. ” It is calculated by the

formula:

A=P
[12“++~w+’’-’1[](-]—_——____

[“-’—----<(1‘a
(Y; -Y1+ l)-’ 1
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where;

A=

P=

d .

m=

Y1 =

Y2 =

Average annual cost ($)

Present value of account ($)

Discount rate (%)

Montns from contract to deli very

First year (after delivery)

of period being studied

Last year (after delivery) of

period being studied

Capitalized costs are amortized over the total ship life, regardless of the

period of time being analyzed. When this period is shorter than the total ship

life, only the amortization payments made during the shorter period are included

in the analysis. The present value of such a capitalized cost is the present

value of these amortization payments, not of the actual cost payments. This

permits the remaining amortization to be accomplished during the portion of ship

life excluded from the study.

Average annual cost (amortization payment ) I or a capitalized expense is detined

as “the uniform annual cost, payable in equal monthly installments over tile

operating life of the ship, which would have the same present value as all

expenses of the capitalized cost account. “ It is calculated by the formula:

?+
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where;

A=

P=

d=

m=

Y=

3.3 Measures of Merit.-——

Required Freight Rate (RFR)

uresent value of all income

Average annual cost ($ )

Present value of account ($ )

Discount rate (%)

Months from contract to delivery

Years of ship life

is defined as “that freight rate which makes the

eaual to the oresent value of all expenses- . It can. .
be calculated for all the cargo delivered-in a round voyage, or ?or some of that

cargo (which may he delivered at one or more ports of a multi-leg voyage) when

freight rates are specified for the remaining cargo, using the formula:

Pc - Pi

RFR = ‘—
‘d

where;

RFR = Required Freight Rate ($/ton)

Pc = Present value of all costs ($)

Pi = Present value of specified income ($ )

‘d ‘ Present value of all cargo delivered

with unspecified freight rate (tons)

Net Present Value (NPV) is defined as “the difference between the present value

of all income and the present value of all expense s.” It is calculated only

when freight rates are specified for all the cargo delivered in a round voyage.

The formula is:

NPV = Pc - Pi

B-23
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where;

NPV = Net Present Value ($ )

Pc = Present value of all costs ($)

Pi = Present value of specified income ($)

4. INPUT

Program “GENEC1 “ requires a separate data file. Figures B1 - B4 are the input

sheets used for this file, and Figure B7 is a listing of a sample file. Any

number of such data files may be prepared and saved. They are used one at a

time and are called for as needed during program execution.

Each data file has line numbers separated by one blank space from the succeeding

data items (these line numbers ,,arenot used by the program) . Data items are

separated by commas, with a comma at the end of each line, and alphanumeric

items are enclosed in quotation marks. Line numbers on the input sheets are not

used in the @ata file, but are used when modifying data during program

execution.

5. OUTPUT

Program “GENEC 1“ can produce any or all of the six sets of output shown in

Figures B8 - B 14 (identified as Type 3, Type 4, Type 5, Type 6, Type 7 and Type

B ), as selected during program execution.

‘Wpe 3 output (voyage Data) iS shown in Figure B8. This output contains four

blocks of data. The first block identifies the data file used. The next two

blocks give information on each port visited, and on the sea trip to the next

port. (If the data file had held information on more or less than two ports

then there would have been more or less than two such blocks of output. ) The
final block gives the total time per round trip and the average number of trips

per year.

Type 4 OUtpUt (pre Sent ValUe Data) is shown in Figures B9 and B 10. This output
also contains four blocks of data. The first block identifies the data file

used. The second block, “INCOME, w shows the amount of cargo off-loaded at each

port, its freight rate, escalation, and present value. It also gives the total

present value of all income. The third block, “EXPENSES, ” gives the average

annual cost, escalation rate, and present value of each expense account. It

also gives the total present value of all expenses, the percentage share of that

total which is attributable to each account, and the amount of RPR which is

attributable to each account. If RFR was calculated, the fourth block gives its

value, RFR, as shown in Figure B9. If a freight rate was specified at every

B-24
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FIGURE B7

SAMPLE DATA FILE
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FIGURE B8

SAMPLE OUTPUT , TYPE

OUTPIJT ?::

E}.+=IMFLE SHIF

IFtTF( FILE: :Z:RMPLE
FILE ‘?h’,.’EII FIT 1 fi.414 Llr{ 07.c!?.so

3

EXF’ENZES. FOF: ‘)”EHRS 1 THI?I.I 20 F4FTEF ItELI’,.’EF5 l.lXEIi Ihi THIZ: FINFILYZIZ

:< LDFiPIN5 PDFT >:
NE::T LEG DC ,#OfH~E=

TIME IN PORT .

TIME FIT XER .

FUEL LIIFIIIED .

CFIRGD LDFIIIE1} .

IiEPHl?TIJRE lJEIisHTs
icEEl,l L S:TIJI?ES=
FRESH MFITEE =
EHLLFKT =
sEi?’JIcE FIJEL =
EEZEEVE FuEL =

CRRGE .

TDTFIL =
MFi),{IFIUM I!EFIDWEIEH?=

.. ... ....:. ,.

lZO(I(I PIILEZ:

:.0 [1 rlF(’y:I .
:>~ . ~. ;> r, a ,.,.,::. ,

TIIT* i3FiYZ. PllUFiIlTRIP= 64.7:3S1

F+’VEJ?fiE tilJMEEF: OF TRIPS PER ‘T’EiIl?=

TON?. IIF FIUEL
TONZ OF FIUEL

[t Tnt{z

Ttlt’{2: IIF FIJEL

.3N2. OF FUEL
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FIGURE B9

SAMPLE OUTPUT, TYPE 4 (RFR)

DI.ITFUT ?4

EWNPLE SHIP
I@T17 FILE: :ZFIMPLE

FrLE :Sti’;EI( FiT 1(1.414 DN Ios..[Iy.. ~[,

E:”:FENSEZ FOF YERR: 1 THi7LI 50 FiFTEF IIELI’v’EPY IUZEII Iti THIE HNHL’T’:ZIZ

‘<f:it: INCDPIE >}>;>>..:.

LDRDIN6 POI?T
I]ISCHFIR5E FORT

TIITRL

<;<<.: E><F’EHsEs :,>>>>

. . . ..F~lEL . . . . .

LDFl?JINIG PORT
III:134W5E FORT

. . . ..CRPITFILIZEKI. . . . .
RICDUISITIDN
1;DN2TE. t=tljtiIN.

Zl;RFiP ‘VHLUE
. . . ..DPE~RTIM~. . . . .

Mt?NliI)4&
ZIUBSISTENCE

H L: tl INIUI%F!NCE
F’ 1, I IN:XURWICE

2T13REZ & SUPPLIES
PORT CHi3RGES
ROUTItfE NRINT..
l?EPftIRxCIVEi?HFIUL

TCITRL

X IIF
TDTHL

47.1[1

.1[!

-1.10

CF4_ClJLhTEIJ .QFl?= 25.06971 $J’TDN RT DRTE OF CONTI?13CT

B-27
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FIGuRE B-10

SAMPLE OUTPUT , TYPE $ (NPV)

DIJTPILIT ?4

‘E:XHMPLE ‘SHIP
DHTH FILE: .SHMPLE
FILE .SH’,:’EE FiT 1 [I.414 ON C19.’(!YI.’:3[I

FILE MDI!IFIEX tiT ‘?.’?5: OH [1+<113.s[1

E:XPENSEZ FDF YE13ES 1 THFL.1 <G FiFTEF IIELI’,’EE’)’ IXEI IN THI:I HNHLY2:I’2

:; ❑F
TiJTFiL

B-28
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FIGURE Bll

SAMPLE OUTPUT , TYPE 1, 2, & 5

+OLI, GENEC1

● R1.lfl

11.ITFI.IT ?2

FILE SRVETJ FiT
FILE ?lKIIIIFIEIl
NE(,! IlfITfI
?’1 .’<,27[1110[!
‘?[l.l], [1

oUTPUT ?5
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FIGURE B 13

SAMPLE OUTPUT , TYPE 7

01.ITFUT ‘77

---------- F’fI.?FIMETRIl: ~TUIIY ----------

EXRMPLF SHIF
DRTR FILE: :ZRMPLE
FILE ZHVEIi HT 10.414 Dtl o%O~.’H(l

EXPEti5EZ FDR YEFtRZ : THFll ZII FIFTEF 1IELI’v’EI?% UC:EII IN TH13: fIP{itLYZ12

NftlE OF PHRFWIETEE ?IIEHIIMEIGHT
EFINGE - LUM, HIGH, :ZTEF ?Z:=:(I(1[1[1,27[I[1[I[1,2C1[![1[I
NIJPIE!ER’ IIF iliXDUt{TZ FiFFECTEIl ‘5’1

FICCIIUNT. LINE ?1 ,5!

OUTPUT ?2

D1-iTFUT “?7

--------–- WWRMETRIC 2TUItY ----------
~:x:~t’lP~E ~I+I\~

DfiTR FTI.E: :ZRIIPLE
FILE :i17VEIl RT 10.414 ON 09.~05/-S0
FILE MElllIFIEIl FiT 9. ,<S5 HN [@.. 0,9.<S [I

EXPENSES FL3R ‘(ERRS 1 THRU 20 FrFTEF IIELIVEWf USED rN THIZ HNFILI’SI.Z

NW’=-2 .04 lu”fiE 07 $ MHEt{ PFiRftt’!ETEf?= 2:30 [1o [1

NW= -666170 % !,!HEfi PWfWETEF= S50000
NW= 1.90732E 07 $ IMHEN F’FWWETER= z~lj[ltl[l

B-31
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FIGURE B14

S.4MT’LEOUTPUT, TYPE 8

IJI.ITPIJT ?=

.::..:;.t.:~:.... DIJTF’I.IT OF’TIONS: >!>}t

1 = LENTEE NEk! IlflTF! FILE;,
-, =
L ,:MCIDIFY CIUF:RENT In3TH FILE::,
q = vD/fiGE m%TfI

4 = PFEZEtiT ‘WILLIE I,RTR
5 = I?Fi7 CR FiPV
~, = !;D:;T>: ~y MDP{TH:~;

7 = WEt3PlETRIC Z:TIJIIY

:< = LI::T CIF CILITFLIT DFTIDNZ:

2TDP = TEi?PIINf!TE PRDGI?FIM EXECUTIOti
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port where cargo was off-loaded, the present value of income will not

necessarily equal the present value of expenses and the difference is NW. In

this case, the fourth block gives NPV, and RFR in the third block is set equal to

zero, as shown in Figure B1 O.

Type 5 Output (RFR or NPV Data) is shown in Figure B1 1. This is a single line

which shows RFR (if that was calculated) or NW (if all the freight rates were

given ).

Type 6 Output (Costs by Months) is shown in Figure B12. It contains three

blocks of data. The first block identifies the account numbers and months for

which output is desired. The second block identifies the data file used. The

third block gives the actual cost for each specified account for each specified

month. These costs include escalation but have not been “present valued. ” (In

Figure B12 the account labeled “LDADING PORT” refers to fuel purchased at that

port. )

Type 7 output (Parame’CriC Study) is shown in Figure B13. It contains three

blocks of data. Tbe first block identifies the data file used. The second

block identifies the parameter being varied and its range. Tbe third block

shows the F@R (if that was calculated) or NPV ( if all the freight rates were

given) for each -value of the parameter.

Type B OUtpUt (List Of Output Options) is shown in Figure B14. It gives a list

of the titles of

There also are a

of this output.

6. OPESATION

all output options for ready reference.

number of program-generated messages which may appear with any

These messages are described in Section 6.3.

6.1 Input Selection and Modification

Figure B1 1 illustrates the operation of this program. When the command “R~” is

given, the computer will print “’OUTPUT OPTION 8 W ILr, LIST ALL OUTPUT OPTIONS” as

a reminder of how to obtain a list of these options. It will then ask “DATA

FILE?” . The response is the name of a previously saved data file. Tbe computer

then prints the file identification (input sheet Account 1), and a time-of-run

identification: “NEW DATA (time) (date) .” Next it asks for input by printing
,.T”. The response is three numbers (X, Y, ‘z) separated by commas. The first of

these numbers tells the computer what to do. It has the following meanings:

~=o: Execute program with current data

X>o: Substitute Z for the number currently given

in Account X, Line Y.

B-33
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When X refers to Account 1 and Y refers to Line 6 or .8, the change may involve

Table A of Figure B1. If this happens, the computer will print “INPUT OPERATING

DAYS/YEAR FOR (N) YEARS’> where (N) is the number of years of ship life (Line 6 ).

It will then ask for input N times. Each response is the number of operating

days in the corresponding year (arranged sequentially from 1 to N ).

When X refers to a “cost” account and Y refers to Line 9 of that account and Z

is “6”, the change will involve Table B (Figure B4 ). In this case, the computer

will ask “HOW NANY CKANGES?” . The response is (N) , the number of changes to

Table B. The computer will then ask for input (N ) times. Each time the

response is three numbers (A, B, C) separated by commas. These numbers have the

following meanings:

A = Line number of Table B

B= “Month” for Line (A)

c= “Percentage” for Line (A)

6.2 Output Selection

The computer will continue to ask for data changes until it is directed to

execute the program as described above (this command is usually given as

“0,0,0”). It will then ask “OUTPUT?”. The response is a number from 1 to 8

with the following meanings:

1=

2- .-

3=

4=

5=

5=

7=

8=

No output. The computer will print “DATA FILE?”

and will accept the name of a new data file as

shown in Figure B1 1.

No output. The computer wil 1 print “NEW DATA

(time) ( date)” and wi 11 accept new data as shown

in Figures Bll and B13.

Print “Voyage Data” as shown in Figure B8.

Print “Present Value Data” as shown in

Figures B9 and B1O.

Print RFR or NPV as shown in Figure El 1.

Print “CO sts by Months” as

Execute a parametric study

shown in Figure B13.

Print a list of the output

Figure B14.

shown in Figure B12.

and print results as

options as shown in

B-34
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If output option “6” is selected (Figure B12) , the computer will ask “WHAT
ACCOUNTS? “. The response is five numbers separated by commas. These are the

numbers of the cost accounts to be printed. If this number refers to a “port”
account, the values printed will be the cost of fuel at that port. (There is no
cost account #1. ) The computer will then ask “WHAT MONTHS?!!. The response is

two numbers separated by a comma. These are the earliest and latest of the

series of months (after contract) to be printed.

If output option “7” is selected (Figure B13) , the computer will print a block

of identification data and then will ask “NAME OF PAF.AM3XER7C1 The response is

an alphanumeric description of the parameter. The computer wil 1 then ask “RANGE

- LOW, HIGH, STEP?” The response is three numbers separated by commas. It will

then ask “’NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS AFFECTED?!! The response is the number of places

(P) where the parametric variable occurs. Most variables occur only once, but

some (escalation, for example) may occur in several places. Currently, the

dimension statements of the program limit the number of occurrences to 10, but

this can easily be changed. The computer wil 1 then ask “ACCOUNT, LINE? ‘rand

wait for input P times. Each time the response is two numbers separated by a

comma.

After the desired output has been printed, the computer will again ask “OUTPUT?!!

so that program execution can continue with as many data files, data changes and

sets of output as needed. Any data changes which are input in response to the

question “NEW DATA?” remain in the program for the duration of that run.

Subsequent responses to this question may modify that data again, or may modify

other data, but the original numbers are not restored unless the entire file is

reloaded in response to the question “DATA FILE?C1. This is illustrated in
Figure B1l.

When no further runs are desired, the response ,lSTOP!lwill terminate the

program.

6.3 Computer Generated Messages

There are several computer-generated information messages, not described above,

which may appear during program execution. These are:

6.3.1 “FILE MODIFIED AT (time) ON (date) “.——

This message appears as a fourth line in the block of output which identifies

the data file used (output options “2”, “3”, c14r1,11611,and “7”) . It appears when

changes have been made to that data file during prcqram execution.

6.3.2 “SHIP CAN ONLY LOAD (XXX) TONS OF FUEL AT- (port) “—--—-— ——

This message appears when the amount of fuel specified by the input data file

be loaded at this port, plus tbe fuel already on board, is greater than the

capacity of the F.O. tanks. The program continues with the reduced amount of

fuel on hoard.

to
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6.3.3 “SHIP MUST LOAD (xxx) TONS OF FUEL AT (port) “

This message appears when the amount of service fuel on board is less than the

amount needed to reach the next port and the input data file does not call for

fuel to be loaded. The program continues with the increased amount of fuel on

board.

6.3.4 “OUT OF FUEL AFTER (port)”

This message appears when the amount of service

tanks full) is not sufficient to reach the next

of the run; the computer will ask “OUTPUT (MUST

accordingly.

6.3.5 “NO COST DATA FOR FUEL AT (POrt )”

fuel on board (with all F.O.

port. It terminates execution

BE 1, 2 OR 8)?” and will proceed

This message appears when fuel is loaded at a port but the input data file does

not include cost data for that fuel. It terminates execution of the run; the

computer will ask “OUTPUT (MUST BE 1, 2 OR 8 )?“ and will proceed accordingly.

6.3.6 “SHIP CAN ONLY OFFLOAD (XXX) TONS OF CARGO AT (PO rt )”

This message appears when the input data file specifies an amount of cargo to be

off-loaded which is greater than the amount of. cargo on bard. The program

continues with the reduced amount of cargo off-loaded.

6.3.7 “SHIP CAN ONLY LOAD (xxx ) TONS OF CARGO AT (port)”

This message appears when the input data file specifies an amount of cargo to be

loaded which would make the total deadweight on toard (crew and stores, fresh

water, service fuel, reserve fuel and cargo) greater than the maximum allowable

deadweight. The program continues with the reduced amount of cargo loaded.

6.3.8 “TOO NANY IRRSGULAR PAYNENT SCHEDULES “

This message appears when the input data file has more than five cost accounts

with irregular payment schedules (input data sheet Line 9 = 6) . It terminates

execution of the run; the computer will ask “DATA FILE?” and will accept the

name of a new data file as described above.

6.3.9 “ACCT. (number) CAPITAL COSTS CANNOT DEPEND ON OPER. DAYS”

This message appears when a capitalized cost account uses operating days

(Account 1 Line 8 ) as a multiplier, or when it distributes the cost on a “per .

voyage” basis (Line 9 = 2 or 3 ). It terminates execution of the run; the

computer will ask “OUTPUT (MUST SE 1, 2 OR 8 )?“ and wil 1 proceed accordingly.
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6.3.10 w+++++ FIRST MONTH OF oPE~TING EXPENSES INCLUDED IN ANALYsIs “

,,+++++ LAsT ~NTH OF oPERATING EXPENSES INCLUDED IN ANALYSIS “

These messages may appear as part of output 6, Costs by Months. They indicate

the beginning and end of the period being analyzed. One of them is shown in

Figure B12.
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1. EXAMPLE COST CALCULATIONS USING CORROSION DATA SHEET

Tank Description - Product carrier inerted center tanks used for cargo only,

full scantlings, fully coated with two coats epoxy.

Assumptions: Coating lasts 9 years (30% failure) and suffers a 2% failure

after 2 years in service.

New construction costs for coating = $3. 00/ft2

Repair costs for recoating $3.55/ft2

Total surface area of cargo

only center tanks (from data

sheets ) 95,900 ftz

Initial costs of coating = $3.00/ft2 x 95,900 ft2 = $287,700

Using Data Sheet attached ( Figure c-1 ) and assuming 2% coating failures after 2
years, no steel reaches local wastage limits within life of coating.

Assuming coating lasts 9 years, the overall wastage limit is reached in 18 to 19

years on the transverse web plating in space “u”, and the girder plates in the

upper and lower tank sections, HI and H2. However, tanks have to be recoated

after 10 or 12 years to prevent contamination of cargo.

Recoat tanks in 12th year:

cost - $3.55/ft2 x 95,900 = $340,445
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CORROS1ON DATA SHEET
sheet 1
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CORROS1ON DATA SHEET
Sheet 2

ea No. of co,= . W.astaqe Limit Cathodic Protect .(AIwdes)

If steal side. Rate Xeached (‘frs.) co,, Wast. Limit Reachd !Yrs)

.mk Descrl PtLon co,, . 1n/Yti Rednced I Full Rate Xed.c.d Fuil
over Loea over I Local 1./Yr Over Loca - Over

All All

. L*?,.. ~ lo~~ “1 1 ‘“I ,%,, “+ A /j
20’ 10’ / ‘

.. . ,...”, , I
,m, ,,

1 \ /

Lff. 2 ,
I

I I ?.3 I*.O I H I

I N.A. I ! I ! ! I ! ,,),
.= ).. I NOT !kPPL,COLE !

I
I

, I I
) I / K

20+ zo~ /’ I
I

,9.0 >0’ / Y.
N,& I 1 /( 1

N.& 1 I / I
—

I
., ,0....

!
I \ ‘1

I I . . I ,,,s ?, I I 1 /,
1!Hori.z. SIrd. Plt. 2 O-* ! ,;,; *0+

1“1 I 1/”
mm.. Gird. stiff. 2 10.CQ9I ; ::.> z.. A
Trmsv. Web Pit. 2; ,, , /“

--’
I i\

Transv. Web Stiff. N.&. i I I I /

Snas?I Bhd. Pit. N.A. I \
Swash Bhd. Stiff. ; N,A. I !1 N,A, ,

I,cmq!1. Bhd. ‘>It. I N.h. ! I \ I I I \l

, LOW, 1. s~d2 Stif f.1 wa. !!1 !+ /’

‘cransv. Bhd. PLt. ! I I , 20, ; 20+ ! / I \i

Tr.rwv. ahd. stiff. 2 I lq,o 20+ 1 A
Side Shell Pit. N.A. : I / I l\

\ side Shell stiff. N.A. 1 ! I

iB, Tota18 \
I ! ]

, ! A
1 !

q.s 20’
\l

/
Horiz. Gird. Pit. 7 o~ !
Horiz. Gird. Stiff.! 2 ~0.-2 ! ! ! ,q.0 ! 20’ I ! I / I

@sQ!k
,,

b=Swash B
Lo.., 1:

= ,hd ,t,,r,

Side Shell Pit.
Sifle shell stiff. I N.fi. ! i
Bottom Lo.,, 1. : N.h, I 1

Web Pit. 1 N.& I 1 I
,.

I ,,,

&Stiff. I N.A I \ I I
3hd. Pit. I N.R. I i 4%
3hd. Stiff. ! N.Il. \ I

Bhd. Pit. \ N.R. 1 [ M.A. (

Eihd. Stiff.1 N.’A. ‘!~ _..yn. ~ 4 !
. Bhd. PI.. I 27 I 20+ /’

.i 2 I 20+ I 20+ I I \l
I N,A. i I I I / ‘

1 I I \ 1.

1/’ I
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2. PROGRAM OUTPUT

CHJTPW’ 73

z~,5,7,]0 Dh}T I; RIJDE CFiI?EI Et? H

DFITR FILE: !CRLIIIER
FILE :SRVEII RT 11 .045 ON 04.<’ 0:3...+:31

EXPENSE:S FUR ‘~’EFIf?S 1 THRU .?0 RFTER ~ELI’./Elf’f IJ:3ED IN THIS IWFIL’WIS

,::::{< R.FIZ THNLWR >>:,>?
NEXT LEG OF vIIYREE= 1116? MILES
TIME IN PD17T = S.oo ?JR’Y27
TIME RT SER . .:1 .02 Dl=l’fz,

HJEL LUi=iIIEi7 . ,;7s3 TONS

lCFIEEO LilFIDEll . 2717:3:3 TUNS,

IIEPFIRTIJRE MEI13HTZ
!;REIJ & ZTUREI= Sl][l TUNs

FRESH MFiTER =. 150 TONZ

BW-LFiZT = o TDN:S

:SERVICE F1.@L = ,9679 TONS

RESERVE FUEL = :333 TONS
ICFIRIXI . 271732 TON:S

TDTFtL = 2S2’300 TDNS
MRXIMIJM DEFIDI)JEIWT= 2SP,3D0 TIJNS

.,::.::.::.~.::. Pf3TTERIJIW’! >;~:~>>
NEXT”LEG OF ‘VC1’r’IWE= 1116’? MILEZ

TIME IN F’ORT = 2.01] m’.{:: ?

TIME F!T :Z:EFI . ~~.~,+ ~~,),~~

FIJEl_ LIJR1lED . 0 TDNZ

lCFii?GO LORIJEIJ . 1] TDNZ,

DEPFIRTIJi?E MEIEHT:S
Ci?EM L :2T!JRES= 500 TDN:S

FRESH MFtTER = 150 TOM:?
EfiLLfIST = 77?S9 TONS
:2ERVICE FIJEL = 442S TON:
RE:2ERVE FIJEL = EC32 Tnri::

lCfiRGD . 1] TOMS

TtlTFtL = :335130 TONS

MFIXIMIJM DEFIIWEI15HT= SS2SO0 TDNZ

FIT 17.50 KNOT:]
IJTINI> :S4
1-1:1I N 1; 442:3

TON: OF FUEL
TUtk!” OF FIJEL

t] T!JIW

TDN:S OF FUEL
TONS OF Fl_lEL

DFFLDFtDED= 2717:3S TDNS

c-5 1-



z:q~,c!an DIIJT I:i?_lDE iCFH7RIER F!

IIFiTH FILE: CRI.IIIEFI
FILE :SH’VE?J .HT 11 .!345 ON 04.<”0:3.”:31

E,x:pENSES FQR ‘YEFIRS 1 THRIJ 20 HFTEE DELIVERY USED IN TI+Iz IWWILYSI:?

WI TFMWRB

RtlTTERllR!l
TCJTRL

. . . ..FIJEL . . . . .
W:!: TFtiW?H:
FT3TTEPIJW’4
. . . ..CHPITRLIZED. . . .
WPIJI:21TION

EE:313LE V’iILUE
,.. . .WEEHTING. . . . .
H 1, M IN:ZUi?l+NIIE
F ~:, I lrq::_iEFIPi/;E

WINNING
FRIIVI:?IDNS L STDF’ES

.’ OF.
TUTRL

22.545’36 :WTDN FIT ?JRTE CIF l;llt{Ti?WT

(Continued)

Pi?E:S..ViiL.
L$lcll]ll:)

c-6
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iiT 17.50 KNOTS
1.1SI N& e4
lLisING 442*

TONS OF FUEL
TDN:Z OF FUEL

[I TUNZ

0FFLJ3iiIIEn= 273524 TONS

FIGURE C-

TEINS OF FUEL
TDN:2 OF FUEL

CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM B, RESALE 8%

c-7 I
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~,>T: ,_,T ‘:2

~:zan!li] IIIMT CRUDE IZ.RRRIEI? J3

IIHTR FILE: ICRUDEE
FILE :SFIVED RT 11.300 UN f.lq..l:l:<..’sl

Ex:PEtiSES FOR ‘YEFIRS 1 THF?U SO RFTER IIELIVERY lUSE~ Iti THIS FitiFtLY:iIS

I?R:S TRNURR
W!TTERDFM

TOTRL

. . . ..FUEL . . . . .
WiS TFtNIJRi+
R!3TTERIWM
. . . ..CWITFILIZE1l . . . . .
FIIX!UIZITIClti
REZRLE WILLIE
. . . ..CJPERFiTIti6 . . . . .
H :~., M IN:;l-lR~~~E

P ~i I INSIUR13NCE
tlFiNNING
PRLWI:SItlNS & STORES
PORT C1-tFIR6ES
REPFIIRS
CnW?nsInri CONTROL

TLITFiL

TON? IIELIV. $<”TON EZCRL. PRES.VRL.
PER ‘iERl?

. ,.

.... ($1 [100:1
c1 .Ijtu .0 [1 13

1524145 2:3.62 .4.[1[1 42216s

1524145

W+G.RNN.
($l[IOC I:)

ES.CRL .
,,.!., ...,,. . .

.1311
S. 11(1

4.51
.T

.,,

-,:3 . 5 ...
1.16

C:RLCULHTE3 RFR= 33.621:36 S.X”TON FIT IIRTE OF C!JNTRWT

FIGURE C-3 (Continued)

c-8
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?s3[ICl[) IllJ!T lCRI.II)E CFiFl?IER E
IIHTFI FILE: !CRUDEC
FILE ZRVED FIT 11 .44!:) ON 04.’O:WSI

EXPENSES. FOR YEF!ES 1 THI?U 20 13FTEI? DELIVERY IU::EH IN THIZ HNFILYSII:

RFIZ TiWWEt3 X,>>}.:. .::..t.~..:”.
NEXT LEG IIF ‘VDYFIGE= lIIEI’3 MILEI: FiT 1!5.0[! WL7TS
TIME Iti FORT = s .(10 IIR’7’S s I.IZ. INE :34 TfJNZ OF FUEL
TIME 13T ZER . :31.OF’DFIY2, IU:?ING 51E,E TONS IIF FUEL
FUEL LDFIUEII ‘3763 TIJN2
C:FIRGCI LllFI~ED 273524 TflNZ:, CIFFLDFiDEEI= 10 TDN>j:

llEPFIF:TlU17E MEIGHTS
CREM L Z:TIIREX= ~lj[l TONS

FI?ESH MHTEI? = 15[1 TIJNS

E:itLLH:ZT = [J TDNS

:IEI?VICE FIJEL = ,~~,~~ TnN~

F:EZER$E FUEL = E2:2 ToNS
CRI?GII . S7:3524 TDt{S

TIIT13L = 2:34686 TONS
tIi7XIMUM DERIIWEIi3HT= 334686, Top{:

,.:.:::.:::<::.:: RIITTEFIIRM >;>>}
NEXT LEG OF ‘VDYRGE= 11169 MILEZ FIT 17.5[1 KNIIT2
TIME IN PORT = 2.(!0 DFI’YZ. UZING S4 TON: IIF F!JEL
TIME RT ZER 2E,.59 IIFIYS, IULIN13 442S TCINZ IIF FUEL
FUEL L13HDEl) . t) TONS:

CFIRGCI LLl~DEl) = [1 TONS? DFFLIIFIDED= 272!524 TONS
DEPIV?TURE MEIGHT:

CFEM & ZTIJRES.= 5, [110 TONS

FRESH I,!FITEE = 15[1 Tnr{s

EFiLLFIZT = 772W Tow:

ZERVICE FUEL = 442Z TfJNS
RESERVE FIJEL = S33 TnNz
I:FIRGII (1 TDNZ

TIITFIL = S:22[1[1 TONS

MFIXIMIUM DEFIEIWEIG!-IT= 2S4686 TONS

FIGURE C-4 CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM C, RESALE 9%
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OUTPUT ?4

Z:S5(1OCI IilAT CRIJnE C:FIEPIEI? [:

1117TH FILE: ICl?lUDEC
FILE Z:R’V’ED FIT 11.440 Dhi [14.0:?.,=1

EXPENSES FOR YEFIES 1 TI-IEU 20 FIFTER DELIVERY UZED Iti THIS FtNRL’iSIZ

<’”.<<’.’””” INCOME ::>>>... .,..

I?FIZ TfINURfi
RDTTEEIIfiil -

T13TFIL

.... .:::..,:.:::.::: i=}.;FEN~E:: :.:.:.:, }

. . . . . FUEL . . . . .
EHZ TFIMLIRR
EOTTEi?DFIM

. . . ..C.HPITRLIZED . . . .
FIIXO.lISITIDN
RESRLE VilLIJE
. . . . . !3PERFITING. . . . .

H 2. M IN:21LlRFiNCE
F’ 1, I IN:WI?13NCE
M17NFiING
FR1l’?IZItltiS % STORES
PORT CHFIRGES
I?EPFIIEZ
COFI?IJSICIN CONTROL

TIJTfiL

FIVI;.HNN.
(!J1O[I[I:I

1’3204
[1

EZC:RL .
,::2 :)

.00

.Ijlj

p! .:, 0

7.:, lj

6.00
7.50

7.!51)

CfiLl;l_lLfi~E~I Rf=p= 22.54207 $,-TOM FIT DFITE OF ICIINTRRCT

❑UTPUT ‘?STUP

FIGURE C-4 (Continued)
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TON:! ❑F FUEL
T!JNS OF FUEL

OFFLIJR~ED= 2717:3S TONS

C-n I

L



!

FILE :SHVEll FIT 11 .S6(1 ON c14/1]:3.~.91
EXFEN3ES FOR ‘YEFIRS 1 THI?IJ Z[l IiFTEP 1IELIVER% IJ3ED IN THIS IWRLY::IZ

I NI:LIME :,:>>>.:, TON:? IIELIV. !JiTDN EZCFiL . FPES.’\~FIL. ‘

PER YEFII? :< ($1(10[1:)

F!FI:2 TFINLU?R [I . [11) .[)0 n

TIJTFiL

. . . ..FIJEL . . . . .

RR:? TRNURR
l?OTTEl?I03M

. . . ..CRPITRLIZEB . . . . .
RCULIIZITIIIN
RE3:FILE VFILIJE
....doF’ERHTING.....

H :$ M INZIJR17NCE
P :!.: I INSILIRRNCE
MFINNING
F’ROVISIPJIS % ZTD3ES
PCIET CHFIR5ES
I?EPRIRS
ICLIRR.USION lCDNTROL

TOTHL

F+’V13. FINN .

{$1 0 [110)

2 [17:37
–1437

. u 1:1
::.0[1

43. [14
–2 .9:3

RFR
(!S)

9.411
.0[1

10. O?
-.7[1

C-12



OUTPUT “?:3

ZR5000 IilAJT lCl?lJDE CFIPRIER
DftTiI FILE: CJ71JDEE

FILE :ZRVED ftT S. 045

E

❑r+ IO+ljs,.:zl

Ex;PENZEZ FUR ‘iEFiRZ 1 THRIJ ZII FIFTER DELIVERY IJZED IN THIS FINf3LYZIZ

(<:<:<< ~~~ _fFI1’+J~~ ;.>>:>:;.

NEL’T LEG DF ‘VD’ft7GE= 11169 MILE:

TIME IN PIIRT = 2.00 IFi’1’s?

TIME FiT ZEFI . :31 .Ij? fmys,

FUEL LOFIDEKI = ‘3763 TONE:
EfIRGLl LRfi?JED . 27173S TONS,
IJEPIiRTURE MEIGHTZ

lCI?EM k :3TCIRES= .5IIO TONS
FI?EZH MFITER = 150 TDN:

EFiLLFIZT - = O TCjNZ

:ZEWICE FUEL = 03b7Q TDNs

RESERVE FIJEL = :333 TDNZ

C13RGn 27173S Tilt{.S
TLITFiL = zs<”?OIj TDNZ

llH:~IMUM KIEHDWEIGHT= <H<)300 TUMZ
..-

.,: PRTTEFn~M ::.;,}.>>

NE}{T LEG CIF ‘VLlYt3GE= 1116’3 MILES

TIME IN PORT = ~ . olj IIH’?,:3 s

TIME FIT :ZEH Z6.!55 DFt’Yz,

FIJEL LOFIIIED = 1] TCINZ

CFIRGU LLlfiDED = O TONS,
DEPRPTIJRE MEIGHTS

lCREM L ZTOI?EZ= 51j0 TONS

FRE2H IMFITER = 150 TONS
13FILLRZT = ~FZ89 TUNS

:SEPVII:E FIJEL = 442S TCINZ
REZEI?VE FUEL = E32 TONS
l:Rl?Gn . 0 TllNZ

TIITRL = :33200 TONS

MFI}{IMUM DERIIWEIGHT= 23S900 TONS

itT 15.00 KNOTS
IJSINE :34 TON!Z tlF FUEL
IJSING 5166 TONS OF FUEL

OFFLCIFIIIED= O TONZ

FIT 17.!50 KNOTS
IJ:> I NG S4 TIJNZ OF FUEL
IJSING 4428 TONS IIF FIJEL

LIFFLOFIDED= 271733 TONS

TOTFiL Rfii’S, ROIJND TI?IP= 61.61786
R<.>ERfi#3E NIJMBER Of TRIPS PER YERR= 5.2.50102

1

FIGURE c-6 CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM D Modified, RESALE 10%
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tlUTPIUT ?4

?s5[101I DWT CRUDE CHFRIEE E

IIRTfI FILE: CEUIIEE

FILE :?fiVEn RT =. [145 Dti [14.’0?..’s1
EW’ENZEZ FOR YEFIRZ 1 THRU S[! i7FTER IIELIVERY UZEI! IN TH13 FItifiLY:<IZ

..::!: ,: ~’<: INCDME >>>>:)

RfIS TFiNURH
RIITTERIMI

. TllTiIL”

.<:.::.[:<:t: ~~pE~:t=~ :.:.;.>.;.

. . . . . FIUEL . . . . .

I?fi:! TRNURR
17DTTERIlRM
. . . ..CFWIT13LIZED.. . .

RCI;!ILIIZITIDN

F:ES:14LE ‘\!fiLUE

. . . ..UPERRTING . . . . .
H L N lNI~URFItiCE

P & I INZURt3NCE
WINNING
PROV121CINS & ZTUEEZ

PORT C1-i131?GEZ

REPFIIRZ

CIIRROSIUN CIINTR13L
TOTfiL

. [ICI

. 1:1(1

,:: . 5 1:1
7.!50

6.1][1
7.!5[1

7.50

lCiiLCULFITEIl RFR= Z7.E,12E’3 %;.J”TON FIT IIFITE OF CCiNTRHCT

❑LITPUT ?:>TCIP

FIGURE c-6 (Continued)
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OUTPUT “?3

Fss[l[l[l Dl,jT II:RUDE CRRI?IER D MUD.
IIFITFI FILE: CELIDEDMU

FILE :ZFIVEJ3 F!T 11.56[) UN 04,-”U6>’31

E);FEN:EZ FOE ‘YEFiF:~ 1 THF:U F[l HFTER IIELIVEE!Y UZED IN THI:2 FINFILYZ:IS

<i~:i< R17S TFINUF;R ;>:>;~}

NEXT LEG OF $.’lJ~R};E= 111!5’? MILEZ FiT 15.(1[I tt{DT:
TItlE IN F’OI?T = 2. [11:1Ilt=+ys , l_l~IN~ :24 TONS DF FUEL

TIME FiT S:EH . :31.[1? DR’YX, IU21NG 5166 TDNZ IIF FUEL

FIUEL LllfiIIEIl . ‘37E,:3 TCINZ

ICFWGII LDRDED = ?7173$ TON:<, 0FFLIJ61,ED= [t TCJNZ:
DEF’FIRTIJRE IJEIEHTZ

lCFEM L ZTOF!EZ= 5(1[1 TCINZ

[:<:[<: RLITTEI?I!RM ;;>t;
NEXT LEG OF ‘VDYfi15E= 1116’3 t’lILEZ FIT 17.5(1 F;NUTZ
TIME Iti PORT = F. QC1 IIFI’;2, IJS:ING :54 TONZ DF FUEL

TIME FIT ZE17 . Zk .59 IFIYZ: , ILIZ INE 442:? TDNZ OF FUEL
FUEL LDFIDED . [I TDNZ

CtiRGO L0i3DED . 0 TUNZS UFFLOFtIIEII= 271733 TIINZ

IIEPFIRTIJRE WEIGHT:
CI?EIJJ k ZTIJEE2=
FRESH M13TEE =

EFILLF15T =
:ZEEVICE FIJEL =

PEZERVE FIJEL =

CFiVGD .

TOTnL =

t’lFI:z:IMUPl DEFIDIJEIGHT=

TCINZ

TONS
TUNT

TON:

TONS
TUNE

TONZ:
TDN5:

TIITFIL IIF!YZ, FTIUNU
FtVEP.F!GE NUMBER ❑F

FIGURE C-7 , CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM E , RESALE 5%
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1

OUTPUT ?4

2:3!5[!0[1 DIJT CRLIIIE CHIV?lER II MOD.
IIHTFI FILE: lCI?UIIEIW10

FILE :<RVEn 17T 11.35(I ON 04...’:31:3I
EXPENSES FOR YERRS 1 THRIJ 2[1 FIFTER IIELIVERY UZED IN THIZ RM3LYS1Z

. . . ..FIJEL . . ...”
FIFE Ti7NlJR17
ROTTEF;IIRM
. . . ..CHPITRLIZE7J. . . . .
FICL!UISITION

REZfiLE VRLUE
. . . ..CIF’ERHTINIS . . . . .
H L M IIWURRNCE
P & I IN:SILIRFINCE
MFINNINE
FI?OVIZIONS & STORES
fDl?T C:HfIt?GEZ
REFRIES
CORFnZIDN CONTROL

TIJTF!L

$.’TON

. u [1
.-.<, .-,cc 4 . .... .-I

.00
:3.00

:. nF
TLITRL

4.54
. ~,g

s .62
1.17’
?.61

7.. , .-!
1.17

C$LCULRTED FFI?= 2:3.35[145 S~TIJti tiT XFITE ❑F CDHTE!FICT

FIGURE C-7 (Continued)
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—..l

2s5000 DMT CRUDE CtWRIER R

PATH FILE: ‘~RIUDER
FILE SFWED FIT 14.[}$5 ON 04.~”03.@l

EXPENSES FIIR W3WJS 1 THKW 20 RFTER DELI’VERY USED IN THIS FitiFiLY:SIS

+[<:<{ I?WS TI+NURH >>>>>
NEXT LEG OF WJYRGE= 11169 MILES
TIME Iti FLIRT = 2.00 wiYs,
TIME FiT SER .31.0~ DRyS,
FUEL LUFIDED . 3763 TONs

CRRGIJ L13t3DETl = 27173:S TtltiSS
IIEPIWTURE HEIGHTS

CREM & STORES= 500 TONS
FRESH WTER = 150 TUNS

13RLLWST = O TONS
SERylCE ~IjEL = 9+.79 TtlNS
REsERVE FUEL = S33 T!JNS
cRRGO 27173S T13NS

TtlTftL = 2S?900 TONS
tlFiY.IPIUM DERIWEIGHT= 28290CI TUNZ

<:<:.[<< R!cJTTERDft!l >?>>>

NEXT LEE OF ‘KIYF@E= 11169 MILE:S
TIME Iti PCIRT = 2.00 Di3Y3~
TIME f+T SER . 26.59 DFWS,
FI.IEL LIIHDED = o TIJNs

CFtRGO LEIFIDED . 0 TIIN:SS
KIEPRRTU!?E bJEI15HTS

CFEbJ & STORES= 50[1 TCINS
FRESH WTER = 150 TONS
Bi3LLRST = 77289 TONS
SERVICE FUEL = 442S TEINS

RESERVE FUEL = S33 TDtis
CRRGU . 0 TiJNS

TLITRL = 9:3200 TONS

“’QXItlJl’l DEi3DWEIGHT= 282900 TUNS

FiT 1S.00 KNDTS
us I NG .s4
IUS I NG !5166

DFFLClt7DED=

!31 17.50 KNDTS
lJs I NG :34
IJS I NG 442S

TONS OF FIJEL
TON: OF FIUEL

O TIJNs

TKINS DF FUEL
TntW OF FUEL

tlFFLnRDEB= s7173B TIIN:S

C-17
I
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2saIoo0 IIIJT CRUDE CFIRRIER R
BHTR FILE: CRUDER

FILE SFWED RT 14.045 ON 114.~03.+1
E:.:PENSES FUR ‘YEFtRS 1 THf?U 20 t3FTEi? DELI’v’ERY ILSEU IN THIZ RNFILYZIS

~:(<<< INUN’IE >>>>> TCINS DELIV. w’TOH E:ICRL. PREZ.VfiL.
PEE! YEBR ~< (!}101]0)

RHZ TFIFKK?FI o .00 “:00 o

F41TTEF?JlRfl
TCIT13L

.<:..::<<< E:XPENSES >>>>>

. . . ..FI.IEIL.. . . .

RHX TFitWRR
l?DTTEl?IWl
. . . ..CWIT13L1ZED. . . . .

FK;!I.IISITIDII

RESRI..E VFILUE
. . . ..UPERHTING . . . . .

H :3 M INSURHtKE
P L I INSURRNCE
MF+NNING
PRDSISIKHW & STURES
PURT CHFIR6ES
REPBIRS
CIIRRUSIUN CDHTRCIL

TCITRL

CFtLCULRTED RFR=

~ .!7Z,JT =~TJ;,

15231]13
1523fi13

19315

0

2244
372

4141
563

1251
36(1

445

23.62

. [1o
:3.00

.0[1

.00

S.50
7.50
6.00
7.50
7.50

4.00 431644

43.90

-3.04

4.6:3
.77

S.54
1.16
2-5E

“4. (
..32

48515

?2.6178 W“TCIN FIT IIFtTE 13F CONTRRICT

431644

FIGURE c-8 (Conljinued)
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<:E500cI I)MT cRUDE CFWRIER B
DFITFI FILE: ICRIJDEB
FILE WIVED FtT 14.:300 ❑Iti C14<O:WS1

E:<PEH~ES FIJR YEt=lRS 1 Tl+RU 20 f!FTER DELIVERY LISEII IN THIS FINRLYSIZ

t:<<< F37S TiiNUWl >->>>>
NEXT LEG IJF VO’T’t3GE= 11169 MILES FiT 15.OCI KNIITS
TIME IN PCIRT = 2.00 Di9YS: USING S4 TONS OF FUEL
TIME RT SEFI . 31.02 JIRYS, IJSIN6 5166 TONS DF FUEL
FUEL LClft13ED . ‘3763 TDNS
CRRGU LURDED . 273524 TDNS, tlFFLDFiDEII= o TONS
IiEPt3FTlURE b!EIEiHTS

CREU & STORES= 500 TONS
FRESH kiFtTER = 150 TONS
EFILLRST = O TONS
SERVICE FUEL = 9<.79 TnNs

RESERVE FUEL = s33 TDNS
WIRGCI . 273524 TCINS

T!3TFIL = 284.586 T!JNS
NFIXIIWM iJEf+llbiEIWIT= 2S46S6 TDNS

<(<<:: WITTERDWl >->>>>
NE:+T LEG CIF VCWFtGE= 11169 MILES FIT 17.50 F;NKITS
TIME IN PORT = 2.00 DFIY:S? USING S4 TDN:S DF FIUEL

TIME FIT SEFI 26.59 IIRYS, IJZING 442S T!JNZ ❑F FUEL
FIUEL LUFiDED . 0 TCINS
CFIRGD L13FIDEKI = “O TDN.ST DFFLDFIDEII= 27:3524 TONS
llEPiIRTURE ME15HTS

CREM ~: ZTilRES= soo TONS
FRESH wRTER = 150 TUNS

W3LLfiST = 77”?89 TOtiS
SERVICE FIJEL = 442@ T!3NS
RESERVE FIJEL = 833 TONS
CRRGII O TIINZ

=TUTf+L = S3200 TONS
flR;<IRt_lfl DE~jjHEIGHT= 2B4&3G TUMs

TRIP= 61.617s6
?yrDy ~~p y~*= 5.57Z?4*

CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM B, RESALE 10%

c-19
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I

FILE SiIVEIl FIT 14.3u0 ON 04~0.3~Sl
EXFEFiSES FUR YEfIRS 1 THWJ ?0 FIFTER IIELIVERY UZEI! IN THI”S FiNiIL’T’Z:IS

+;<:<<< INCWIE >>>>>

. . . . . F!UEL . . . . .
WIS TWW?R
ROTTE!?lWl

~,3PITf+LI~ED. _ . . .. . . . . . .
Rtx)uIsITIOti

l?ESFtL.E VRLUE
. . . ..LIPEI?RTIMG. . . . .

H & M INSUERNCE
P L I INSIJRRNCE
MFINN I NE
PRCWISICINS & STORES
HIRT CIMWGES
REPRIRS
133RRlJSION EQNTRCIL

TIJTHL

T13N2 IJELIV.
PER YEFIR

o
15?414!5

1524145

:Ii...TON

.0 [1

23.4:3

ESCFI!_ .
,. ... ...

:< OF
TDTFtL

:3,3.77

. 0[1

4:3.06
–s . !3:3

4.54
. ~:~

:5.5:3

1.17
2.5s

.75

1.77

10.11
-.7[1

FIGURE c-9 (Continued)
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FIGURE c-10 CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM C, RESALE 10%
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FILE ZtiVED 13T 14.44[1 UN 04.’’({:3,’81
EXPENSES FOR YERRS 1 THRLI ’20 fiFTER

.::.,::.:::.::, : Irq,:oME >.>.:.;>> TON: IIELIV.

PER YE13R
Et+; TRNUP.FI (1

EOTTEEIIFiil . 1.524145

TOTFIL 152414!5

FUEL. . . . . . . . . .
RH:2 THP{U!?H 1 ,s!2 [14

F:OTTERDfI?l [1
. . . ..lCi7PITFlLIZEIi. . . . .

FIcG!ILIIsI’rIUN S[IS04
l?ESfiLE ‘VFILUE -1441
. . . ..IJPEI?RTING . . . . .
H :: M INSLIRFINCE 219P

P & I INSURFNKE :37!5
MRNNIPiE 4141
PEfJVISI1.lPiZ & 2TIIREZ 5&:3
F’CIFT ICHW7GES 1244
EEPFIIRZ :261:1

CCIREUSIDN CDNTROL ,:,s-,,:,,-,~ ...

T!JTFiL 4S2E.9
.> -

CtiLCIJLfiTED l?FP= 2:3.471’3= S/’TON FiT IIRTE OF CCR’iTl?RCT

FIGURE C-10 (Continued)
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zz5nn0 D:.JT CRUDE iCRl?RIER D

DF!TR FILE: CRIJIIED
FILE z:HvE1! RT 14.560 UN 04/u3.,J~l

E:.:PENSES FUR YEFIRS 1 THRIU ?0 FIFTER DELIVEI?Y IJSED IN THIS FINFILYZIS

,,:.,:..::< .: PITS TFtWlJR17 >>>>>

NEXT LEG DF VDYI+GE= 1116? MILES
TIME IN pDRT . ?.!]0 DFIYS ,

TIME 17T SER . .?.1 . cl< JJFIYS ,

FIJEL LIIFIDEII >76’3 TONS

i;REm l_13iJnED 27173S TIIN2,

DEPF+RTJJRE MEIGHTZ
CREW & ZTLIRES= 500 TUNS

FRESH blRTER = 150 TONS

E13LLFKT = O TONS
SERVICE FUEL = 9&751 TnNs

RESERVE FIUEL = S:>2 TIIMS

CRRWI . 271733 TONS

TDTRL = ?S?’300 TIINS
MH+IiIIJH JIEFI13kJEI@JT= 2s290[1 Tmis

<{((< !?llTTERIFIFl >:>>>>

NEXT LEG OF VDYW5E= 111!59 WILES
TIME Iti PJIRT . Z.lj[l jm’f::i,

TIME R-t’ :SER ~~.~~ Jj+ysy

FUEL LU13DED . 0 TDtiS

C13RG0 LUfJIIED = ‘O TIJNS?
IIEPRRTURE MEIGHTS

CREbl % STORES= 50[1 TDtlS

FRESH WnTER = 150 TDNS

BF!LLRST = 77~S5i TIJH~

SERVICE !WEL = 44Z8 TJlt+S

RESERVE FIJEL = :<SS TQN7

IZFFZ6D 0 TON:;

‘lTITfiL = E3~00 TONS

JIFWIPNJJI lJEfiDWEIGHT= i2Si2900 TtJtiS

RT 15.00 KNOTS
I.IZ I N!; S4 TUNS OF FIJEL

USING 5166 TONS ❑F FIJEL

UFFL013TJEn= o TEINZ

RT 17.50 KNOTS
ILISING :34 TDNZ OF FUEL
IJ21NE 442s TONS JJF FILIEL

CIFFLCJ1711ED= .2717:3S TONS

c-23
I
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(::<.:< INI:17ME >>>>> TOt!Z nELIV.
PER YE)%?

RHS TFiNLIRf! o
RDTTERI!RM 15269s2

TUTRL 15269s2

. . . ..FI.!EL . . . . .
Rfi:l TRNLII?’

RllTTERnRH

. . . ..lCF!F’1TFlLIZE13. . . . .
HICC!IJI:SITIUN ~ ,:,~,~~

REZFiLE VtiLUE –14:37

. . . ..0FERBT1H5 . . . . .
H $, PI IN.NJR13NCE zlq~

P S. 1 lNWJRW’KE :37:

iWNN I NG 4141
PPOVISIDNS & STORES 56:3

FIGURE C-n

ESCFiL .
,, ~: ;,

9.01]

. [110

. ):10
S. 011

.00

.00

3.50
7.50

6.UO
7.50

7 .:,0

40.20 172:301 ,3.40
.00 0 . [lo.

c-24
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2:350130 DWT CRIJIIE CFIFRIER

DFiTR FILE: CRUDEE

E

FILE SR+’ED RT 14.[145 DI+ 04/0:3<’s1
EXPENSES FOR YERI?S 1 THEU 2CI FiFTER DELIVERY USED Ifl THI:S RNRLYSIS

{~:’<; RRS TFINIJRH t~>?>>

NE:*:T LEG OF VUYRGE= 1116’2 MILE:?

TIME IN PELQT = 2.010 IIR’YS,

TIME iIT :SER . 31.02 DRYS!
FUEL LORIIED . ,376:3 TDf+S

CFW6CI LDFIDED . 2717:3S TnNS,

IIEPFNITURE 14EIGHTS
CF?E14 % STDF?ES= ELOO TONI

FRESH MRTER = 15[1 TUNS

BRLLFIST = n TONS

SERVICE FUEL = ?&7F TUNS

PE:SERYE FLIEL = :233 TONS
I;wxn . ?7173?. TKltiS.

TIJTRL = i?~Z90tI TONS

MRXIMUM DERIWE’f GHT= 5S2’300 TUN.S

.:;<<:i: RI)TTERIIIW >}.>>>
NEXT LE5 DF VU’i%E= 1116’3 MILEZ

TIME IN PORT = s.[10 DFIYS,

TIME FIT SEFI . 25.5’? DFIYS!
FIJEL LDRDEII . .0 TDtiS

CRI?GU LDPIDEP = O TUNE:,

DEPRRTIJRE blEIGHTS
CREW % 3TURES= 5CICI TONS
FRESH kJt3TEi? = 150 TONS
?JRLLWST = 77~B51 TDNs

SERVICE FUEL = 442:> TDH:S
9ESERVE FUEL = :S3:S TONS
I:RRGO . 0 TRNS

‘TDTFIL = Z3ZOC! TONS

MFMII’IJM DEFtDblEIGHT= 2zSg00 TONS

FJT 15.00 KNDTS
IJ:SING S4 TEINX DF FIJEL
us I N13 5166 TONS CIF FIJEL

DFFLO13DED= c1 TDN:;

FiT 17.50 KNOTS
1.1SI N6 S4 TDNS DF FUEL
IUSING 442’S TONZ DF FUEL

CIFFLOF!I.IED= 27’173% TONS

TnTFIl TWWZ. RtlUNn TPIP= 61.&17&’e<
+td~q!a.?z WYI?F,E? p: :@? ~: ~E% “~”-.+,= 5.~501!]3

FIGURE C-12 CRUDE CARRIER, SYSTEM D MOnIFIED, RESALE 10%
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I

~!JTPIJ- “/.!

E’:350(10 nl.,lT CRIJIIE ICRRI?IER E

12FITFI FILE: CFUPEE

FILE SH’VEI1 FtT 14.1145 ON Ci4~’K3.’Sl
E:~,;PENSES FUR ‘T’EFM7S 1 THFU ?0 HFTER ?JELI\!ER.Y USED IN THIS FIHHL’T’21Z

,: .:::.:::.: .<. 11’+:nME >:-:}>>

RF!< ‘i_13NURi+
RDTTERDRN

Tll~FIL

<{<.<< E:<FEN:3E~ ;>>.>.>>

. . . . . FUEL. . . . .
Em mium
l?12TTERDfiH

. . . ..lCRPITRL12En. . . .
FK13uIsITIUN

I?EZRLE V13LLE

. . . ..CIPERfiTING . . . . .
H z PI IF!sI.II?FNWE
F :1: I IIYSIJRFIHCE

l’lFW4!Y1N15

PFII’.!I:SIRN:S & STORES

FCII?T CHHRISES
REPFIIRS

CCIRRDSIRM CCH+TROL
TDTFIL

~“ OF.

TgTitL

L%LICULRTEIl i?Fi?= 27.2+61S WTCIN HT lIF!TE OF CDNTRRCT

,> .:,,>. . .. . .
. 1;10

1 [1.57
_ - .--,

. ! .-,

~,.jTQ:~T ~jT~S

FIGURE C-12 (Continued)
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01-lTPl-lT ‘?:1

P:3s,00[1 HI,IT ICRLIDE LFWRIEF II PIOD .

IllTf Fi FILE : CFLIIIEI!MO

FILE ZH’JE1! FIT 11.5S,0 DN [14,.[IE,,sI

EXPENZEZ FUR ‘YEFIES 1 THF?J SO HFTEi7 DELIVERY IJZED IN THIS RNFILYSIZ

FIT 1.5.[10 }:N@TS:
1-1:2I N 13 :34

IU:ZI N h 516A

DFFLllRDED=

TONS DF FIJEL
TUN:2 IIF FIJEL

[I TIJNZ

TONS DF FUEL

TDN:I: ❑F FIMEL

C17RG0 LUI%DED .

mEPFiRTILIEE MEIGHTZ
ICI?EI*I \K ZTUEES=

F17ES:H MHTEf? =

EHLLHZT .

SERVICE FUEL =

RESEI?VE FIJEL =

C17FI;0 .

TOTFIL =

MFI:XIMIUM IlEiII141EIGHT=

(i TIIF{S! DFFLOFIDED= 2717X TDN.Z

TiJTRL IIF!’f~, EDILIND
Ft\!E17R6E NIJMBER UF

FIGUREC-12

TRIP= E*1 .s17:?.6
TRIPZ PER ‘YEW= 5.615255

PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTFM E, RESALE 10%

C-27 I
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UIJTPIJT ‘?4

SS50U[I III,IT CEIJIIE CFIl?l?IER II NC!?J.
II13TFI FILE: CRLIIIEDMO

FILE :SRVEIJ FIT 11 .5<, [1 ❑N (14.,( 16.S1

E;.: FENZES FOR Y’EFIR2 1 THRU 2[1 FiFTER DELIVERY [USED IN THIS fiNFILYZIS

.[<<i.~ IN,J:nME j~,:.j>,

WI; “(iIN1.ll?fi
EOTTEFIIFIM

TDTFIL

. ..FILIEL . . . . .

&:I: THN1-ll?fi
FO1-TE!?JIHM
. . . . .lLnF’ITRLIZED . . . . .

RIE:IJIJISI’TION
FEZFILE ‘VFtLIJE

. . . ..LlPE17RT1NG . . . . .
H :, M INSIJRFINCE
F :1. I INZIJ17FINC:E
MFINNIN6
PIZO’,~ISICINZ t. Z“fDR.EZ
PDRT C::R(IGES
REFfiIRS
CGWRU21UN C!JNTRDL

TDTFIL

. [1[1

S.(1O

X DF
TUTftL

t~(14~ S....TON RT DRTE OF CONT!?HCTCiILC1..IL(iTED PFR= ?3.:-,.,.

tlIJTPLIT ‘?STOP

9.41
.0[1

1 (1. [15

–.7il

FIGURE C (Continued)
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DUTPLIT ?4

H Pllll).

KIN 04/.” IIt5@l

IIFIT!=I FILE: FRIIIHIIJKI

FILE SI?VED FiT lU.470 –
EXPENSES FBI? YEW?% I THmJ 20 RFTEF nELIk’EEY USED IN THIS t7tiHL’tZIS

. . . ..FUEL . . . . .
CILIEFICRD

NEM YORK
. . . ..lCRPITRLIZED. . . . .

13CL!UIZIT1LIN
RESRLE ViiLUE
. . . ..IIPERRTING . . . . .
H & M INSUI?.RNCE
P & I INSU!?FItiCE
MFINNING
FRnVIzIotiS s ZTIIREZ
FORT CHRRGES
REPFI 1RZ
CORROSION CONTROL

TKITRL

. [1o
E.ljo

. [I 1]

00
S:5(I
7.50

6.00
7.:,[1
7.!5[1

% DF
TDTF!L

C@CULRTE~ RFI?= 13.?04?9 WTCW FtT IF!TE IIF CUNTRfiCT

OUTPUT ?STIIP

FIGURE c-14 PRODUCT CARRIER , SYSTEM A, RESALE 22%
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DUTPUT ?2

:<.>:~[,[, I!I,IT FROIIILI1:T ICFIFi71 El? R MDD .

IIRTH FILE: PPOIHMDD

FILE :::R’JEIl FIT 10.47D ON U4.’OE..””S1
E:’F’ENSEZ: FOP YEFIFS 1 THI?U ?O HFTER DELIVERY LIZEII IN THIX FIHFILYZIS

.:.:.::.:::.: .:: CIJFFII;FID >:::::>>

NEXT LEG DF VOYRGE=
TIME IN FCIET =
TIME FIT ZEt7
FILIEL LDFIIiED .

Ct3FG0 LUFiIIED .

DEPFIt?TIJl?E I,,IEIGHTS
iCEEU :;: :Z:TOFES=

FRESH MFiTE17 =
EFILLR:ZT =

ZEF%’ICE FLIEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
ICFIPGO

TUTRL =
MFIXIMLIM DEFIIIbJEIGHT=

<..::.:::.:::: NEM ‘YDFX >;>>>
NE};T LEG OF VIIYRGE=

TIME IN POET =
TIME NT ZEH .

FtJEL LtlRDE~

CR12G0 LDRDED .

DEPIiRTURE MEIGHTZ
lCl?EU & ZTORES=
Fi?ESH M17TER =
ERLLHST .

:ZER’,’ICE FIUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
CFIFG”D .

TUThL =
MIi}<IMIJM UERDUEISHT=

TUTRL ZWYS, .QDIUND TRIP= 1:3.495ss

FWERRGE NUMEER OF TRIPS PER YEFN?= 25.S=19

FIGURE c-14 (Continued)
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EIL)TP(.l? ;~i

:w:30(I tI1.JT’ PI? OIIIJLT iCFiERIER IJ

DHTFI FILE: PROII13
FILE ZHVEIl HT 15.470 ON (14,-:3..,’S;

EXPENSES. FDR YEFiRS 1 THRIU 20 FIFTE.F

<:.:<:<:< Itjt::nME >>>.>>. TONS IIELIV.
PER YEFIR

ICl_lRHICf10 1]
NEI,,I”Y!IRK ‘?49+71

TC’TFIL ,949,>71

.. ... .... .....:... ., ... . E:<pEM~E~ ;.;.:>>>

. . . ..FiJEL . . . . .
lCUFFICRD
NEIA YDRK

..= ..CFF’ITRLIZED . . . . .
Fll~L!l_lI:jITICIN

REZHLE ‘VFILUE
. . . ..UPERFITIIYG . . . . .
H :!,, M IN:21URRNCE

P M I INZ.URHNCE
MFtNi’iING
PRC!’,.’IZIDN:S & STORES
PURT !CHRR6ES
EEPFiIR:S
CDRRDSIDti CLINTRllL

TDTFIL 1:S7116

IIFITE OF ICDNTRRCT

FIGURE C-15 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM A MODIFIED, RESALE 22%
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FILE E:Ft’?En FiT 15.4713 DN [14~’:3:’Sl

E::PENYES FLU? YEFJRS 1 THIW ?[! FIFTER IIELI’VEF?Y UZEII Iti THIS FINFILYZIS

.,:<:~:~;< !CUF7KRD >>:>:.3
P{E:<T LEIF IJF ,.;DYH1>E=

TIME IN PORT =
TIME RT SER .

FUEL LDitIIEII .

lCW?GCI LOfJtIED
IIEPFII?TU17E b~EIGHTS

Zl?Eki & :ITDRE2=
FRESH hJFITEll =
13FILLR2T =
:SERVICE FUEL =
RESERVE FIUEL =
I:FJR60 .

TDTRL =
IIFJXIMLIII DEFiIIl,lEIGHT=

<<.<.:< NEI,! YORK :>>:?>

NEXT LEE OF VDYFM5E=
TIME IN PIX?T =
TIME FiT :SER
FIJEL LIIFIIIEXI .

CFtRG!J LCIFIIIEII
IEFFN?TIJRE l,!EIIEHTZ

CREiA z :ITCII?ES=

FRESH lJRTER =
BFiLLfiST =
SERVICE FUEL =
I?EZERVE FUEL =
lCFIRGD

TOTRL =

MFWII’ILKI DEFtIIbJEIGHT=

1775 MILE:< FIT lE.20 KNDTS
2. o(1 ljR’T’S , LI:21NG SS TONZ OF FUEL

4.57 IJ13YS, IUSING 259 TON:< OF FIJEL
[1 TDNZ

[1 TDN:<! DFFLIIFIDED= :3:3 CI:F.3 TONS

FIGURE C-15 (Continued)
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TIITFIL ,3:35496

CDERDZIIJH CONTROL :>q .>

TOTHL 1747;

rl [1. .
S.[1[1

:. OF
TIITHL

de. . lEI
-:: .20

Ci3LLlJLRTED RF!?= 13.1612 !&’TON FIT DFITE OF IZIINTRHCT

❑UTPl_lT ‘?ZTOP

FEE:: .’,!fIL .

{*1OO(I::,

FIGURE c-16 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM B, RESALE 18%
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DuTPU’T ?3

S.<:g[ICI II~lT F’RII DUCT ICtil?RI El? C

IIHTFl FILE: F!FIIIIC

FILE :ZR’.JE~ FIT l!5. leI:l ON 04:’II:E:..’:21
E:<PENS:E>: FUR YEFIFZ 1 THl?U 2[1 FiFTEF IIELIVERY IUZED IN THI:Z W4FILYSIZ

,:..:.:: <:.: c:l.li?wfio :::::);
NEXT LEG OF ‘.JDYFI13E=
TIME IN FORT =
TIME FIT :2ER .

FILIEL LDFIDED .

CFIRGD LDt7DED .

UEF’HRTUF!E MEIGHTS
[: F,ELI };, Z.TOF. F,Z=

FFEZH WfITER =
E$ILLFt:ST =
ZEEi!I12E FUEL =
I?ESERVE FUEL =
ICHREill .

Tt3TFIL =
MRXIMUM DEFIINdEIGHT=

NEM ‘YDP.K ;;;>.:?
NEXT LEG IIF VOYRGE=
TIME It{ FORT =
TIME FIT ZEFi
FUEL LOHIIED
CFIKGD LIJFIDEB .

DEPFIETLIRE UEIGHTS
rREb) !% :;:TDFEz:=

FF:EZH IJfITE!? =
EfiLLFIZT =
SERVICE FUEL =

REZ:EI?VE FUEL =
cFil?13rl .

TDTFIL =
MfIXItllJM IIERIIMEIGHT=

TDTFIL DFIYS, i?CIUNII TRIP= 13-4~5:~:3

FIvERHGE NLIMEIER ❑F TRIP>: PER YEIW= 25.6819

FIGURE C-16 (Continued)
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EXFE!ISES FOR YEFIES 1
Y, ,-., , .-.. ,..---,. -.-, ., ,-- ..? ,, -.,-7, ,., .?, ,,?. .-,,.,,-,, .J.-. e.

13-IR13LFID

NEM ‘YORK
TDTRL

.<~;.::<:.< E,ypEN:~Es >;: :::::.%>

. . . ..FIJEL . . . . .

ICIJERICIWI

NEIM YORK
. . ... CFtPITFtLIZED . . . . .
FICC!IUI:ZITIDN
I?EZRLE VitiiUE
. . . ..ElPERFiTIN5 . . . . .

H !,, II It+:HJRFiNCE

P !:< I I NSIJRRNCE
MflNNING
PRIYVISICINX & STORES
PORT ICHFIRGES
I?EFFiIRS
CQRRCISIUN CONTROL

TDTFIL

S.,TDH ESCHL . PREZ.’VBL.
..,..,. (::* 1 (1[1o ;!

E::cfil .
,:.;,.....
. .

. [! [1
:3.0 [1

. 1]l:!

.0[1
:3.511
7.50

E.. clo
7.5[1

7.511

45. [16
-:q.lq

CRLCIJL13TED RFR= IZ.ISCIR5 %/TUH 6’- WITE tlF CCINTR13CT
. .

~JTO(JT 73T~F

RFl?
(:s ;,

4.136
.00

<, .07
_.4~

.<,4

. C14
1.56

.21

.:,.3

.14
.:,,Q.L..

12.15:

FIGURE C-17 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM C , RESALE 20%
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‘Y,. ,=, ,- -.,
-.. .

:<:::<:< CUFW:FIII :>>>;,
NEXT LEG OF ‘VDYHGE=

TIME IN PIIRT =
TIME RT 2EFI .

FLIEL LIIFIDE13
CFIREII LDFIIIE~ .

DEF’RI?TLIEE MEIIEHTS
1;EE I,j t. :STOPES=
FRESH I.,IFITER =
EFILLFK-T =

ZEE’,.’ICE FIJEL =

RESERVE FIJEL =
c~wl;il

TDTFIL =
MHXIMILIN JJEfiDMEIGHT=

<:.,::.::.:::..:: NEM YDEK >.>.;.>?

r{EXT LEG OF ‘,!EIY’WE=
TIME IN PURT =
TIME RT ZEFI .

FILIEL LDFIDED .

CFIE5D LOitDEll =

DEPFIRTIJRE blEIl~HTX
iCl?Ekl k ZTDEES=

FRESH bJRTER =
BFILLR:ST =
:2Ei?VICE FIJEL =
i?E:SER.VE FILIEL =
lcFIRm

T!3TilL =
MH:XIIILIM DEFIIIblEIGHT=

FIGURE C-17 (Continued)
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EIUTPUT ?4

:3.<:300 IIIJT F’RIIKIUCT [WRIER Fl

II17TFi FILE: PF1311FI
FILE :SRVED FiT 15.470 DN 04,,3.-S1

EXPENSES FOR YEFIRZ 1
-, .-.,, -... ------ --- -, .--,, . . . . . ----- . . . ..---

IIURRCHD

NEhl ‘YURK ?7slj49 13.21 4.00
TIITRL

1!56054
‘37s[149 156054

ltiRU <U Hl_ lt~ lltLIStK>i U3tLl IN IH12 HNHLYXIX

TONS DELIV. %..’”TDN EZCt7L . PRE.Z.VRL.

PEF YEFiR ,.. ($1 [100::!

o .00 k o

t;<t[ E%,=EN:?E!: :::>;,> !=l’m.tirm.
(:iloooj

. . . ..FLIEL . . . .
CURFICIW 5:3’35

rim ‘Yom O

. . . ..CRF’ITRLIZED . . . . .
fiCOIUISITIIJN S149
REZRLE VFILIJE -56s

. . . ..DPERRTING . . . . .
H & II 1N!3URFINCE :359

F & I INSiURFIMCE !5?

IIFINN I NE 2071

PROVISICINS & STORES 281
POf?T CHfiRGE.2 ~qo

REPFiIRS 1s0
CORROSION ICDNTF!DL :32s

TOTFIL 17s4 o

ESCHL .
,. ... ..

-. ...

,?.00
.0[1

.0[1
::.00

.0[1

.00
E.50

7.50
6.00

7.50
7.50

30 .~~,
.1:1[1

46.46
-:3 .22

~RLCULfiyEfi RFR= 12.307S5 $/TDN fiT IIRTE- IJF CDI’{TRI+CT

OUTPUT ?STOP

FIGURE c-18 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM D, RESALE 9%

F’RES.’VI3L.

t$luoo:,

42002

0

7s5[10

-5023

?&3e

460

1S421
250:<

7029
1602
?%?2

156054

4.09
. [1o

E..1E:

-.43

.65

.04

1.57
.21
.60

.14

.25
12.31

c-37
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CI.ITPLIT “??.

:>9:10[1 IIWT Pl?fl DUCT CH12R1EP H
IIFITli FILE: PI?DIM7
FILE :ZHi)E~ FIT 15.470 OH 04..2,:<1

E};FEr{sEs FOP YEFW.2 1 THRU 20 FIFTEF IIELIVEE’T’ IJ:2EI! IN THIZ Fifii=ILY3:IZ:

.,..... .... ....... .. .. . ,:lJ~~~~n >.;.>>;.

NEXT LE15 IIF VCIYRGE=
TIME IN PORT =
TIME HT :2EH
FLIEL LCIFIDEII

lCRl?Gll LCIHIIED .

IIEPFiRTUi?E WEIGHTS
lCEEIJ & ZTU~EZ=

FRESH MFITER =
E13LL17ST =
::EEVICE FUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
[Cnl?l:il

TDTFIL =
MFIXIMUM ilEFlnMEIGHT=

‘“:: NEbl ‘YORK >>>:::>.:..<:.,

NEXT LEG OF ‘v’IIYHGE=
TIME IN PCIRT =
TIME FIT ZE13 .

FIJEL L!3FlllEn
C:13RIS0 LDFIIIEKl

IJEPRRTURE MEIFHT:
Ct?EW & :ITOPEZ=

F17ESH MftTER =
.R17LLRZT =
:I:EFVICE FUEL =

RESERVE FUEL =
l;FIF&a .

TCITFIL =
MFHIMUM IiEftDIJEIGHT=

1775 tlILES
z .lj[l Ilfl’)’x !

FIT 15.[![1 KNOTS
IUX I t-{k FE TDNZ OF FIUEL

IU:2 I N15 P:3[1 TLINZ OF FUEL

DFFLO17DEII= [I TUNZ

FIGURE c-18 (Continued)
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lNI::OME :>:>:;>>

I:IJRHCFICI

t’{EM ‘YORK
TllTfiL

.<:.:::.:.:::..: E~PENZES >.;.;,.;:.}.

. . . . . FILIAL . . . . .
l;lJFril:; t3Ej

NE(J ‘YDIW
. . . ..CHPITHLIZEII.. . . .
R!IC!IJI:I:ITIOH

EEZRLE ‘V17LUE
. . . ..OF’El?flTING . . . . .
H t.: Pi INSLIRRNCE
P L I IN3UI?FWCE
MFINNING
PEO’,~ISIOtiZ & ZTDFEZ

F’DET CH17RGES
I?EPH I I?Z

CDRFOZ113N CONTROL
TOTFiL

TON:. IIELIV. 1:..’TON EZCHL . PFES.V17L.

PER ‘YEFIR [: :~1 [I 1:10:4:.:

0 .0 [1 . UC! II

E;:I;~L .
,..,., ..1

,3. 0[1

.1:10

. 0[1
:::. 10[1

.0 [1

0 c1

LS:5C1
7.50
.5 . 01:1

7.51:1

7 . E! 1:1

.,,.:, .>C,

...> .L.-

. (Ill

CFIL121_lLRTEZl 17FI?= 12.E94:33 3:..’TON fiT ?JFiTE IIF C:ONTERCT
—

U!JTPIJT ?ZTLIP

FIGURE C-19 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM A, RESALE 10%
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Cll_iTPIJT ?3

ZS:30U IIIIIT FFODUCT CIWRIER H Ml Ill.
IIRTH FILE: fWOriWIOn
FILE SRVED FIT 9.47(1 ON [14.,[16..7S1

E\:FEh{S:E~ FOR ‘(ERRS 1 THRIJ EO HFTEI? IIELIVE.Q’i IUZEII IN THIZ FWRLYZIS

““’”-’ CI-IR171:RD >3>>>\ .. .. ... ..
NEXT LEG OF VIIYRGE=
TIME Iti PDRT =
TIME fiT ZER .
FUEL LCIHDED .

Ct3RGU LDRDEII =
IIEF’FIRTUF?E MEIGHTZ

LREM t. STORES=
FRESH I,JRTER =
B~LL~ZT

SER\)ICE FIJEL ~

RESERVE FIJEL =
CFIPGU .

TCITRL =
MRXIPIUM DEHDIdEIGHT=

<:+:<:{ NEM YORK }:~>;~>
NE){T LEG OF VnYR6E=

TIME IN PORT =
TIME 17T ZER .

FIJEI. LCIRDED .

cFtRHl LDRILED .

DEPFIRTUI?E WEIGHTZ
lCREW :Y ‘STCIRES=
FF!EZH MRTE17 =
BRLLRST =
XERVICE FUEL =

RESERVE FUEL =
C13RG0 .

TIITFIL =
M13XIMUM DEFIIW)EIGHT=

TCITRL DRYS! R13UNIl TRIP= 13.495ss

RVERR13E NIJtlEER IIF TRIPS PER ‘iER17= 25.6S19

FIGURE C-19 (Ctmtinued)
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13UTPUT ?3

SSZCIO IIl,dT PRODUCT cFIFWIER D
D13TF! FILE: FF!CiDIl

FILE ‘SRVED FIT ?.470 ON 04.;3.,’S1
E}:PENSES FOR YEFiRS 1 THFIJ 20 RFTEE DELIVERY ILISED IN THIS F!NFILYZIZ

<+[:~: CURFKRO :~?>?>
NEXT LEG OF VCIYW3E=
TIME IN PORT =
TIME FIT SEFi .

FUEL LIJHDED .

CFIR@3 LOFIDED =
DEPFIRTUl?E I.<lEIGHT:

CREW & Z:TORES=
FRESH IJRTEI? =
BFILLFKST =
ZERVICE FUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
CREED .

TDTFIL =
MFIXIPIUM DEADWEIGHT=

<+:.(<+: NEIJ j’nR~ :>;>::.>>

NEXT LEG IIF VCIYFIGE=
TIME IN PORT =
TIME FIT SEFI .

FUEL LDRDED
C~RGO LtlFIDED i
IIEPFIRTURE WEIGHTS

CREU & STORES=
FRESH WFITER =
E13LLFiST =
SERVICE FUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
cFIRHI .

TIJTFIL =

M13XItlUM DEFIDWEIGHT=

FIT 15.IjO KN13T2
IJZINIG 2S TONS OF FUEL
IJSING 2S0 TDNS OF FIJEL

LIFFLCIHUED= o TONS

FIT 16.20 IWITS
LISING 22 TONS OF FIJEL
USING 259 TtJNZ OF FLIEL

❑FFLll131iE~= 3s0s3 TONS

TOTFiL DFIYS, RCIUND TRIP= 13.495ss
fivERFIGE !ILIIIBER IIF TRIPS PER YEFIR= 24.94464

FIGURE C-20 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM A MODIFIED, RESALE 10%
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DUTPUT ?4

:29so[1 II\,~T PI? OIIUCT lCHPPIEI? 1!
IIF(TH FILE: PRODIl

FILE :ZR’,~EIi HT q.47[1 OH 104..’3/’S1
E>; PENSEZ FOR Y’EHUZ 1 THRU i20 HFTEl? IIELIVEEY IU2ED IF{ THIS FINRLY!.21Z

t::LIF’’ci7lJ

NEkl YDRF;
TOTtU

““’’’ ”,:,: EXPENXES ?:~>;>.,...... ....

. . . . . FUEL. . . . .

cuRncfiD
NEM YIIRK
. . . ..CFIPIT13LIZED . . . .

FH:!UIZITICIN
RE2.RLE ‘VftLUE

. . . ..OF’ERHTING . . . . .
H :$ M INZURRNCE
F’ !, I INZUFRtiCE
MRNNING
PRO’V’IZIONS & 2TCII?EZ
PCh?T CHF!FGEZ
REPfi I RX
HI17R0.SIDN HINTl?!JL

TOTfiL

TCIN:S IIELIV. !DTUN EZCRL . PPEZ.WL.
PEP ‘YEF4R .....,. .: s 1 0 I:to::l

o fl o. . .0[1 o
949971 16.42 4.UO 127599

,3.00

.00

24 .SE.
. Olj

WTPUT ?ZOJTLIP

FIGURE C-20 (Continued)
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OUTPUT ?4

---
<,+ :::0 [i II MT

IIFITfI
PP.OIIIUCT C:FIFEIER C
FILE: Pl?llIIC

FILE :2FIVE11 FIT 10.1S[I Oti [14..;[13/’S1
E~pENSES FoR ~{EfIR~ 1 THEU 21:1 FIFTEI? DELIVERY IJZEU IN THIS FIN17LYSIS

TDThL

..:,,:.,,:.,:.,:, E>;pEN:E~ >.:>:;.>:.

. . . . . FUEL. . . . .
l:lJR~cflD

NEL! “ilJRK
. . . ..C17PIT17LIZED . . . . .
FICGLIIZITIDN
F?EZRLE ?fiLUE
. . . ..0PER13TIHG... . .
H 1, M INZURRHCE
P & I IN.XUR!4NCE
WINNING
PR!JVISIDNZ & ZTCII?EZ
PORT CHIW6ES
REF’FIII?S
CORWIZIDti CCN4TRIJL

TIIT13L

. (11]

.00

p..5lj

7 . E! 1:1

E, . 1] [1

7.50

7.5[1

?: OF

TilTfiL

15[1536

CFILCULRTEII RFI?= 12.74[126 !$,TDN fIT D13TE U II;DMTRHCT
.-

~LITPUT ?ZTOP

FIGURE C-21 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM B , RESALE 10%

EFR
($:!

4. [Is

.0[1

E, . 10s
_.~4

.64

. [14

1.56
.21
.59

.14

.26
IZ.74
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:11>:30[1 DIJT F’RDIII.II;T CFIRI?IER C
IIFITti FILE: PI?IIDC
FILE :ZHVED FIT 10.13U ON L14..~(l:2/Sl

EXPENSES FDR ‘iERRS 1 THFIU 2:1 FIFTER DELIVERY lUSED 1){ THIS FINFILYSIS

(.:; .:;:; ~; I;uER12FID >>>>>

hiEXT LEG OF VllYR15E=
TIME IN PORT =
TINE FIT SER =

FUEL LDFIDEII
CFlFY50 LOFIKIEII .

UEPFIRTURE MEIGHTS
CI?EIJ &.:Z:TflI?EX=
FI?E2H lJFiTER =
EfiLLt7ST =

ZER\!ICE FUEL =
REZEPVE FUEL =
ICFIRGIJ .

TOTFiL =
Mt7XIMUM IIEFIDIJEIEHT=

<<{<:.[ NE~I ~/o~~ }.:>:>>;.

NEXT LEG OF ‘VOYFIGE=
TIME IN PORT =
TIME FIT SEFI .

FIUEL LD!=IDELI .

CFIRGO LOFIDEII .

DEPfil?TUl?E IJEIGHTZ
lCREIA $< STORES.=
FRESH WITER =

13FILLR:ZT =
ZERVIICE FUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
Cfiwxl .

TOTFIL =
MIWIMUM DEFIDWEIGHT=

TllTFIL DFIYSS FTIUtiD TRIP= 12.49!5ss
FWERfiGE NIJtlEER OF TRIPS PER YEFIR= Z5.E,S19

FIGURE c-21 (Continued)
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UUTPUT ?4

S,>:IIIO IILJT PEOIIUCT CFIRI?IER F
IIFITR FILE: PRLIIIB
FILE ZFtVEIl RT ?.5S0 ON 0+..o3,2I

EXPEtiSES FCI17 YEfiRS 1 THF:U 2CI FIFTER DELIVEFY u2EU Iti THIS FINfiLYZIZ

..( E::.;pEtq~E~ :>:,.:}:;,:,.:: .:::.f. .

. . . . . FuEL . . . . .

C!JFFICWJ

NEIJ ‘YORK
. . . ..IZFIPITRLIZEII. . . . .

RICC}IJIZITIDN
17E:?:RI-E VRLIJE

. . . ..DPERFITING . . . . .
H k M INZLIRHNCE

F ‘& I INSURRNCE
IIFINNING
PRD’VISIIINZ L ZTDI?EZ
FCIRT CHFIF.GES
f?EPF!IRX
CORROSION CIINTRCIL

TUTFiL

CFILCULFITED I?FI?=

CVJTPIJT &VllP

t7’VG.13NN.
I($1 (:1c1Ij:y

ES:CFIL .
.. . . ..

,? . [1[1
.0 Ij

. 0[1
E. [111

.0(1

.0 [1
:s. !5[1

7.511

t OF
TllTfiL

FIGURE C-22 PRODUCT CARRIER, SYSTEM C, RESALE 10%
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DUTPUT ?3

SW{,(4 D(,IT FI?DDJJCT CH17RIEI? E

!JFITH FILE: IWG’DB

FILE SfiVED FIT 9.5G’[1 ❑N [14..- [13,.21
EXFENZES FOE YEFiRS 1 THI?U 20 RFTEI? ~ELIVERY U2EIl Iti THIS iINi7LYZIZ

<<:+:1: t::u~nc~n >>:j:,>

NEXT LEG tlF VLIYHGE=
TIME IN F’DRT =
TIME FIT ZEFi .

FUEL LCIFIDED .

CF(RGD LClt311ED .
IIEPFIRTIJEE 1.,IEI15HTS

Cl?EIAl {; xTDRES=
FRESH bJFITE17 =

BftLLFl:2T =
:SERVICE FUEL =
RESERVE FIJEL =
CfiRGCi .

TDTRL =

PHWIMUM IlEi71MlEIGHT=

.:.:<:<:.{ NE~ yn~~ >;.>>.>.

NE~:T LEG OF VCNfIGE=
TIME Iti PORT =
TIME FIT ZE17 .

FUEL LORDE~ .

CRRGD LCIHDEU .

IJEPFIRTURE ME16HTZ
CREW & STORES=
FRESH WRTER =

EfiLLfiZT =
ZERVICE FIUEL =
RESERVE FUEL =
CfiRGfJ .

TIJTFIL =
MFt,.:ItllUM llEFIIIbJEICWT=

TOTFiL IIRYS, I?IILJNII TRIF’= 13.49!5$8
FI’VERRGE NU!IEEI? ❑F TRIPs PER YEFIR= 25.69E,7Z

FIGURE c-22 (Ctoninued)
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❑UTPUT ?4

:39sP[1 III,IT PRODUCT C:FIRRIER H

IIFiTFI FILE: PRODR
FILE Z13VED FIT ~.47[1 ON 1:14....’3.’s1

EXPENSES FOR YEFIRS 1 THRU 2(I fiFTEt? KIELIVERY USED Ill THIS FINRL’Y:Z.IS

<<<{:.[ INICDrlE >>}>> TONS IIELI’v’. $.’TON E:TlnRL. PI?ES.VRL.

PER ‘YEFIR :’.: ‘:$1 000:,

CUR17CRCI II .[10 .0[1 D

NEM YORK 97s[145 12.79 4.[10 15[!026
TDTFIL ‘37:31149 150 [1”26
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I

OLITPUT ?2

EWEMS:ES FOE YERRS 1
-., -.. . . ----- ---- ... --., ,------- -., -,, .-. -. .,-., . .. . . .

.-”.’‘“.:”I: LIE:Ft~ RO > } ::,::.:,.<... .. ... .

NE:XT LEG OF VUYR6E=
TIME IN FORT =
TIME fIT ZER
FIJEL LOFI~En

Ct3FG0 LORDE~ .

IIEPRRTUP.E UEIGHTS
CREU & ZTOI?ES=
FRESH MFITER =
EFILLR2’T =
:ZERVICE FUEL =
F!EZERVE FIJEL =
CRRGO .

TDTFIL =
llt?XIMUN I!EFI131,1EIFHT=

.::,::~:.: .:;. NEM YCIIW 13>;>?
NEXT LEG OF VOYRGE=
TIME IN FORT =
TIME FIT SEt7 .
FUEL LtlR13ED
CIWG13 LOFiDEll .

DEPt3RTURE IJEIGHTZ;
ICREW k ZTOF:ES=
FRE7.H MRTER =
RFILLR:ST =
ZEIWICE FUEL =
RESEFVE FIJEL =
lCt3t?G0 .

TOTFIL =
M=IXIMILIM IIEFIKIIAIEIGHT=

IU:ZI NIG WCI TDNZ OF FUEL

OFFLUfiIIEII= [! TIJNS

RT 16.2U KNDTZ
LIZ I Nl; 2:3 TONS OF FUEL
IJZING 2fj13 TONE: ❑F FLIEL

FIGURE c-23 (Continued)
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